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Anthologies
1

Denys Val Baker : Phantom Lovers (Editor)

With stories by A. L. Baker, Ronald Blythe, R. Chetwynd-Hayes, Washington Irving, James Lasdun, Maggie Ross,
Derek Stanford, Rosemary Timperley, J. C. Trewin, James Turner, Fred Urquhart, Denys Val Baker, Rosalind Wade
and Mary Williams
Kimber 1984 First Edition First Printing (Library binding - Maroon Leather-look boards, with front and rear end-paper
hinge reinforcements)
Around 1 mm at top/base of spine faded, and spine base lightly bumped, top page edges faintly marked and page £7.50
edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, slightly worn at the base of the rear fold and a small
fingernail tear at the edge of the front fold (neatly re-glued)

2

Richard Dalby : Chillers for Christmas (Editor)

Rudyard Kipling's The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes; Frank Cowper's Christmas Eve on the Haunted Hulk;
Amelia B. Edwards' The Guard Ship at the Aire; George Manville Fenn's On the Down Line; Arthur Conan Doyle's An
Exciting Christmas Eve; John Collier's Back for Christmas; Sarban's A Christmas Story and five others
Michael O'Mara 1995 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, corners bruised and short material split at the top of the spine and page £5.00
edges browned else Fine book in laminated boards (as issued) and slightly creased Dust Jacket with a couple of
tiny spots of erosion

3

August Derleth : Tales of the Cthulhu Mythos by H. P. Lovecraft and Others (Editor)

The Cthulhu Mythos by August Derleth and nineteen stories by H. P. Lovecraft, Clark Ashton Smith, Robert E.
Howard, Frank Belknap Long, August Derleth, Robert Bloch, Henry Kuttner, J. Vernon Shea, J. Ramsey Campbell,
Brain Lumley, James Wade and Colin Wilson. With Biographical notes
Arkham House 1969 First Edition First Printing (Four Thousand copies printed) Cover Illustration by Lee Brown Coye
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly browned Dust Jacket £100.00
with a touch of wear at the top of the front fold

4

Roger Elwood : Continuum 2 (Editor)

The second in the Continuum series of four - includes story/portions by Phil Farmer, Poul Anderson, Chad Oliver,
Thomas Scortia; Anne McCaffrey; Gene Wolfe; Edgar Pangborn and Gail Kimberly
W. H. Allen 1975 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine & page edges a little browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

5

''Each of the contributions has been selected from the author's early writings, and illustrates clearly how the
technique each man was striving for was taking shape... '' Aldiss, Asimov, Bradbury, Clarke, Heinlein, Leinster,
Sheckley and Sturgeon
Sidgwick & Jackson 1968 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in slightly worn, browned
and rubbed Dust Jacket, with a little erosion at the top of the spine panel

6

£3.50

Peter Haining (Also as Rik Alexander, William Pattrick, Richard Peyton & Sean
Richards): The Future Makers (Editor)

£10.00

Farah Mendlesohn : Polder A Festschrift For John Clute and Judith Clute (Editor)

Introduction and 27 pieces by Brian Aldiss, Damien Broderick, Ellen Datlow, Tom, Disch, Candas Jane Dorsey, Neil
Gaiman, William Gibson, Joe Haldeman, Elizabeth Hand, M. John Harrison, Roz Kaveney, Kim Stanley Robinson,
Geoff Ryman, Bruce Sterling, Ian Watson, Jack Womack, Pamela Zoline and many others. Bibliography,
Contributors & Endnotes
Old Earth Books 2006 First Edition First Printing
A few dark specks on top page edges else Fine book in Fine dustjacket.
£15.00

7

Rose Secrest : Geep! The Book of the National Fantasy Fan Federation (Editor)

Introduction and 18 pieces from the National Fantasy Fan Federation: Fiction; Poetry: Criticism and Playlet
N. F. F. F. 1987 First Edition First Printing (Paper) Signed by the Author on the Title Page with an additional
inscription to the previous owner from ?Jane?
Covers and page edges a little marked else Fine book

8

£5.00

Roy Torgeson : Chrysalis 8 (Editor)

Original anthology with editor's introduction and collecting twelve stories by Tanith Lee, Mike Resnick, Barry
Malzberg, Jaygee Carr, Orson Scott Card, Margaret St. Clair, Sharon Webb, Somtow Sucharitkul, Steve Rasnic Tem,
R. A. Lafferty and others
Doubleday 1980 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, a little shelf-wear on lower board edges, previous owner's bookplate on £5.00
front free end paper and page edges lightly age-darkened and marked - Very Good book in slightly worn, torn and
marked Dust Jacket.
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Jane Yolen : Favourite Folktales from around the World (Editor)

Acknowledgements; Introduction; Telling Tales; The Very Young and the Very Old; True Loves and False; Tricksters,
Rogues and Cheats; The Fool: Numbskulls and Noodleheads; Heroes: Likely and Unlikely; Wonder Tales, Tall Tales,
and Brag; Shape Shifters; Not Quite Human... and much more - 498 pages
Pantheon Books 1986 First Edition Second Printing Signed, Dated and Personalised by the Author on the Title Page
with Publisher's Bookmark
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket, with old pricing 'ghost' on front
£25.00
flap, a little frayed at top and base of the spine

Magazines
10

Jim Baen : Destinies/Far Frontiers/New Destinies (Editor, with Jerry Pournelle(Editor)

Each. Destinies: Nov./Dec. '78; Jan-Feb '79 (Vol. 1 No. 2); Apr-Jun '79 (Vol. 1 No. 3); Aug-Sept '79 (Vol. 1 No. 4);
Feb-Mar '80 (Vol. 2 No. 1); Spring '80 (Vol. 2 No. 2); Fall '80 (Vol. 2 No. 4); Far Frontiers Vol. VII (Winter 1986); New
Destinies: Vol. I (Spring 1987); Vol. IV (Summer 1988); Vol. VI (Winter 1988) - Heinlein Memorial Issue
Ace/Baen 1980-1989
Generally Very Good or better copies
£2.00

11

Stanley Schmidt : Analog Science Fiction and Fact - UK Issues (Editor)

£2 each or 10 for £10 - 2-4,6&9/'57; 2,3&11/'58; 3,4&7/59; 1-4&7-12/'61; 1-12/'62; 1-9&11/'63;
Analog 1954-1964
Generally Good to Very Good Plus Copies

12

£2.00

William H. Wheeler : SF International Issue No. 1 Jan./Feb. (Editor)

Steve & Melanie Tem's The Sing; Uwe Luserke's The End of the Hunt; Dorothy Davies' A Little Piece of Home; Wim
Burkunk's Leakage; Sakyo Komatsu's Take Your Choice; Paul Collins' Kool Running; Annemarie van Ewyck's
Camels for Calvin; Kathe Koja'a Happy Birthday, Kim White and three others
William H. Wheeler 1987
Faint marks on covers else Fine A5 centre-stapled booklet
£3.00

Young Adult and Childrens'
13

Brian N. Ball : The Starbuggy A Space Adventure

''... Liam's heading for outer space on the Lambretta, with Grokk, his six-tentacled friend, perched on the back. Grokk
must find the starbuggy before the Space Lords... catch up with him... Victor, the super chimp with the banana
machine, can help... Will Liam, Grokk and Victor escape the Star Lords?... ''
Heinemann 1983 First Edition First Printing Illustrated by Ian Newsham
Bruised at top & base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket with light paperclip dent at top edge of £7.50
front panel.

14

John Barrowman : Conjuror (With Carole Barrowman)

''... three things... seventeen-year-old Remy would guard with his life: his gold pendant, his blues harmonica and his
mother's journal. This is all he has left of his murdered family... these... will lead him to their killers. But... He needs
Matt and Em... twins who can bring art to life and travel through paintings... like them Remy has supernatural powers.
He is a Conjuror... ''
Head of Zeus 2016 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine else Fine book in lightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£5.00

15

Stephen Baxter : The Web (With Stephen Bowkett, Eric Brown, Graham Joyce, Peter F.
Hamilton and Maggie Furey)

The first six in The Web series: Gulliverzone by Stephen Baxter; Dreamcastle by Stephen Bowkett; Untouchable by
Eric Brown; Spiderbite by Graham Joyce; Lightstorm by Peter F. Hamilton and Sorceress by Maggie Furey.
Adventures in the year 2027 in and around The Web!
Dolphin 1997-8 All Are First Edition First Printing (Paper) (Six Volumes) Gulliverzone, Spiderbite & Lightstorm signed
by Stephen Baxter, Graham Joyce & Peter Hamilton respectively, on the title pages
Spine ends slightly rubbed and page edges lightly browned else Fine copies
£15.00

16

Nina Beachcroft : A Spell Of Sleep

''There is something distinctly odd about the Baxters, the middle-aged couple who move into the other half of the
semi-detached house where the Turner family live... Peter... has seen them before... is haunted by dreams of some
half-remembered time... the dreams begin to fit together and in some strange way take over from reality... ''
Heinemann 1976 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges a little marked else Fine book in slightly worn, price-clipped,
£5.00
Dust Jacket, overprinted £2.90 net.
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Holly Black : The Darkest Part of the Forest

''Near the little town of Fairfold, in the darkest part of the forest, is a glass casket. Inside lies a sleeping faerie prince
that none can rouse. He's the most fascinating thing Hazel and her brother Ben have ever seen. They dream of
waking him - but what happens when dreams come true? In the darkest part of the forest, you must be careful what
you wish for ... ''
Indigo 2015 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top of spine, small (?glue) spot in front gutter and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in lightly £10.00
rubbed Dust Jacket

18

Holly Black : The Good Neighbors (Kin+Kith+Kind)

''The human realm and the faerie realm have always been good neighbors. But all that is about to change... ''
Graphix2008-10 First Edition First Printing (Three Volumes) Illustrated by Ted Naifeh
Bruised at top and/or base of spines else Fine Graphic Novels in laminated boards (as issued) and like Dust
Jacket.

19

£35.00

Holly Black : The Poison Eaters and Other Stories

The Coldest Girl in Coldtown; A Reversal of Fortune; The Boy Who Cried Wolf; The Night Market; The Dog King;
Virgin; In Vodka Veritas; The Coat of Stars; Paper Cuts Scissors; Going Ironside; The Land of Heart's Desire; The
Poison Eaters
Big Mouth Press 2010 First Edition First Printing Illustrated by Theo Black
Slightly bumped at base and bruised at top of spine else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£15.00

20

Melvin Burgess : The Baby and Fly Pie

'''We are the Rubbish kids, losers and orphans. Every day we go to the Tip to sort rubbish for Mother Shelly.' But one
day everything changes for Fly Pie and Sham when they find a baby on the Tip - a baby worth 17 million pounds... ''
Anderson Press 1993 First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Faint marking to page edges else Fine book in laminated boards - as issued
£7.50

21

Melvin Burgess : The Earth Giant

'''As a great storm rages round their house, Amy and Peter hear a terrible noise like a dying giant. Amy knows that
the sound is an ancient oak tree half a mile away being ripped from the ground. Trapped among its roots is a secret
that is for her alone... ''
Anderson Press 1995 First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket Illustrated by Ken Brown
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and edge of rear panel and page edges lightly browned else Fine book £7.50
in laminated boards - as issued

22

H. J. Campbell : The Authentic Book of Space (Editor)

Fact & Fiction: Foreword by Arthur C. Clarke; William F. Temple's Explorers of Mars; Forrest J. Ackerman's Death
Rides the Spaceways; Mary Dogge's The Blue Cloud; Alan U. Hershey's Hardship in Starships; Jon J. Deegan's Old
Growler Space Ship No 2213 and more by David McIlwaine (Charles Eric Maine), H. K. Bulmer, E. C. Tubb, and
others. Rare!
Authentic 1953 First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket ? With Four Colour and Four B & W plates
Covers worn, spine surface missing, short gift inscription on pre-lim page, pages browned, front hinge cracked
£15.00
Poor 11 x 8" Hardback

23

Angela Carter : Sea-Cat And Dragon King

''It is a little-known fact that Sea-Cat lives at the bottom of the sea with his mother, who makes him beautiful jewelencrusted clothes. Dragon King also lives at the bottom of the sea. He is Lord of the Ocean but terribly ashamed of
his ugliness... ''
Bloomsbury 2000 First Edition First Printing Illustrated by Eva Tatcheva
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with a touch of wear to the £5.00
lower tip of the front fold.

24

Philip Caveney : Sebastian Darke Prince of Fools

''Sebastian Darke has the world on his narrow shoulders. The son of a human father and an elvish mother, he is
desperately trying to become the family breadwinner as a jester and self-styled 'Prince of Fools'. Trouble is,
Sebastian can't tell a joke... ''
Bodley Head 2007 First Edition First Printing
Fine Uncorrected Proof

25

£4.00

Joy Chant (Eileen Joyce Rutter): The Grey Mane Of Morning

''... This is the oldest of the stories of the land of Vandarei and deals with a time long before the Harani came to the
Starlit land. It is not told here as the poets of a later age told it but as it happened. It tells of the beginning of
Vandarei's history: of the rousing of the Gentle People: and of the first of the heroes.''
Allen & Unwin 1977 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges slightly browned else Near Fine book in slightly worn Dust
£7.50
Jacket with spine panel slightly faded.
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Arthur C. Clarke : The Young Traveller In Space (Going Into Space/The Scottie Book of
Space Travel)

''... a book for young people in which space science is taken out of the realms of fiction and fantasy into those of fact
and probability... from... de Bergerac in 1656, through the prophecies of Verne and Wells, to recent experiments...
space stations... interplanetary rockets... what life would mean on a space station... ''
Phoenix House 1954 First Edition First Printing Colour Frontispiece, 31 Monochrome Plates and 6 Diagrams
Ex School Library with front free end paper plate pocket and stamp, spine ends worn and eroded, board edges
£5.00
worn, free end papers with tape stains, gutter between front free end paper and pre-lim separated and page edges
browned - Poor Book in torn, creased, slightly chipped Dust Jacket with a small hole near the spine, publisher's
price overstickered and a little marking from tape removal near the base of the spine

27

Eoin Colfer : Artemis Fowl The Opal Deception

''The fairy People have wiped all knowledge of their world from the brain of the only human they're scared of: criminal
genius Artemis Fowl. But now the evil pixie Opal Koboi is back on the scent and the People need Artemis - and fast. ''
Puffin 2005 First Edition First Printing - Issued Simultaneously
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges slightly marked else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed
£5.00
and creased, Dust Jacket

28

Susan Cooper : King of Shadows

''Nat Field is a young actor who has travelled from America to perform as Puck in A Midsummer Night's Dream at the
newly rebuilt Globe Theatre. But as rehearsals begin, strange eerie echoes of the past begin creeping in. Nat...
wakes up... to find himself in 1599... And his co-star is King of Shadows himself: William Shakespeare... '' Runner-Up
for the Carnegie Medal.
Bodley Head 1999 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly creased and rubbed Dust Jacket £7.50

29

Susan Cooper : Silver On The Tree

''... In a quest that takes them through time and space, these six fight fear and death in the darkly brooding mountains
of Wales... '' The fifth and final volume of ''The Dark is Rising'' sequence.
Bodley Head 1984
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges and end papers lightly browned else £7.50
Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket.

30

Susan Cooper : The Boggart and the Monster

''Kin to a brownie, a boggart is a house spirit of no malice but of endless mischief... at Castle Keep. Mr Maconochie...
knows nothing of boggart magic, so it's just as well the children can explain the strange goings on... The Boggart
loves only to play, but deep beneath the waters of the loch sleeps someone... who urgently needs his help... '' Sequel
to The Boggart
Bodley Head 1998 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed and creased
£5.00
Dust Jacket.

31

Jane Louise Curry : The Birdstones

''Soon after school opened in Apple Lock that autumn a series of inexplicable and seemingly unrelated happenings
plunged Mike... and his friends into a mysterious adventure that had its beginnings sixteen hundred years before on a
small island in the Ohio River...''
Kestrel 1978 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£5.00

32

Roald Dahl : Charlie And The Chocolate Factory

''... The Golden Ticket allows Charlie to fulfil his dearest wish, to have a specially conducted tour of the mysterious
chocolate factory... Fudgemallow Delight... Cavity-filling Caramels... Strawberry-juice Water Pistols... But there are
dangers in store as well... '' First with Quentin Blake illustrations.
Viking 1995 First Printing Illustrated by Quentin Blake
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, board edges bruised and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in £5.00
slightly rubbed, unpriced, Dust Jacket.

33

August Derleth (Also as Stephen Grendon): Father Marquette And The Great Rivers

''At all the Outposts in Canada beyond the mighty St. Lawrence River, the French missionary, Father John Marquette,
and the explorer, Louis Joliet, heard whispers about another 'great river' - an immense waterway bordered by savage
Indian tribes who killed white men on sight... he braved the dangers... to carry the Word of God... ''
Farrar Straus 1955 First Edition First Printing? (Note: Jacket has 33 unnumbered titles on rear) Illustrated by H.
Lawrence Hoffman
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and top corners, old pen prices on front free end paper and page edges £5.00
lightly browned - Very Good book in worn, torn, rubbed and slightly chipped Dust Jacket, with the red spine
lettering part faded
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Sarah Beth Durst : Fire & Heist

''... stealing your first treasure can be complicated - especially when you're a wyvern, a human capable of
transforming into a dragon... Sky's mission uncovers deep secrets about... a dark truth about were-dragon society...
more valuable and dangerous than gold or jewels could ever be.''
Crown 2018 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in lightly rubbed Dust Jacket.
£5.00

35

Michael Ende : The Neverending Story

''... the magical tale of a lonely, solitary boy who steps through the pages of a book into a special kingdom. There, in
an imaginary land, on a special and dangerous quest, Bastian learns the true measure of his own courage...''
Allen Lane 1983 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in spine- £7.50
faded Dust Jacket with lower corner of front flap removed (but priced!), corners rubbed and a couple of short tears
and associated creasing

36

Sylvia Engdahl : Beyond The Tomorrow Mountains

''Noren had accepted... that society on the planet on which he lived had to have three distinct groups: villagers who
knew little and farmed; Technicians who worked the complicated machines that kept the land fertile and the water
safe; and Scholars who alone knew that existence on their hostile, metal-poor planet depended on the Machines... ''
Atheneum 1974 Second Printing Drawings by Richard Cuffari
Bruised at top and base of spine and top corners, end papers a little faded and discoloured (?by st6icker glue and £7.50
lower corner of rear fixed end paper faded - Very Good book in slightly worn, torn and damp-marked Dust Jacket,
with a small chip near the top of the frayed spine

37

Sylvia Louise Engdahl : Heritage of the Star (This Star Shall Abide)

''Why, Noren wondered, should he... have a limited education, have no access to metals or machines, and be
expected to believe an obviously false religion... Why... should drinking stream water be forbidden... It all seemed a
plot... Noren rebelled against the unfairness and obvious corruption of the system. And in so doing he committed
heresy, a deadly crime... ''
Gollancz 1973 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, wear spot at top corner of front free end paper and tape ghost at base of same £7.50
page and top page edges lightly foxed else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket with background lavender
slightly faded to blue

38

Catherine Fisher : The Soul Thieves

'''The thing you love best, that thing I will have... ' On the day of Wulfgar's wedding, Gudrun's chilling threat is carried
out. In a devastating spell-storm she attacks... Eventually they all wake, except Signi, Wulfgar's bride. Gudrun has
stolen her soul... '' Last in the Snow-walker trilogy.
Bodley Head 1996 First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else fine book in laminated boards - as issued.
£7.50

39

Colin Foreman : To The End of the World & Killer in the Dark

For the two. ''A snowstorm, a mysterious man... Ancient, secret dangers come to life and the Battle of Pinner High
School, a battle for the future of the world, begins.'' ''The adventure continues. Odin's secret agents arrive in Corfu to
kill the last Stone Keeper... '' First two of a projected five book series
Myroy Books 2005/6 First Edition Second/First Printing (Paper) KITD Signed by the Author
Fine books
£5.00

40

Isamu Fukui : Truancy Origins

''.. Umasi and Zen are as different as two brothers can be. Umasi is a good student; Zen an indifferent one. They love
their adoptive father, but in a city where education is absolute... Umasi and Zen are thrust onto two diverging paths.
One will try to destroy the city. The other will try to stop him.''
Tor 2009 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's News Sheet
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket with a tiny (ca 1mm) triangular print £5.00
chip missing from base of the spine.

41

Cornelia Funke : Inkheart

''Meggie loves books. So does her father, Mo... a stranger arrives with a warning. The next day, Mo starts packing...
They must go into hiding... He has the amazing ability to breathe life into stories, to make characters come alive.
Years ago, he accidentally released a merciless villain from a book called Inkheart... ''
The Chicken House 2003 First Edition First Printing
Bruised and slightly rubbed at top and at base of spine else Fine book in slightly creased, price-clipped, Dust
£7.50
Jacket with a touch of wear at the top of the front fold.

42

David Gerrold (Jerrold David Friedman): Jumping Off The Planet

''Caught in the crossfire in a corporate battle for global domination, a young man must choose between his home on
Earth and a new life on the lunar frontier... But too late Charles discovers that his father... is smuggling a form of
synthetic intelligence that a rival corporation would kill to obtain... ''
Tor 2000 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges slightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£7.50
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Julia Golding : The Diamond of Drury Lane

''At the Theatre Royal in Drury Lane, Covent Garden, This present day being 1st January, 1790, Will be presented
The Diamond of Drury Lane (written by Miss Cat Royal)... And a hidden diamond!... ''
Egmont 2006 First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in laminated boards - as issued
£5.00

44

George Goldsmith-Carter : Lord of The Chained

''Asa and Anna, sixteen-year-old twins, live... in a tiny ninth century English stronghold of Christianity. One windy
threatening day, while walking along a cliff edge, brother and sister meet the Lord of the Chained, who leads them to
Idavoll, the realm of the gods... their mission is to bring peace to the gods of the ancient world and to help give birth
to a new one... ''
Lothrop Lee & Shepard 1972 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in torn and creased Dust Jacket
£2.50

45

Virginia Hamilton : Justice And Her Brothers

''... During a few hot, heavy summer days, Justice discovers how different her twin brothers are... for the three of
them are inexorably linked by supersensory powers... ''
Hamish Hamilton 1979 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, boards stained and front end paper slightly marked else Fine book in like Dust
Jacket

46

£4.00

Julie Hearn : Follow Me Down

''Tom takes a leap into the early eighteenth century - to a time when 'monsters' like the Bendy Man and the Gorilla
Woman appeared at Bartholomew Fair... Tom has problems of his own to contend with. Illness. Family secrets. A rift
between his mum and his gran... Tom must learn to look beyond appearances... ''
Oxford University Press 2003 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£3.00

47

Pamela L. V. Henn : Nick & Slim The Legend of the Falcon Mine (Best Books Award
Winner USABookNews.com)

''In a new home, a new town, and a new school, Nick feels more alone than ever... With no friends to vouch for him,
Nick is framed for stealing... the journal of the notorious Slim Marano, who was hanged for murder more than 100
years ago... Nick comes face-to-face with Slim's spirit... Soon Nick is travelling through time to the Old West... ''
White Wolf Studio 2006 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

48

F. E. Higgins : The Eyeball Collector

''When his butterfly-collector father is swindled... a vengeful Hector leaves the foul city Urbs Umida in pursuit of a
fiendish villain with a glass eye. The trail leads to Withypitts 'Hall, a forbidding Gothic mansion as warped as its
inhabitants... Soon Hector finds himself embroiled in mysterious deeds more poisonous than his worst imaginings... ''
Macmillan 2009 First Edition First Printing Limited State Signed by the Author (No. 395/500)
Slightly rubbed at top and base of spine and corners - Very Good to Near Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£10.00

49

Charlie Higson : Young Bond 3 Which Title? You Decide (Double or Die)

In a north London cemetery a professor is kidnapped at gunpoint. A suspicious letter crammed with cryptic clues
arrives at Eton. To decipher the deadly mystery, James Bond must take a series of dangerous gambles. Once the
code is cracked, he has just forty-eight hours to save the professor from the dark forces that threaten to destroy them
both.
Puffin 2007 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
A couple of light spine creases and lower front corner lightly creased else Fine Uncorrected Proof
£7.50

50

Russell Hoban : La Corona and the Tin Frog

Tales from Puffin Annual 1974: La Corona and the Tin Frog; The Tin Horseman; The Night Watchman and the
Crocodile and The Clock. 30 pages
Cape 1979 First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket Illustrated by Nicola Bayley
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges a little marked else Fine book in laminated boards - as issued.

51

£5.00

Russell Hoban : The Trokeville Way

''... On his way home he meets sometime magician Moe Nagic who has an unusual jigsaw puzzle to sell. Moe shows
Nick a technique for getting into the picture but he warns him, ''You get into that picture and you'll wish you were out
of it.'' Nick, however, can't resist the challenge...''
Cape 1996 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£3.00

52

Nina Kiriki Hoffman : A Red Heart Of Memories

''Matt (Matilda) Black possesses the unique ability to speak with inanimate objects and witness the dreams of other
people... She finds a kindred spirit in Edmond Reynolds - a wandering witch on a spiritual quest to help those in
need... Together, these two special people will embark on an odyssey of the imagination... ''
Ace 1999 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50
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Nina Kiriki Hoffman : A Stir Of Bones

''Fourteen-year-old Susan Backstrom seems to have a charmed life. She is blonde, beautiful and smart, the only child
of wealthy, attentive parents. But there are dangerous secrets inside her expensive home... The haunted house is
more than haunted, and more than a house... ''
Viking 2003 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Slightly bumped at top of spine, lower corners bruised and page edges slightly marked else Fine book in like Dust £12.50
Jacket

54

Nina Kiriki Hoffman : Past The Size Of Dreaming

'',... the continuing spellbinding story of the wandering witch Matilda (Matt) Black, who possesses the ability to
communicate with inanimate objects and see into people's dreams - and her companion Edmund Reynolds, a young
man with magic of his own... '' Sequel to A Red Heart of Memories
Ace 2001 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

55

Anthony Horowitz : The Power of Five: Book Four Necropolis (The Day of the Dragon,
revised)

''An ancient evil is unleashed. Five have the power to defeat it. But one of them has been taken....''
Walker 2008 First Edition Thus First Printing
Bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly rubbed else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.

56

£4.00

Brian Jacques : Castaways of the Flying Dutchman

''... what of the boy and his dog who were trapped aboard that ship?... Sent off on an eternal journey of their own by
an avenging angel, the boy and dog roam the earth throughout the centuries in search of those in need... their travels
lead them to Chapelvale... whose very existence is at stake... ''
Viking 2001 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, to rear board and some page edges else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with
£4.00
some bumping to rear panel

57

Brian Jacques : Salamandastron

''When the mountain stronghold of Salamandastron, ruled with a paw of iron by Lord Urthstripe the Strong, is under
siege... the destinies of five creatures... become intertwined. Why did Martin the Warrior's sword fall from the Abbey
roof? Who is the white badger? And can the good creatures triumph over Ferahgo the Assassin?... ''
Hutchinson 1992 First Edition First Printing Book illustrated by Gary Chalk, dust jacket by Fangorn
Bruised at top and base of spine and top corners else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£40.00

58

Brian Jacques : The Bellmaker

''Joseph the Bellmaker is troubled. It has been four long seasons since his daughter Mariel and her companion
Dandin set off from Redwall in search of adventure. Nothing has been heard of them since. Then one night Martin,
legendary warrior of Redwall, appears in Joseph's dreams with a mysterious message... it becomes clear that Mariel
and Dandin are in grave danger... ''
Hutchinson 1992 First Edition First Printing Book illustrated by Allan Curless, dust jacket by Fangorn
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine, page edges a little marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket £10.00

59

Brian Jacques : The Pearls Of Lutra A Tale Of Redwall

''... The gruesome discovery of a skeleton in Mossflower woods heralds the start of both a mystery and a quest...
Emperor Ublaz, also known as Mad Eyes, sends his fearsome lizards and corsairs on a murderous mission to
Redwall... ''
Hutchinson 1996 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges a little browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

60

£5.00

Gwyneth Jones : Water In The Air

''Kathy... rescued a dead fish from a dirty river. it was a crazy thing to do; meaningless. But the fish wasn't dead. In
fact if he was a fish at all, he was a very strange one, able to find as much water in the air as in any river or stream...
'' Her first book - scarce.
Macmillan 1977 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly marked and browned else Fine book in Dust Jacket with the spine£10.00
panel background slightly faded

61

Norton Juster : The Phantom Tollbooth

''... Through the Phantom Tollbooth lies a strange land and a series of even stranger adventures in which Milo meets
King Azaz the Unabridged, the unhappy ruler of Dictionopolis; the Mathemagician, the ruler of Digitopolis; Faintly
Macabre, the not-so-wicked Which; Alec Bings who sees through things; and the watchdog Tock, who ticks... ''
Collins 1962 First Edition in the UK First Printing Illustrated by Jules Feiffer
Bruised at top and base of spine, gift inscription on dedication page and page edges and prelim lightly browned -£100.00
Very Good Book in price-clipped, worn, torn and slightly browned Dust Jacket with a ca. 4x4 cm piece missing
from the lower corner of the front panel.
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Victor Kelleher : The Red King

''The Red King rules the Forest Lands no only by force of arms, but by spreading disease as well. All who refuse to
pay are smitten with the deadly red fever. Nobody dares to challenge him - nobody except a tiny troupe of
entertainers... ''
Dial Books 1990 First Edition in the US First Printing With Publisher's review slip
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and faint discoloration to front fixed end paper (?sticker removal) else
£7.50
Fine book in like Dust Jacket with the spine panel a little faded

63

P. B. Kerr : Children Of The Lamp The Blue Djinn of Babylon

''John and Phillipa Gaunt are twins who are djinn. They can vanish, turn themselves into animals, and grant wishes.
But when they are sent on a secret mission to recover the world's most powerful book of ancient spells, they face a
deadly enemy with magical skills far greater than their own... '' Second in the series...
Scholastic 2005 First Edition in the UK First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine, a touch of wear to the front corner tips and two page corners £7.50
creased else Fine book in laminated boards - as issued

64

Gerald Killingworth : Hy Brazil The Elven Wars Trilogy Bok One

''... 1591 and nineteen-year-old Edward Harry sail to Ireland as secretary to... Edward Spencer... Edward Harry
expects to make his fortune... when an excursion... leads to a landing on the fabled island of Hy Brazil, the Elven
realm... ''
Matador/Troubador 2014 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Corners slightly rubbed and page edges lightly marked else Fine Book

65

£4.00

Annette Curtis Klause : The Silver Kiss

''... Moonlight lit the gazebo, tracing it with silver, but a shadow crept inside... she saw his face... they were trapped in
each other's gaze. ~His eyes were dark, full of wilderness and stars... he was beautiful... he is one of the undead, a
vampire... ''
Delacorte 1990 First Edition First Printing Signed and Dated by the Author on the Title Page
Top page edges lightly marked else Fine Book in Fine Dust Jacket
£15.00

66

Katherine Kurtz : The Legacy Of Lehr

''Captain George Lutobo of the interstellar luxury cruiser Valkyrie isn't happy when his ship is diverted... to pick up
four large, blue cats with psychic powers... Nobody likes murders, but they start happening... soon after the cats
come aboard...
Walker 1986 First Edition First Printing Illustrated by William Kaluta
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

67

''Taro... has vanquished Lord Oda... but with no land and no title, he has no hope of marrying Hana... news of a
murderous dragon and... large reward... not the only monsters... The dead... have begun to rise... '' Last of the
trilogy, following Blood Ninja & Lord Odo's Revenge
Corvus 2013 First Edition in the UK First Printing With Publisher's Press Release
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

68

£7.50

Nick Lake : The Betrayal of the Living

£7.50

Derek Landy : Skulduggery Pleasant Last Stand of Dead Men

''... Skulduggery and Valkyrie must team up with the rest of the Dead Men if they're to have any chance of
maintaining the balance of power and getting to the root of a vast conspiracy that has been years in the making....''
Eighth in the series.
HarperCollins 2013 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

69

Ursula K. Le Guin : Gifts

''Orrec is the son of... Caspromanti; Gry the daughter of... Barre and Rodd... The Barre gift is calling animals... The
Rodds can send a spellknife... The Caspro... gift of undoing... an animal, a place... Orrec... has a problem, for his gift
of undoing is wild; he cannot control it... ''
Orion 2004 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at base of spine and small smudged/roughened area at top corner of front free end paper else Fine book £5.00
in like Dust Jacket

70

Tanith Lee : Companions On The Road

''... This chilling tale of flight and inescapable pursuit rises to a confrontation of ghostly powers. Havor thought his
story could only have one ending, but the spirit world can summon Forces of Light as well as Dark.''
Macmillan 1976 First Edition Second Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket, with a short tear near the base of £10.00
the spineand the spine panel background slightly faded
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Tanith Lee : East Of Midnight

''... he remembered... the darkness in the hollow below the stone, and the dogs belling overhead, cheated of their
quarry - Dekteon, sometimes called Red, the rebellious runaway slave... when the cart came so suddenly out of the
wood there was something strange about it too. The horse that drew it had the feet of a bear, and the man... had
phosphorescent eyes... ''
Macmillan 1977 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£20.00
with the rear flap a little damp-marked

72

Tanith Lee : Prince On A White Horse

''He was a prince, he knew. And he was riding a white horse. But who he was, and how he had got there, he had no
idea... '' Scarce.
Macmillan 1982 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like
£15.00
Dust Jacket, with the spine panel background very slightly faded

73

Tanith Lee : Prince On A White Horse

''He was a prince, he knew. And he was riding a white horse. But who he was, and how he had got there, he had no
idea... '' Scarce.
Macmillan 1982 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Page edges bruised else Fine book in Fine Dust Jacket
£30.00

74

Tanith Lee : The Claidi Collection (Wolf Tower+Wolf Star+Wolf Queen)

''... Her masters have called sixteen-year-old Claidi many things, but she has always known she is a slave... When a
charming stranger arrives and is imprisoned, Claidi decides to risk everything to free him and deliver him home to a
distant kingdom... ''
Dutton 2003 First Combined Edition First Printing
Bumped at top and base of spine, faint splash-mark across page fore-edges and a couple of page corner tips
£15.00
creased else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed, Dust Jacket, with a damp-mark inside the rear panel (no showthrough).

75

C. S. Lewis : Boxen The Imaginary World of the Young C S Lewis (Edited by Walter
Hooper)

''Half a century before the publication of The Chronicles of Narnia... C. S. Lewis created another imaginary world. Its
name was Boxen, and in a succession of stories Lewis explored its history, geography and the colourful exploits of its
characters in quite extraordinary detail... ''
Collins 1985 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine else Fine book in Dust Jacket with a tiny scratch on the spine panel
£10.00

76

Angus MacVicar : Kilpatrick - Special Reporter (The White Heather Mystery)

''... the most junior of reporters, Kerry Kilpatrick - pale and bespectacled, with a shock of hair as red as a peat fire...
the exciting adventures and the unnerving scares to which he is subjected... are shared by his sister Fiona and his
old friend Hector... Together... solve a mystery and restore peace and sanity... ''
Burke 1963 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, top page edges foxed and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in £5.00
slightly worn and rubbed Dust Jacket

77

Juliet Marillier : Wildwood Dancing

''The Wildwood holds many mysteries. Jena and her sisters share the biggest of all, a fantastic secret that enables
them to escape the confines of their everyday life in rural Transylvania. They have kept it hidden for nine long years...
Jena... must venture to realms dark and perilous in her quest to preserve, not just those she loves, but her own
independence... ''
Tor (UK) 2006 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£4.00

78

J. P. Martin : Uncle Stories (Uncle+Uncle Cleans Up)

''Uncle is an elephant. He's immensely rich, and he's a B.A. He dresses well, generally in a purple dressing-gown,
and often rides about on a traction engine, which he prefers to a car... ''
Red Fox 2000 Second Printing (Paper) Illustrated by Quentin Blake
Page edges lightly browned else Fine Book
£4.00

79

William Mayne : The Fairy Tales of London Town Volume One Upon Paul's Steeple

''... From classic retellings such as Dick Whittington, to contemporary tales of goblins lurking under Tower Bridge,
and pixies tending tulips in the park... will bring pleasure to old and young alike... storytelling that is both exquisite
and astonishing... ''
Hodder 1995 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in Dust Jacket with a small spot of wear at the top of the
rear fold and a small damp mark at the lower edge of the rear panel (no show-through).

£5.00
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M. I. McAllister : The Mistmantle Chronicles Urchin of the Riding Stars

''''On a night of riding stars, an orphaned squirrel is found abandoned and close to death... Urchin has no idea of his
powerful destiny or the way in which he will influence the island of Mistmantle... first in The Mistmantle Chronicles.''
Bloomsbury 2005 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket with pictorial boards - as issued
£5.00

81

Cliff McNish : Breathe A ghost story

''Jack is used to danger... But his new home has a danger he's never known before - the spirits of the dead... Only
Jack can see them. Only he can hear them. And only he can learn their secrets in time to save his mother - and
himself... ''
Orion 2006 First Edition First Printing Illustrated by Geoff Taylor
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£4.00

82

Cliff McNish : The Silver Child

''Six children... drawn to Coldharbour... Emily and Freda, the twins... Thomas... the giant boy, Walter... Helen, who
can read minds... the luminous Milo, whose eyes see everything and whose skin is hot and bright with silver. Each of
them has a unique gift, but they must learn to use their skills fast... ''
Orion 2003 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

83

Joshua Mowll : Operation Red Jericho

''Shanghai 1920... Doug and Becca MacKensie anxiously await news of their missing parents... and stumble across a
far greater mystery. England 2002: Joshua Mowll inherits a remarkable archive of documents and painstakingly
pieces together the extraordinary events... ancient secret... astonishing adventure... far-reaching consequences... ''
The Guild Trilogy Book 1
Walker2005 First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Fine book in illustrated boards and elasticated band
£7.50

84

Edith Nesbit : The House of Arden

''The famous Arden family treasure has been missing for generations... Just before his tenth birthday, Edred inherits
the title of Lord Arden; he also learns that the missing fortune will be his if... he can find it before he turns ten... the
help of a magical talking creature, the temperamental Mouldiwarp, who leads them through a treasure hunt through
the ages... ''
New York Review Children's Collection 2006 - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine, the lower edge of the front board and the lower front corner
£5.00
else Fine book in laminated boards - as issued

85

Sandra Newman : The Country of Ice Cream Star

''... In the ruins of a future America, fifteen-year-old Ice Cream Star and her people survive by scavenging in the
detritus of an abandoned civilization. Theirs is a world of children - by the time they are twenty, each of them dies
from a disease they call posies. When her brother sickens, Ice Cream sets out on the trail of a cure... ''
Chatto & Windus 2014 First Book Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine, corners lightly rubbed and page edges lightly browned else £15.00
Fine book in laminated boards (as issued)

86

William Nicholson : Noman The Third Book of The Noble Warriors Trilogy

''The legendary fighter monks are no more. The mighty warlord of Orlan has managed to destroy their fortress.
Without a base or a leader, the Nomana's power has grown weak and the fighters have scattered... And so the hunt
begins for a new leader... ''
Egmont 2007 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, slight spine lean else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£5.00

87

William Nicholson : The Wind on Fire Trilogy (Three Volumes) (The Wind Singer+Slaves
of the Mastery+Firesong)

''In the walled city state of Amaranth, exams are everything. When Kestrel Hath dares to rebel, the Chief Examiner
humiliates her father and sentences the whole family to the harshest punishment. desperate to save them, Kestrel
learns the secret of the wind singer... '' Scarce..
Mammoth/Egmont 2000-2 All Are First Edition First Printing (All with number line 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1)
Bruised at top and/or base of spines else Fine copies in like Dust Jacket
£50.00

88

Garth Nix : Newt's Emerald

''On her eighteenth birthday, Lady Truthful... Newt... will inherit her family's treasure: the Newington Emerald...
bestows its wearer with. magical powers.. the Emerald disappears... Newt sets off to recover it... as a man,
moustache included... a dangerous adventure that includes an evil sorceress... a waggish approach to the... Regency
romance... ''
Katherine Tegen Books 2015 First Edition in Hardback First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£15.00
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Roger Norman : Albion's Dream A Novel of Terror

'' 'Perhaps I ought to have destroyed this game because of the harm of which it is capable' begins the letter of
warning that accompanies an old handmade board game that Edward Yeoman finds hidden in his uncle's house. As
the twelve-year-old boy and his cousin play the game, they find that the roll of the dice determines not only what
happens on the board... ''
Delacorte 1992 First Edition in the US First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£10.00

90

Philip Pullman : Count Karlstein or The Ride of the Demon Huntsman

''Zamiel the Demon Huntsman has come to claim his prey! Who would go outside on All Souls' Eve, knowing that the
Demon Huntsman is on the prowl? With his pack of ghostly hounds, he strikes terror into the hearts of the villagers of
Karlstein... '' His 'first' novel originally published in 1982 - scarce also in this revised edition - and great fun!
Doubleday 1991 First Edition Thus First Printing Pictures by Patrice Aggs
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket with a shortish (11 mm) £35.00
tear at the base of the spine and a little wear at the corners.

91

Celia Rees : The Stone Testament

''Zillah wakes up knowing everyone in the house is dead. Across the globe, the Children of the Sixth Dawn foresaw
this day as the end of the world and made their choice. But she survived. Adam never knew his parents. Watching
the strange news unfold, he is about to learn the secret of his birth, and his place within ancient mystery. The oldest
evil is waiting... ''
Scholastic 2007 First Edition Second Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and board edges and top page edges marked (?coffee stain?) else Fine £5.00
book in like Dust Jacket

92

Jean Ross : The Martlet Box

''... Simon and Malcolm, cousins on holiday in Edinburgh, find themselves drawn into a mystery... the meeting with
the beautiful and ageless Mrs Clarke, and their first experience of travelling back in time... the boys allow the age-old
forces of good and evil to lead them, perilously, to the very edge of hell... ''
Canongate 1987 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top & base of spine & lower few mm of front panel slightly dusty else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£4.00

93

Rena Rossner : The Sisters of the Winter Wood

''... a remote village... on the border of Moldova and Ukraine... sisters Liba and Laya... a troupe of mysterious men...
Laya falls under their spell... dark forces close in... a family secret passed down through the generations... a magical
heritage... the old fairy tales are true... and could save them all.''
Orbit 2018 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket.
£10.00

94

Fay Sampson : The Silent Fort

''The Roman army is invading Devon. In Hillforts and sacred groves, druids and warriors quarrel over the fate of their
tribe... male and female druids compete for the soul of the tribe and the Roman legion marches relentlessly closer... ''
Hale 2003 First Edition First Printing
Lower front corner bruised else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

95

Marcus Sedgwick : My Swordhand is Singing

''... In the bitter cold of an unrelenting winter Tomas and his son, Peter, arrive in Chust and settle there as
woodcutters. Tomas digs a channel of fast flowing waters around their hut... Peter doesn't understand why his father
has done this nor why his father carries a long, battered box... a soulless enemy and a terrifying destiny... ''
Orion 2006 First Edition First Printing With 'Win a holiday to the Land of the Vampires' wraparound band
Fine book in dust jacket a little creased at the top of the spine panel
£3.00

96

Darren Shan : Birth of a Killer The Saga of Larten Crepsley: Book One

''When terrible events force young Larten Crepsley to flee his home he finds himself alone in the world. Then he
meets the mysterious Seba Nile, who introduces him to the ways of the vampire clan... But will he turn his back on
humanity and join a world from which there can be no return... ?'' First in the series of prequels to The Saga of
Darren Shan)
HarperCollins 2005 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top of spine and small bump at top edge of front board else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with 'WHS £10.00
Signed EDITION' sticker on front panel.

97

Nicky Singer : The Innocent's Story

''... When Cassina is blown up in a railway station bomb, life as she knows it is over. Except that she doesn't die. She
becomes a para-spirit - a presence that can live in other people's minds. She can see their thoughts, feel their
emotions. But they have no idea that she's there... ''
Oxford University Press 2005 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50
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Gavin Smith : DogFellow's Ghost

A new century has begun and new fields of science are shaking man's longest-held beliefs. And on a tropical island,
somewhere in the Pacific, new kinds of creature have been conceived. Yet the one who made them had
disappeared, and for one of his creations the loss is unbearable: neither entirely man nor wholly animal, DogFellow is
both more and less than the sum of his parts.
Macmillan 2008 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top of spine and top edge of front board else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

99

Lemony Snicket (Daniel Handler): A Series of Unfortunate Events Book the First A Bad
Beginning

''... an unhappy tale about three very unlucky children... the Baudelaire siblings lead lives filled with misery and woe...
terrible news... a greedy and repulsive villain, itchy clothing, a disastrous fire, a plot to steal their fortune, and cold
porridge for breakfast... ''
Egmont 2001 First Edition in the UK First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket Illustrated by Brett Helquist
Bruised at top and base of spine and a touch of wear at the corners else Fine book in laminated boards, as issued. £7.50

100 Justin Somper : Vampirates Black Heart
''There's a new ship of vampirates roaming the seas, leaving a trail of devastation in its wake... Connor's twin sister...
uncovers the truth about her family's past... she and Connor face a daunting and uncertain future... ''
Simon & Schuster 2009 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Edges slightly rubbed else Fine book
£10.00

101 Justin Somper : Vampirates Blood Captain
''... For Connor, these are testing times aboard the notorious pirate ship... Meanwhile Grace and Lorcan journey to
Sanctuary, a mountain retreat presided over by vampirate guru, Mosh Zu Kamal. If anyone can heal Lorca's
blindness... ''
Simon & Schuster 2006 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Top and base of spine slightly rubbed, front corners slightly creased else Fine book
£7.50

102 Paul Stewart : Beyond the Deepwoods The Edge Chronicles (With Chris Riddell)
''Dark and deeply mysterious, the Deepwoods are home to many fantastical peoples and creatures... beyond the
Deepwoods lie further harsh and perilous lands: the Edgelands, a barren wasteland of swirling mists and nightmares,
the enchanting but treacherous Twilight Woods, the stinking, desolate landscape of the Mire... ''
Doubleday 1998 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£50.00

103 Rosemary Sutcliff : Bonnie Dundee
''... a memorable picture of seventeenth-century Scotland and a portrait of one of its great Jacobite heroes whose
name has lived over the centuries in story and in song... ''
Bodley Head 1983 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in Dust Jacket with the
spine-panel browns faded (as usual)

£7.50

104 Rosemary Sutcliff : The Road to Camlann
''... begins with the arrival of... Mordred at Camelot... the stage is set for the tragedy that will bring down the
Fellowship of the Round Table and give reign to the forces of darkness in Britain that Arthur had striven for so many
years to repel.''
Bodley Head 1981 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine, pages lightly browned and previous owner's name on front end paper, else Fine £10.00
book in slightly browned Dust Jacket

105 G. P. Taylor : Shadowmancer
''... a world of superstition, magic and witchcraft where nothing can be taken for granted... Obediah Demurral is a
sorcerer who is seeking to control the highest power in the Universe. He will stop at nothing. The only people in his
way are Raphah, Kate, Thomas - and the mysterious Jacob Crane... '' With a new authorial foreword and the
previously omitted final chapter.
Faber 2003 First Edition in Hardback and Thus First Printing (Paper) (With Number Line 2 4 6 8 10 9 7 5 3 1)
Bruised at top of spine else Fine book in lightly creased Dust Jacket.
£5.00

106 G. P. Taylor : Tersias
''London is living through dark times and Magnus Malachi, a magician, is closely guarding his latest moneyspinner Tersias, a blind boy who can see into the future... but is he a force for good or evil? And can he ever rid himself of the
dark spirit that torments his soul?''
Faber 2005 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50
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107 Steve Voake : The Starlight Conspiracy
''... Alone and on the run from Social Services, 14-year-old Berry has nowhere to go. Until she meets an old man who
entrusts her with a package containing a mysterious item that has unbelievable power... other people also want the
item and will stop at nothing to get it... ''
Faber 2007 First Edition First Printing
A little rubbed at the extremities - Near Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£4.00

108 Robert Westall : Break Of Dark
''Is there a barrier that divides the dark unknown from the familiar, everyday world around us? If so, is it broken,
sometimes, by the dead returning, by the Undead, or by alien creatures, some seen, some only felt?... Chilling, but
often humorous as well, these stories creep up on you and take you by surprise.'' Five stories.
Bodley Head 1984 First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

109 Chris Wooding : Poison
''Poison has always been a wilful, contrary girl, prone to being argumentative and stubborn. So when she discovers
that her younger sister is has been snatched by the phaeries, she decides to seek out the Phaerie Lord herself to get
her back... ''
Scholastic 2003 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly creased and rubbed Dust Jacket
£5.00

110 Sean Wright : The Twisted Root of Jaarfinder & Dark Tales of Time and Space
For the two. ''Lia-Va is an eighteen year old addict - a black sword-wielding princess who has claimed her throne... by
killing her father in bloody battle... '' ''Nineteen year old Joey Steffano is dead... murdered with a single silver dollar...
He is on a slow train to the mysterious Journey's End, accompanied by the newly dead... ''
Crowswing 2004/5 First Edition First Printing (Paper) (Two Volumes) Signed by the Author on the Title Pages
Fine books
£5.00

111 Gabrielle Zevin : Elsewhere
'' '... I'm just a girl who forgot to look both ways before she crossed the street.'... woven around touching and
charming relationships... a novel of hope, of redemption and (literally) of re-birth... tells of sadness with heartbreaking
honesty and of love and happiness with uplifting brilliance... '' This author's first book
Bloomsbury 2005 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top of spine, light spine crease and slightly rubbed at the extremities - Very Good to Near Fine £3.00
Uncorrected Proof.

Non-Fiction
112

Anonymous : S. F. Authors Checklist 1900-1985

150 pages with Authors' Dates, pseudonyms, Series, Novels, Alternate Titles, Short Stories & Collections, Non S/F
Novels
Self-Published 1985 ? - Issued Without Dust Jacket
A5 covers lightly creased, clip binding and page edges lightly marked - Very Good booklet
£5.00

113 Mike Ashley : The Work of William F. Temple An Annotated Bibliography & Guide
(Edited by Boden Clarke
Preface; About Mike Ashley; 'Reminiscences' by Arthur C. Clarke; William F. Temple: A Short Biography: A William
F. Temple Chronology; William F. Temple An Introduction to His Works; About the Format; THE BIBLIOGRAPHY;
Quoth the Critics; Afterword by Forrest J. Ackerman; Selected Early Writings and more...
Borgo Press 1994 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Front cover lightly curled else Fine A5 spine-glued Booklet
£15.00

114 Nigel Calder : Einstein's Universe
''... explains the salient ideas of relativity in plain language, taking full advantage of the latest research... warped
space, time out of joint, and the astounding energy hidden in ordinary matter... ''
BBC 1979 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and lower corners and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book
in slightly creased, torn and rubbed Dust Jacket with the lamination peeling

£4.00

115 Chris Drumm : A Larry Niven Checklist
Chronological list of fiction and nonfiction, by first publication, with all re-prints up to 1982, Forthcoming, Works In
Progress, Index and Addenda
Chris Drumm 1983 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Covers lightly browned else Fine 24 page sewn small booklet

£4.00

116 Chris Drumm : An Algis Budrys Checklist Notes Towards A Bibliography
Chronological list of fiction and nonfiction, by first publication, with all re-prints up to 1982 and Index.
Chris Drumm ca. 1982 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Covers lightly browned else Fine 16 page sewn small booklet with Addenda Sheet

£3.00
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117 Maurice Flanagan : Paperbacks Pulp & Comic Vol. 1
Blue Beetle; Thorpe & Porter; Gerald Kersh; John Wood Campbell; The Holland Column; Desmond Reid Checklist,
Ben Sarto Gangster; Current Comic Scene; The Howl of the White Phantom; David Boyce; The US Comic Book &
Sci-Fi; Frank Bonham and much more
Zeon Publishing 1993 (Paper)
Bruised at base of spine and covers slightly rubbed and marked else Fine A5 spine-glued book
£5.00

118 James Gunn (Also as Edwin James): The New Encyclopedia Of Science Fiction (Editor)
''... Over 500 entries on the writers... over 250 science-fiction films... Poul Anderson on Alien Worlds... Greg Bear on
Biology... Orson Scott Card on The Mainstream... Arthur C. Clarke on H. G. Wells... Gordon R. Dickson on Literary
Conventions... Philip Jose Farmer on The Journey... Frederik Pohl on Eschatology... A. E. Van Vogt on Serials...
Jack Williamson on Space Opera... ''
Viking 1988 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine and ?tea? splash on top page edges and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in
£5.00
like, slightly creased Dust Jacket.

119 Peter Haining : The Mystery and Horrible Murders of Sweeney Todd The Demon Barber
of Fleet Street (With Frederick Hazleton)
''... Was he a real person who actually murdered a hundred and more victims - or just a figment of a writer's brilliant
imagination? Why is it that... plays featuring his dark deeds have become... popular and enduring... the novel has
been unheard of for a century and a quarter?... '' Scarce.
Muller 1979 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in lightly rubbed, price-clipped,
£7.50
Dust Jacket

120 Robert Holdstock : Encyclopedia of Science Fiction (Editor)
With a Foreword by Isaac Asimov, Locations by Robert Holdstock, Marriage of Science and Fiction by Brian
Stableford, Major Themes by Douglas Hill, Pulps & Magazines by Michael Ashley, Screen Trips by Alan Frank,
Machine As Hero by Harry Harrison, Alien Encounter by Chris Morgan, Art & Artists by David Hardy, Fiction to Fact
by Patrick Moore, Etc.,
Cathay Books 1983
A hint of wear at the top of the spine and trace of label removal on front free end paper else Fine book in Dust
£3.00
Jacket with the lower edge lighly rubbed

121 Link Hullar : Favorites
Celebrating the Great Pulp Heroes, Authors & Artists: Articles by Link Hullar: Preface; The Pulps and American
History: An Informal Comment; Doc Savage and the Great Depression; D. S. and the Rebellious Sixties; Polished
Bronze; The Bama Doc Savage Covers: A Personal Comment; The Big Bronze Apple, Vengeance is Mine...
Tattered Pages 1989 Many black & white pictures by Frank Hamilton
Top of spine slightly bumped, other corners bruised, spine slightly creased and rubbed else Fine, centre-stapled £10.00
magazine

122 Stephen Jones : James Herbert By Horror Haunted (Editor)
''... an exploration and tribute... '' With Interviews, essays, articles, reviews and artwork by Stephen King; Stephen
Jones; Victor Olliver; James Herbert; Dave Hughes; Douglas E. Winter; Mike Ashley; Neil Gaiman; Adrian Cole; John
Gilbert; Jo Fletcher; Michael A. Morrison; John Fraser; Stephen Laws; David J. Howe; Stephen Gallagher and many
others. Scarce.
New English Library 1992 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and top corners, one page top corner creased and page edges lightly marked
£5.00
else Fine book in damp stained (?coffee?) Dust Jacket eroded at the top of the rear corner

123 Gary Lovisi : Collector's Special #1: Novel Library A Bibliographic Investigation
85 pages centre-stapled booklet with colour covers and 2 full pages colour spreads of all the Novel Library covers...
details of 46 titles, authors, blurbs, and pieces on The Avon (Books) Connection, Jack Woodford - and with extra
Addendum sheet
Gryphon Books 1997 First Edition First Printing
Small scrape on cover else Fine book
£4.00

124 J. Gordon Melton : Chronicling The Vampire: A Collector's Guide to the Vampire
Writings of Anne Rice
Introduction; Complete (?) listing of known publications sorted chronologically by title . Includes Proofs, hardbacks,
paperbacks, audio, graphic arts, Foreign Language Editions, Boxed Sets and Works About Anne Rice
Transylvanian Society of Dracula 1997 First Edition Limited State First Printing (Paper) (No. 23/100)
Booklet slightly curled else Fine A5 centre-stapled booklet
£7.50
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125 Roger Robinson : Beccon Publications Collector's Checklist Science Fiction and
Fantasy Magazines 1923-80
This list hopes to cover all the SF & Fantasy magazines published in English... Also included are some Weird mags
as well as some paperback anthologies. 28 pages.
Beccon 1986 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Covers lightly creased and browned, with a few small marks - Very Good to Near Fine A5 centre-stapled booklet
£3.00

126 Anita Silvey : Children's Books and Their Creators (Editor)
''... contemporary American writing for children... an insightful, often witty guide... information from nearly two hundred
outstanding critics, writers, and artists... twentieth-century books, particularly those of the last fifty years... ''
Introduction, Notes, Index... 800 pages
Houghton Mifflin 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top & base of spine, at top edge of front board & upper rear corner bumped else Fine book in like Dust £10.00
Jacket

127 Virgil Utter : Raymond King Cummings Explorer of the Infinite A Working Bibliography
(With Gordon Benson, Jr.)
Introduction; Prose Fiction; Prose Fiction Books; Series; Poetry & Drama; Poetry & Drama Books; Articles;
Miscellaneous; Non-Fiction Books; Publications Edited by Ray Cummings; Reviews; Other Media; Articles on Ray
Cummings; Reviews; Books about Ray Cummings; Phantom and Forthcoming Titles; Textural Variations...,
Chronological Index of Prose Fiction
Galactic Central 1999 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Lower rear corner bruised and creased and light brown splash mark on rear cover - Very Good A5 Booklet
£3.00

128 Gary K Wolfe : Sounding: Reviews 1992-1996
His first collection of reviews - these originally appeared in Locus.
Beccon 2005 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Fine book.

£15.00

Pictorial and Illustrated
129

Anonymous : Dracula Annual (Editor)

Collection of graphic fantasy stories: Wolff & The Viyi by Esteban Maroto; Sir Leo by J M Bea/Bea Font; Agar-Agar by
Solsona; eleonor, krazy, Eloise, Alice & karen by Enric Seo; The Snake & The Mummy by Jose M Bea; Invasion &
The Messenger by Anon and many more - 240 pages. Appears to be rare!
N. E. L. (1973) First Edition First Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Covers a little worn, page edges badly foxed/browned - Fair? A4 Hardback with illustrated laminated boards
£15.00

130 Felicity Brooks : Tales of King Arthur
With 10 full-colour pictures and many black & white drawings by Rodney Matthews
Usborne Publishing 1994 First Edition First Printing (Paper) Illustrated by Rodney Matthews
Corners slightly rubbed and bumped else Fine book

£4.00

131 Philip K. Dick : A Scanner Darkly (Adapted by Richard Linklater)
Graphic Novel adaptation from the film, and book of the same title...
Pantheon Books 2006 First Edition First Printing Thus - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Edges bruised else Fine Book in laminated boards - as issued.

£10.00

132 Jude Fisher (Jane Johnson ): The Hobbit An Unexpected Journey Visual Companion
''The official companion... offers an unforgettable illustrated guide to the fascinating peoples and places of MiddleEarth.''
HarperCollins 2012 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in laminated boards and like Dust Jacket (as issued).
£5.00

133 Mark Harrison : Dreamlands
''... Ranging from traditional fantasy landscapes to more sensual and exotic paintings, this volume provides a
comprehensive selection of the artist's output... vivid use of colour and haunting images... ''
Dragon's World 1995 (Paper) Text By Lisa Tuttle
Fine Book

£7.50

134 Dick Jude : Fantasy Art The Best In Fantasy And SF Art Worldwide (Fantasy Art of the
New Millennium)
''... 10 of the leading practitioners... a behind-the-scenes view of the creative processes... inspirations, frustrations
and joys... Rick Berry Brom Jim Burns Fred Gambino John Howe Alan Lee Dave McKean Don Maitz Chris Moore
Steve Stone... ''.
HarperCollins 2002 Third Printing (Large Format Paper)
Corners bruised, edges lightly rubbed else Fine book
£3.00
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135 George R. R. Martin : The Official A Game of Thrones Colouring Book
''... Forty-five exclusive illustrations... by Yvonne Gilbert, John Howe, Tomislav Tomic, Adam Stower and Levi
Pinfold... unique collector's item... ''
HarperVoyager 2015 First Edition First Printing (Trade Paper)
Small faint mark on front free end paper else Fine Book

£7.50

136 Boris Vallejo : Boris Vallejo Fantastic World - 8 Postcards
8 of Boris' best known illustrations produced (in Russia?) as postcards - possibly unlicensed. Full text on sleeve
cover, in Russian.
????
Edges a little rubbed/rough-cut, corners slightly bumped - Near Fine postcards in slightly worn and creased card £10.00
sleeve

137

Weta : The Crafting of Narnia: Art, Creatures, and Weapons from Weta Workshop

''... This book... chronicles the stunning concept drawings, designs and props that helped... shape the world of
Narnia... hundreds of never before seen drawings and sculptures, and commentary from the artists and
craftspeople... discover the intricate work and exhaustive research and details... beautifully illustrated collectors'
edition... ''
HarperCollins 2008 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£10.00

Fiction
138 Kevin J. Anderson (Also as Gabriel Mesta): The Edge Of The World Terra Incognita
Book One
''Two nations, traditional enemies, have finally forged an uneasy peace. But all it takes is a single tragic accident...
and the world is once more cast into the fires of war. But while war rages... a great quest will defy the storms and seaserpents to venture beyond the horizon... 'here be monsters'... ''
Orbit 2009 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book
£3.00

139 Poul Anderson : Harvest The Fire
Third of the series comprising Harvest of Stars, The Stars Are Also Fire, The Fleet of Stars, and Genesis. ''... no less
than the tale of the expansion of humanity to the limits of the solar system and beyond... the evolution of machine
intelligence, until human and machine intelligence come into conflict... ''
Tor 1995 First Edition First Printing
Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£5.00

140 Poul Anderson : The Merman's Children
''... the story of how the last age of Faery passed and of how the fairy folk gave way before the inevitable spread of
Christendom... the tragic chronicle of how the scattered remnants of Faery lived and scrambled to survive in the last
days of Magic... ''
Sidgwick & Jackson 1981 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges a little stained and marked else Fine book in slightly rubbed,
£4.00
unpriced, Dust Jacket, with a crease in the rear flap

141 Poul Anderson : We Claim These Stars
''With the galaxy split in conflict between to implacable confederations, anything ought to be possible... But how
should one plan the ambush and capture of a tremendously capable telepath?... the problem posed to Dominic
Flandry... To make matters worse, the telepath... was equally interested in putting Flandry out of commission... ''
Scarce
Dobson 1976 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges badly foxed else Fine book in internally foxed Dust
£10.00
Jacket a little chipped and frayed at the top of the spine.

142 Piers Anthony : Kirlian Quest
''...The Second War of Energy is over, but hurtling towards Cluster is a million-ship spacefleet from the energy galaxy
of Amoeba - and only Herald the Healer can stop it!'' Third in the series.
Millington 1979 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges a little browned else Fine book in slightly worn Dust Jacket
£5.00

143 Isaac Asimov : The Robots Of Dawn
''A puzzling case of 'roboticide' takes interplanetary detective Elijah Bailey from Earth to the planet Aurora... where
humans and robots coexist in seemingly perfect harmony. There, the most advanced robot in the Universe - an
awesomely human machine - has been murdered... ''
Granada 1984 First Edition in the UK First Printing With Publisher's Review Slip
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges a little age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket £4.00
with the red spine lettering faded to yellow
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144 Margaret Atwood : The Heart Goes Last
''Stan and Charmaine are a married couple trying to stay afloat in the midst of economic and social collapse... when
they see an advertisement for the Positron Project... a 'social experiment'.. give up their freedom every second
month, swapping their home for a prison cell... develop a passionate obsession with their counterparts... ''
Bloomsbury 2015 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and very light spine lean else Fine book in like, slightly creased, Dust Jacket.
£10.00

145 Paolo Bacigalupi : The Water Knife
The American Southwest has been decimated by drought, Nevada and Arizona skirmish over dwindling shares of the
Colorado River, while California watches. When rumors of a game-changing water source surface in Phoenix, Las
Vegas water knife Angel Velasquez is sent to investigate...
Orbit 2015 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Some edges lightly bumped else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£10.00

146 Scott Bakker (Also as R. Scott Bakker): Neuropath
''... His best friend, Neil, has spent years as a government neuroscientist... has embarked on a spree of killings and
mutilations that beggar the imagination. And the FBI want Tom to apprehend him... ''
Orion 2008 First Edition First Printing
Top rear corner lightly creased else Fine Uncorrected Proof
£4.00

147 J. G. Ballard : Millennium People
''... a bomb goes off at Heathrow... David Markham... discovers that his ex-wife Laura is among the victims... he starts
to investigate London's fringe protest movements... Markham... is swept up in a campaign that spirals rapidly out of
control... the cornerstones of middle England become targets and growing panic grips the capital... '' Surprisingly
scarce.
Flamingo 2003 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and upper corners and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust
£7.50
Jacket with the spine panel background very lightly faded

148 J. G. Ballard : The Day Of Creation
''...The parched, diseased, impoverished terrain of central Africa... Then an apparent miracle occurs. In front of
Mallory's eyes... water bubbles to the surface: first a trickle, but soon a powerful flood... and a sizeable river seems to
be forming... to the obsessed Mallory the river is in some way his creation... to be explored... ''
Gollancz 1987 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

149 J. G. Ballard : The Kindness Of Women
''... we follow the narrator, Jim, to England after the war. He tries and fails to find stability as a medical student at
Cambridge and a trainee RAF pilot in Canada; then after marrying and settling happily into family life, his world is
shattered by domestic tragedy... ''
HarperCollins 1991 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£7.50

150 Edwin Balmer (Also as Leatrice Homesley): Five Fatal Words (With Philip Wylie)
''When old Mr. Cornwall died he left his vast fortune to his children... as each one died, that share was to be equally
divided between the others... Then comes the news of first one death, followed by another, each from apparently
natural causes... '' Rare.
Stanley Paul (1933) First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, spine a little faded, two page corner tips roughly separated, a little scattered £100.00
foxing and page edges lightly age-darkened - Very good book

151 John Barnes : Earth Made Of Glass
''... a thousand years hence, humanity's hundreds of settles worlds are finally coming back into regular contact...
Reknitting mankind's diversity is a challenging task... ''
Tor 1998 First Edition First Printing
Corners slightly rubbed, lower page edges slightly marked - Very Good to Near Fine Uncorrected Proof

£4.00

152 Jonathan Barry : Cat Magic (With Whitley Strieber)
''''... Maywell, New Jersey, is a sleepy little town... until in a laboratory George Walker completes his first experiment
in reanimation: He kills an animal and brings it back to life. Next he will try a human subject. But before he does, he
and the entire town of Maywell will have to deal with the force his first success unleashes... ''
Tor 1986 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top & base of spine & page edges foxed else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

153 John Barth : Letters a novel
''... several narratives... become one... a rising tide, the plot will surge forward, recede, surge further forward... The
correspondents include the author... the amiably lecherous Acting Provost of a Maryland college; sundry
descendants of characters from earlier fictions... and a nut in Lily Dale, N. Y., who believes himself... rightful king of
France... ''
Secker & Warburg 1980 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£4.00
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154 Stephen Baxter : Timelike Infinity
''Michael Poole has spent many years grappling with the concepts of quantum physics in the construction of an
extraordinary device - a spacetime wormhole, linking present, past and future worlds and making time travel
possible... ''
HarperCollins 1992 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and lower page edges lightly rubbed and marked else Fine book in
£100.00
slightly rubbed, unpriced, Dust Jacket

155 Elizabeth Bear (Sarah Bear Elizabeth Wishnevsky): The Edda of Burdens (By The
Mountain Bound+All the Windwracked Stars+The Sea Thy Mistress)
''She is starlight made immortal flesh, and her soul lives inside her sword of light. She is Muire, the last of the
Valkyrie... Millennia have come and gone. Human civilisation has risen to technological heights, and then fallen into
desolation... Only one city remains on Valdyrgard, kept alive under its dome by the... Technomancer... '' Prequel,
A.T.W.S. and Sequel - the Trilogy
Tor 2008-11 All are First Edition First Printing (Three Volumes)
Bruised/slightly bumped at top and/or base of spines else Fine books in like Dust Jacket
£30.00

156 Elizabeth Bear : The Eternal Sky (Range of Ghosts+Shattered Pillars+Steles of the Sky)
''Once, one hundred moons rose every evening with Mother Night across the Eternal Sky. Once, there were one
hundred sons and grandsons of the Grand Khagan who rules the steppes from one edge of the world to the other.
Now, the flame of civil war is burning, and Temur's iron moon is one of only a handful remaining in the Eternal Sky... ''
Tor 2012-14 All Are First Edition First Printing (3 Volumes)
Slightly bumped at top and/or base of spines S. P. with a small cloth tear at the head of spine and page edges
£20.00
lightly browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket

157 Greg Bear : Darwin's Radio (2000 Nebula Winner)
''Christopher Dicken, 'virus hunter' of the Epidemic Intelligence Service, joins an emergency Taskforce on the order of
the President. Around the world, what were thought to be ancient junk genes in human DNA have been stimulated to
assemble encoded proteins and RNA into an infectious virus... it attacks only women - and it kills unborn children... ''
HarperCollins 1999 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

158 Greg Bear : Dinosaur Summer
''... the Lothar Gluck Circus, once the world's foremost dinosaur attraction, has gone bankrupt... now two filmmakers
and the circus trainer plan to return the giants to... the Lost World, the plateau of El Grande in Venezuela... '' With 5
full-colour and many black-and-white illustrations
Warner 1998 First Edition First Printing Illustrations by Tony DiTerlizzi
Bruised at base of spine else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£7.50

159 Greg Bear : Queen Of Angels
''... 2047... the eve of the Binary Millennium... a world of highly advanced, cybernetically enhanced personalities...
enormously complex city arcologies... of reports from the first robot exploration of a dead civilisation on another
world... a murder mystery which proves to have implications for the entire society...
Gollancz 1990 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket £5.00

160 Greg Bear : Vitals
''... Hal Cousins is one of a handful of scientists nearing the most sought-after discovery in human history: the key to
short-circuiting the ageing process... Across the country, scientists are being inexplicably murdered... Suddenly Hal is
trapped inside an ever-twisting maze of shocking revelations... ''
Del Rey 2002 First Edition First Printing
Corners lightly rubbed and previous owner's name (author and critic) on front free end paper else Fine
£5.00
Uncorrected Proof.

161 Gregory Benford (Also as Sterling Blake): Against Infinity
Clute - ''... pure sf in terms of its plot, which involves the search for an enigmatic alien on Ganymede, but its structure
is strongly reminiscent of William Faulkner’s novella The Bear; and the novella ‘‘To the Storming Gulf’’ (1985)
contains strong echoes of Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying. Comments on these parallels by critic Gary K. Wolfe caused
some controversy''
Timescape 1983 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in lightly rubbed Dust Jacket£10.00

162 Gregory Benford : Beyond The Fall Of Night
''... for Alvin of Loronei, the first child born in Diaspar in 4,000 years, there are no barriers. With the aid of robots
unknowingly old, Alvin fulfils his dream and escapes... he finds another inhabited city on the far side of the planet... ''
Foreword by Arthur Clarke
Ace/Putnam 1990 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top of spine, place & date on prelim page and top page edges lightly foxed and marked else
£4.00
Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
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163 Gregory Benford : Cosm
''... something goes wrong with a brilliant young physicist's most ambitious experiment... the explosion has left
something behind: a sphere the size of a basketball, made of nothing known to science...''
Orbit 1998 First Edition in the UK First Printing With Publisher's promotion slip
Light spine crease and edges/corners slightly rubbed else Fine Uncorrected Proof.

£5.00

164 Gregory Benford : Furious Gulf
''... Greg Benford's eagerly awaited Galactic Centre novel... draws us into a vortex of wonder and danger at the heart
of the galaxy... Containing the remnants of humanity from the planet Snowglade, the spaceship Argo hurtles toward
an uncertain destiny. But there are whispers of mutiny... and the hostile 'mechs'... pursuing the Argo are drawing ever
closer... ''
Gollancz 1994 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with a touch £4.00
of wear at the base of the folds

165 Gregory Benford : In Alien Flesh
Short story collection: Blood on Glass; Time Shards; Redeemer; Snatching the Bot; Relativistic Effects; Nooncoming;
To the Storming Gulf; White Creatures; Me/Days; Of Space/Time and the River; Exposures; Time's Rub; Doing
Lennon; Afterword
Tor 1986 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed, Dust Jacket
£7.50

166 Gregory Benford : Matter's End
Freezeframe; Mozart on Morphine; Centigrade 233; Sleepstory; Calibrations and Exercises; Leviathan; Shakers of
the Earth; Proselytes; Touches; Nobody Lives on Burton Street; Dark Sanctuary; Side Effect; Knowing Her; Stand-In;
Time Guide; We Could Do Worse; Slices; Immortal Night; The Bigger One; Cadenza; Matter's End and Afterword.
Gollancz 1996 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket £7.50

167 Gregory Benford : Sailing Bright Eternity
''... the final chapter of humanity's future has begun and one man... has been alive through it all... An ancient
scientist from the distant past... marooned inside an anomaly of time and space. From here he recalls... ''
Gollancz 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with a short tear at the top of the rear fold

£4.00

168 Mitch Benn : Terra's World
''Billy Dolphin loved SF. But SF has had it. Two years ago, the girl Terra came back to earth having spent most of her
life on an actual factual alien planet... And then... Terra disappeared... a new girl has arrived at school and she
loves... SF... And she seems really interested in Billy... But Terra... hid... Something awful is happening... ''
Gollancz 2014 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

169 Lucia Bibolini : Wizardess Born
''A dark shadow hangs over the peaceful kingdom of Tanseen. An evil is about to be unleashed... Born at the joining
of Prithvi's twin moons, Avaishya... wields the greatest magic, Prithvi has seen in generations... The gods have
chosen another three companions to aid the young wizardess... ''
Publish Britannica 2004 First Printing (Paper)
Fine book
£5.00

170 Holly Black : Magisterium The Iron Trial (With Cassandra Clare)
''... Most kids Callum's age dream of having the natural talent for magic needed to get into the Magisterium - that's
where they will learn to hone their skills and control their power in order to pass the first year's Iron Trial. Not
Callum... been told his whole life t6hat he should never trust a magician... he tries his best to do his worst... but fails
at failing... ''
Doubleday 2014 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Fine book in like, slightly rubbed, Dust Jacket
£5.00

171 Ralph Blum : The Simultaneous Man
Clute - ''US writer involved in early drug research, which is reflected in his sf novel... A convict’s mind is erased and
the memories and identity of a research scientist are substituted... The relationship between the scientist and his
'twin' is complex, and ends tragically for him in the USSR, where he himself becomes a subject for experimentation''
Little, Brown 1970 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in
£4.00
slightly worn and torn Dust Jacket, with a crease running the length of the front flap
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172 Rebecca Brand (Suzy McKee Charnas): The Ruby Tear
''... actress Jessamyn Croft... has almost recovered from the accident that nearly crippled her... her fiancé, Nicolas
Griffin... won't answer her calls or letters... doing everything he can to keep her out of his new play, The Jewel... this
must all have something to do with the curse on Nicolas's family... and the mysterious... gemstone known as... The
Ruby Tear.''
Forge 1997 First Edition First Printing Including word-processed, 2-page, stapled review with hand-written comment
signed Susie Mc
Bruised at top & base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

173 Chaz Brenchley : The Refuge
''... Mandy Thompson is fifteen and pregnant... Tia Sharif is sixteen and about to be sent... to meet the husband they
have arranged for her to marry... Keri Hughes is also sixteen and terrified... meet in the refuge... Owned by a
mysterious doctor. run by... a young man with demons of his own... the nightmare is only just about to begin... ''
Hodder & Stoughton 1989 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges browned and slightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket £15.00

174 Terry Brooks : The Druid Of Shannara
''... Walker Boh has been commanded by the shade of Allanon to discover the lost city of Paranor and recreate the
Order of Druids, disbanded these three hundred years... he must find the Black Elfstone, but the gem is in the hands
of an ancient being of timeless evil... ''
Orbit 1991 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, light spine crease and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust
£4.00
Jacket, with a section of the cover illustration part faded

175 Terry Brooks : The Elf Queen Of Shannara
'' 'Find the Elves and return them to the lands of men!' the shade of the Druid Allanon had ordered Wren. It was
clearly an impossible task. The elves had been gone... for more than a hundred years... No one in the Westlands
knew of them - except, finally, the Aldreshag... '' Book Three of The Heritage of Shannara
Del Rey 1992 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and a couple of page corners creased else Fine book in slightly rubbed
Dust Jacket

£4.00

176 Terry Brooks : The Voyage of the Jerle Shannara (Ilse Witch+Antrax+Morgawr)
''When the body of a half-drowned elf is found floating in the seas of the Blue Divide, an old mystery resurfaces.
Thirty years ago, the elven prince Kael Elessedil led an expedition in search of a legendary magic said to be more
ancient, more powerful, than any in the world... ''
Earthlight 2001-2 First Edition in the UK First Printings (Three volumes)
Bruised at top and/or base of spines, page edges a little browned, volume one with light spine creases and a slight£10.00
spine lean else Fine copies in like Dust Jacket

177 Eric Brown : New York Nights Book One in the Virex Trilogy
''2040. New York is crowded with the lost. Refugees from the radioactive eastern seaboard, the splintered remains of
a society in freefall... when Hal is asked to find a missing computer tech... he is pulled into a bizarre world of countercultures intertwined with exotic virtual reality domains... ''
Gollancz 2000 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, lightly rubbed £5.00
at the tips of the folds.

178 Ian Caldwell : The Rule of Four (With Dustin Thomason)
''Tom Sullivan is about to graduate from Princeton. He's intelligent and popular, but haunted by the violent death... of
his father... who devoted his life to studying one of the rarest, most complex and valuable books in the world... When
a long-lost diary surfaces, it seems the two friends have found... a secret worth dying to protect... ''
Century 2004 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top & base of spine, small surface tear to front free end paper & a couple of page edges slightly damp- £10.00
wrinkled else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket

179 Jonathan Carroll : Black Cocktail
''...a superb novella centred on friendship, the tactics of terror, and a search for identity... At once funny and chilling,
full of magic and illusion... a gripping read from a writer at the height of his power to thrill and enthral.''
Legend 1990 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author
Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£20.00

180 Jonathan Carroll : From The Teeth Of Angels
''Whilst on holiday in Sardinia Ian McGann goes to sleep one night - and meets Death in a dream. It promises to
answer any of McGann's questions, but if he fails to understand the answers he will have to pay with his life... and in
Vienna the terminally ill Wyatt Leonard suddenly discovers that he has the ability to raise the dead... ''
HarperCollins 1994 First Edition First Printing - Issued Simultaneously
Bruised at top of spine and across top board edges and page edges a little browned else Fine book in like,
£5.00
unpriced, Dust Jacket
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181 Jonathan Carroll : Outside the Dog Museum (BFS Derleth Award Winner 1992)
''... From a world-renowned master of fantastical fiction and sheer inventiveness, a novel to provoke the mind and
haunt the imagination.''
Macdonald 1991 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£4.00

182 Jonathan Carroll : The Wooden Sea
''What would happen if, in the middle of a contented middle-aged life, your seventeen-year-old self suddenly
appeared? And what if he said you had done everything wrong?... But there's still hope because he's come to help.
He's going to show you how to live the rest of your life the right way... and... the fate of the universe could well be
determined by what you decide to do... ''
Gollancz 2001 First Edition in the UK First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£15.00

183 Raphael Carter : The Fortunate Fall
''I will give you my thoughts... I will conceal what I choose to conceal. I will tell you the story in order, as you'd tell it to
a stranger... You will read my life in phosphors on a screen... And when you reach the end, you will lie down again in
your indifferent dark apartment, with the neon splashing watercolor blues across your face... '' The author’s first book..
Tor 1996 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in slightly
£7.50
rubbed Dust Jacket

184 Emma Cave : Little Angie
''She came to the cottage to start a new life and forget the old one. There was much to forget, culminating in an
afternoon in the basement... the bulging bloody sack, and the head with protruding, glazed and ghastly eyes. But
forgetfulness was hard... Strange and terrifying things began to happen... ''
Andre Deutsch 1977 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and lower rear corner and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust £3.50
Jacket

185 Mark Chadbourn : Destroyer of Worlds Kingdom Of The Serpent: Book 3
''In the Far Lands, the Brothers and Sisters of Dragons gather for the final battle, the one the ancient Norse legends
called Ragnarok, which will lead to the passing of gods and men from the universe. the Champion of Life, Jack
Churchill has gathered a mighty army, backed by the gods from the world's greatest mythologies... ''
Gollancz 2009 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Covers slightly rubbed else Fine book
£4.00

186 Mark Chadbourn : Jack Of Ravens Kingdom Of The Serpent: Book 1
''100 B. C. into a Celtic tribe devastated by gods and monsters walks a man fated to become a mythic hero... Jack
Churchill, a flawed dreamer torn from the modern world... There is a way home across the years... so begins his long
tramp across human history... bringing him into conflict with the magical beings that have secretly shaped our
civilisation... ''
Gollancz 2006 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top & base of spine else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£12.50

187 Mark Chadbourn : Nocturne
''He woke up on a New Orleans trolley car. He was wearing his best suit and carrying a wallet full of travellers'
cheques, a reservation at a smart hotel and a suitcase full of bloodstained clothes. But David Easter had no idea how
he had got there... he is drawn inexorably into a darkness that stretches back to the dawn of the jazz age... ''
Gollancz 1994 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£30.00

188 Mark Chadbourn : The Devil In Green
''A new Dark Age of superstition has fallen across the land. Faced with the sudden of magic, ancient gods and mythic
creatures, our modern, technological society has crumbled... cities lie devastated, communications are limited,
anarchy rages across he land... ''
Gollancz 2002 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

189 A. Bertram Chandler : Bring Back Yesterday Volume 3 in The Rim World series
''Oversleeping after a night ashore with the gorgeous llona, Petersen, second mate... misses his return flight and
loses his job with Trans-Galactic Clippers. But almost at once he is recruited by a private eye to investigate the
mysterious activities on the planet Wenceslaus, where a mad scientist and his beautiful daughter have developed a
way of manipulating time...''
Allison & Busby 1981 First Edition in Hardback First Printing With Publisher's Review Slip
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in slightly rubbed
£7.50
Dust Jacket with the flaps partly browned.
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190 A. Bertram Chandler : The Rim of Space Volume 1 in The Rim World series
''... The hero, Derek Calver, joins the Rimrunners aboard the aptly named spaceship Forlorn Bitch... Travelling
through the darkness and loneliness... they encounter hostility, espionage, space ghosts and storms, which test their
comradeship to the limit...''
Allison & Busby 1981 First UK Hardback Edition First Printing With Publisher's Review Slip
Bruised at top and base of spine and corners else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

191 Suzy McKee Charnas (Also As Rebecca Brand): Dorothea Dreams
Clute - ''... a ghost story in which modern Albuquerque, New Mexico (where the author lives), intersects with
Revolutionary France, bringing its protagonist sharply into an awareness of her human obligations to the world... ''
Arbor House 1986 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top & base of spine else Fine book in slightly worn Dust Jacket a little eroded at the top of the £5.00
front fold.

192 R. W. Chetwynd-Hayes : The Brats A Novel of the Future
''The big blow-up had taken place twenty-five years before... Brats were sub human hairless creatures that hunted in
packs... the oldies could no longer reproduce their own kind... What the solution is, and whether it represents
anarchy or order, salvation or destruction, is Ronald Chetwynd-Hayes' absorbing and riveting theme for this
outstanding novel of the future.''
Kimber 1979 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket with a tiny print chip at top of spine £5.00
panel adjacent to the rear panel.

193 Deborah Christian : Mainline
''... Before birth Reva was exposed to a bizarre alien force that changed her genetic makeup and gave her the unique
ability to see different lines of causality... When she chooses any one of them, the other possibilities fade... She uses
this special talent as an assassin for hire - slipping in and out of realities... '' The author's first book.
Tor 1996 First Edition First Printing
Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£5.00

194 Simon Clark : Judas Tree
''... Voros should be an idyllic, peaceful place. Here there are no road, no towns, only the Judas tree which grows in
astonishing profusion... But the island is not what it appears... Something unexpected haunts Voros. A something
Amelia cannot see, but a something that has a power to shape events, to invade lives and to make people do
strange, sometimes frightening things... ''..
Hodder & Stoughton 1999 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£10.00

195 Arthur C. Clarke : Childhood's End
Clute - ''... in which the children of humankind's last generation reach Transcendence under the tutelage of satanicseeming aliens, eventually to fuse with a cosmic overmind (see Omega Point) an apotheosis which is forever to be
denied both to their ordinary human parents and to the alien tutors.''
Sidgwick & Jackson 1954 First Edition in the UK First Printing (Later Issue Binding - Yellow Boards)
Bruised at top and base of spine and board edges, boards lightly age-darkened, and page edges and end papers £25.00
browned and foxed/marked - Good to Very Good book - No Jacket

196 Arthur C. Clarke : Cradle (With Gentry Lee)
...a spine-tingling modern adventure of suspense, intrigue, and passionate drama... from the unguessable past to the
edge of tomorrow, from the vast ocean of stars to the bottom of the sea... ''
Warner 1988 First Edition in the US First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like, lightly rubbed, Dust £5.00
Jacket, with a couple of short tears at the base of the front panel

197 Arthur C. Clarke : Prelude To Space
''... the story behind the launching of the first rocket-ship to the moon... ''
Sidgwick & Jackson 1953 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback, Thus and First Printing (Bound in Red Cloth)
Slightly bumped and worn at top and base of spine and page edges and end papers lightly browned - Good to
Very Good Book

£10.00

198 Arthur C. Clarke : Rama II (With Gentry Lee)
''... set in 2200, four years after a second approaching spacecraft has been detected, Earth is ready to mount an
expedition which may answer some of the questions posed by Rama... ''
Gollancz 1989 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed,
Dust Jacket with a little erosion at the top of the front fold.

£4.00

199 Arthur C. Clarke : Rama Revealed (With Gentry Lee)
''... the greatest adventure of all the Rama cycle, a story of massive scope and extraordinary revelations - and a
superb climax to the series that began with... the only sf novel ever to scoop all the major awards.''
Gollancz 1993 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Press Release
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£15.00
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200 Arthur C. Clarke : The Light of Other Days (With Stephen Baxter)
''... Hiram Patterson, head of the giant media corporation OurWorld, launches the greatest communication revolution
in history. With OurWorld's development of wormhole technology, any point in space can be connected to any other,
faster than the speed of light... Then WormCams are made to work across time as well as space... ''
Voyager 2000 First Edition in the UK First Printing With Review card from HarperCollins
Lower spine corners slightly rubbed else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£10.00

201 Allan Cole : Kingdoms Of The Night (With Chris Bunch)
''Amalric Antero, adventurer and confidant of kings, had grown old before his time... But then a mysterious figure
intruded on his winter years... to issue a challenge... the real Far Kingdoms... had yet to be found, and only she knew
where that realm of myth lay... ''
Del Rey 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and faint line across top page edges else Fine book in Dust Jacket slightly worn £4.00
at the top of the spine panel.

202 Allan Cole : The Timura Trilogy Volume 1 When The Gods Slept
''Safar is a gentle lad, so troubled by his growing magical abilities that he determines to turn his back on the world of
sorcery.; then the fates intervene... an epic adventure in which Protarus will carve out the mightiest empire in
history... ''
Hodder & Stoughton 1997 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges a little browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

203 Allan Cole : The Timura Trilogy Volume 2 Wolves of the Gods
''Safar Timura thinks he is safe... Then his mountain paradise is invaded by four giant wolves - shape changers intent on murdering him and everyone he knows and loves... ''
Hodder 1998 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges a little browned else Fine book in Fine Dust Jacket

£5.00

204 Allan Cole : The Warrior's Tale (With Chris Bunch)
''Embroiled in mighty skeins of magic, the Archons of Lycanth plot once again to conquer Orissa, home of Almaric
Antero. Almaric's return from the fabled Far Kingdoms with tomes of arcane sorcery had stymied their plans, but now
their own new-found magic contends for mastery... But wars are not won by magic alone... ''
Legend 1994 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges a little browned, foxed and marked else Fine book in
£4.00
slightly creased Dust Jacket with a short (1-2 mm) tear at the base of the rear fold .

205 David Guy Compton (Also as Guy Compton & Frances Lynch): Farewell, Earth's Bliss
''... Mars... a latter-day convict settlement... On board an obsolete ship from the regular Moon run twenty-four
deportees arrive at their destination... The reception party... is not welcoming... the deportees find their earth-shaped
personalities violently wrenched into new patterns... ''
Hodder & Stoughton 1966 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in slightly browned and rubbed Dust Jacket with the original price overstickered by the publisher.
£10.00

206 Colin Cooper : Dargason
''Music... Under its influence ordinary music-lovers find themselves performing extraordinary actions, aggressive and
amatory by turns... Franklin Digby, a lesser critic, stumbles across the key and immediately finds himself in trouble...
there is more to this music than meets the ear... ''
Dobson 1977 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in slightly creased and
£5.00
browned Dust Jacket with the price removed and the Publisher's £3.95 pricing sticker on the front flap

207 Bernard Cornwell : The Warlord Chronicles (The Winter King+Enemy Of
God+Excalibur)
''These are the tales of the last days before the great darkness descended. These are the tales of the Lost Lands, the
country that was once ours but which our enemies now call England. these are the tales of Arthur, the Warlord, the
King that Never Was, the Enemy of God and... the best man I ever knew... ''
Michael Joseph 1995-7 (Vols. 1 & 2 First, Vol. 3 6th Printing)
Vols. 2 & 3 bruised at top and base of spines and vol. 3 lower rear corner bruised else Fine copies in like Dust
£30.00
Jackets with small bump to centre of rear panel of vol. 1 and a little wear at lower rear corner of vol. 2..

208 Bernard Cornwell : Vagabond
''... the second book of The Grail Quest series... ''
HarperCollins 2002 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£5.00
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209 Justin Cronin : The Passage
''Deep in the jungles of eastern Columbia, Professor Jonas Lear has finally found what he's been searching for - and
wishes to God he hadn't, In Memphis... a six-year-old girl called Amy... wonders why her mother has abandoned
her... in Nevada, a convicted murderer called Giles Babcock has the same strange nightmare, over and over again... ''
Orion 2010 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Lower rear cover corner creased, corner tips slightly rubbed and eroded, light damp-marking to inside edge of
£20.00
front cover (no show-through) and page edges slightly marked - Very Good to Near Fine Uncorrected Bound
Manuscript Proof.

210 Roald Dahl : Someone Like You
Fifteen Stories: Taste; Lamb to the Slaughter; Man from the South; The Soldier; My Lady Love, My Dove; Dip in the
Pool; Galloping Foxley; Skin; Poison; The Wish; Neck; The Sound Machine; Nunc Dimittis; The Great Automatic
Grammatisator; Claud's Dog.
Michael Joseph 1961 First UK Edition Thus First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, corners a little rubbed and page edges browned Very Good book
£7.50

211 Kara Dalkey : Bhagavati Blood of the Goddess III
''Thomas, a young apothecary's apprentice, was sent to collect rare herbs in Africa and India... Captured by the
Inquisition... he has reclaimed his life by pretending to know the source of a mysterious powder... which can restore
the dead to life...
Tor 1998 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top of spine else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£4.00

212 Kara Dalkey : Bhagavati Blood of the Goddess III
''Thomas, a young apothecary's apprentice, was sent to collect rare herbs in Africa and India... Captured by the
Inquisition... he has reclaimed his life by pretending to know the source of a mysterious powder... which can restore
the dead to life...
Tor 1998 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

213 Kara Dalkey : The Heavenward Path
''Two years after the events of Little Sister, Fujiwara no Mitsuko finds herself cursed by ghosts and bad luck. The
furious spirit of a dead king demands she keeps a forgotten promise, and he gives her a series of impossible tasks to
complete. If she fails, the spirit will punish her by handing her over to the Lord of the Dead... ''
Harcourt Brace 1998 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£15.00

214 Peter David : Darkness of the Light
''On the Damned World, it's every man for himself. Only it's not just mankind who inhabits this crumbling, desolate
world. Twelve very different species, creatures out of Earth's mythology that live on the land, in the sea, and
underground, vie for survival in a hostile land... '' Book 1 of The Hidden Earth
Tor 2007 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

215 Avram Davidson (Also as Ellery Queen): Rork!
''Ran Lomar wanted only to be left alone... he volunteered for duty on Pia 2... The problem... was redwing... a medical
fixative... less and less as being harvested... Lomar had to find out himself about... the Tocks, the Tame ones and the
Wild ones, and the strange legendary 'Rorks' that everyone feared... ''
Rapp & Whiting 1968 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and top page edges slightly foxed and marked else Fine book in lightly marked
£5.00
Dust Jacket with a ca. 15mm tear at the top of the rear panel, and a small surface tear on the front panel (label
removal?)

216 Tom Deitz : Above The Lower Sky
''in the midst of a rare Irish hurricane, an expatriate American writer admits a not-quite-human visitor into his castle...
On a raven-moon night in Mexico, a Native American dancer watches in silent horror as a stranger is skinned alive...
In the grisly wake of a Dolphin massacre a beautiful marine biologist dies... and lives again... ''
AvoNova 1994 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£4.00

217 Samuel R. Delany : The Jewels Of Aptor
''... the odyssey of three men and a boy - Ursen, the sailor who is built like a giant; Geo, the poet; Iimmi, the Negro;
and Snake, the twelve-year-old thief with four arms, who is dumb... but who can mind-read and transmit his own
thoughts... The time is a post-atomic era... '' Follows the text of the revised 1968 paperback - Ace G-706.
Gollancz 1968 First Edition in Hardback First Printing
Ex Lib. with plate remains, stamps, old price, tape stains, cracked hinges etc. - Fair? Book in Dust Jacket with glue£10.00
residue on flap edges and a little erosion at the corners
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218 August Derleth : The House on the Mound
''This historical novel of Wisconsin's first decade is based on the lives of Jane and Hercules Dousman, their years
together from 1848 to 1857 in the Villa Louis - the house on the mound at Prairie du Chien.''
Duell Sloane 1958 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top of spine else Near Fine book in torn, stained, and slightly frayed Dust Jacket
£15.00

219 Philip K. Dick : A Scanner Darkly (BSFA Award Winner 1979)
''... reaches far beyond the boundaries of science fiction, with its corrosive black humour, passionate sincerity and
concern for people...''
Gollancz 1977 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, boards lightly rubbed, and page edges lightly age£40.00
darkened/browned/marked - Good to Very Good Book - Lacking Jacket

220 Philip K. Dick : Humpty Dumpty In Oakland
''... set in San Francisco in the late 1950's, it is a tragicomedy of misunderstandings among used car salesmen... Jim
Fergusson is an elderly garage owner with a heart condition, who is about to sell up and retire; Al Miller is a
somewhat feckless mechanic... ; Chris Harman... has relied on Fergusson to maintain his cars... ''
Gollancz 1986 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and top page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in £25.00
like Dust Jacket

221 Philip K. Dick : Mary and the Giant
One of the unpublished mainstream novels found among Philip K. Dick's effects. ''... a compellingly real portrait of
small-town California in the early 1950s, and its central character, Mary Anne Reynolds, is among the most
convincing Dick ever created... ''
Gollancz 1988 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£15.00

222 Philip K. Dick : Paycheck
Paycheck; Nanny; Jon's World; Breakfast on Twilight; Small Town; The Father-Thing; The Chromium Fence; Autofac;
The Days of Perky Pat; Stand-By; A Little Something For Us Temponauts and The Pre-Persons
Orion 2004 First Edition Thus First Printing
Bruised at top of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in lightly rubbed Dust Jacket which has a
£4.00
touch of wear at the upper tip of the front fold

223 Thomas M. Disch : On Wings of Song (1980 John W. Campbell Award Winner)
''This rich and heady novel is a marvellously imaginative and thought-provoking brew. Shot through with a sly and
sharply ironic wit, it is a perfectly flighted fable of our tormented and exciting times.''
Gollancz 1979 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed, Dust £25.00
Jacket

224 Stephen R. Donaldson : The Gap Into Vision Forbidden Knowledge
''The Real story had been told - but deep in the realm of Forbidden Knowledge lay greater dangers still... ''
Bantam 1991 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top & base of spine & lower page edges a little marked else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket

£5.00

225 Carole Nelson Douglas : Castle Rouge An Irene Adler Novel
''... Now Irene is on the hunt for one of the true monsters of all time - Jack the Ripper... Sherlock Holmes has returned
to London... to reinvestigate the Whitechapel murders... from an entirely new angle... pursuers and prey reunite at a
remote castle in Transylvania, where the Ripper is cornered... '' Sequel to Chapel Noir
Forge 2002 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with some odd £5.00
marks on the inside.

226 Carole Nelson Douglas : Chapel Noir An Irene Adler Novel
''... two courtesans are found brutally slaughtered in the lavish boudoir of a Paris house that dare not speak its
name... a powerful sponsor has insisted that Irene investigate... and her archrival, Sherlock Holmes... a duel of wits
with a fiendish opponent... ''
Forge 2001 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges slightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£5.00

227 Carole Nelson Douglas : Good Morning, Irene
''The deaths of beautiful Irene Adler and her bridegroom... have been widely reported... But the American opera
singer... is alive and well in Paris... Sarah Bernhardt... Bram Stoker...and Sherlock Holmes himself... '' Sequel to
Good Night, Mr. Holmes
Tor 1991 First Edition Second Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, gift inscription on front free end paper and page edges lightly browned
else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.

£4.00
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228 Dave Duncan : Ill Met in the Arena
''For generations, the nobles of Aureity have selectively bred their children to maximise their potential for psychic
talent. Women's powers, including psychic control and mind reading, make them ideal rulers. Men have superhuman
strength and can teleport... young noblemen make their fortunes by competing in psychic gladiatorial contests... ''
Tor 2008 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's News Sheet
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

229 Sarah Beth Durst : The Queen of Blood Book One of the Queens of Renthia
''... the spirits that reside within this land want to rid it of all humans. One woman stands between the malevolent
spirits and the end of humankind: the queen. She alone has the magical power to prevent the spirits from destroying
every man, woman and child. But queens are still only human... '' First of the Trilogy
HarperVoyager 2016 First Edition Second Printing
Bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£7.50

230 David Eddings : Seeress Of Kell
''Now in the final stages of their quest for his son, Garion and his companions travel to Kell to consult the only
undamaged copy of the Malloreon Gospels... to make the final choice - darkness or light... ''
Bantam 1991 First Edition First Printing - Issued Simultaneously
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges a little marked and age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust
Jacket

£4.00

231 David Eddings : Sorceress Of Darshiva
''... the fourth book of The Malloreon... Garion and his companions continue their desperate search for Zandramas,
the Child of Dark... ''
Bantam 1989 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top & bruised at base of spine & page edges a little browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed £7.50
Dust Jacket

232 Greg Egan : Diaspora
''By the end of the 30th century humanity has the ability to travel the universe... The descendants of centuries of
scientific, cultural and physical development divide into three: fleshers - true Homo Sapiens; Gleisner robots embodying human minds within machines... and polises - supercomputers teeming with intelligent software,
containing... billions of human personalities... ''
Millennium 1997 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Promotion Sheet
Fine Uncorrected Proof

£30.00

233 Greg Egan : Distress
''What would you do when faced with the last memories of a reanimated corpse? When confronted with the answer to
everything, perhaps even the meaning of life? Andrew Worth is horrified, scared, thrilled to his very core, but his
immediate reaction is to turn his back on what his journalist's high-tech entrails have recorded and wipe it from his
mind... ''
Millennium 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top of spine else Fine book in like, unpriced, Dust Jacket
£15.00

234 Greg Egan : Oceanic
''... twelve stories... the essence of what it is to be human, and the nature of what - and who we are, in stories that
range from parables of contemporary human conflict and ambition to far-future tales of our immortal descendants... ''
Scarce.
Gollancz 2009 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly/browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£30.00

235 Greg Egan : Permutation City
''In our children's children's children's future, immortality is possible. The human mind can be scanned and
downloaded into virtual environments. The result: 'Copies', virtual people, all memory and identity intact, dependent
only on the stability of world computer nets. Which leaves them vulnerable... '' Scarce.
Millennium 1994 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges no longer quite parallel else Fine book in slightly rubbed,
£50.00
unpriced, Dust Jacket with a touch of wear at the base of the rear fold

236 Greg Egan : Teranesia
''Prabir Suresh is nine years old and the son of two scientists specialising in entomology. They live on an otherwise
uninhabited island... Prabir calls it Teranesia and populates it with imaginary creatures even stranger than the
evolutionarily puzzling butterflies that his parents are studying... An evolutionary leap forward, a new humanity or the
evanescent ghosts of past lies?''
Gollancz 1999 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£15.00
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237 Max Ehrlich : The Big Eye
Clute - ''... concerns an attempt by astronomers to terrify humanity into world peace by announcing that a visiting
planet is due to hit Earth... ''
Boardman 1951 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, flecks of material transferred to boards from inside of (previously damp) £5.00
jacket and page edges browned and slightly marked - Good book in worn, torn, rubbed and marked Dust Jacket.

238 Steven Erikson (Steve Rune Lundin): Deadhouse Gates A Tale of the Malazan Book of
the Fallen
''... the Malazan Empire teeters on the brink of chaos... the thrilling, brutal second chapter in the monumental
Malazan Book of the Fallen... ''
Bantam 2000 First Edition First Printing (Trade Paper) With the Publisher's promotional sheets and an invitation to
meet Steve at Waterstones in Birmingham
Slightly bumped at base of spine and small bump to a few top page edges else Fine Uncorrected Proof in Proof £120.00
Dust Jacket a little creased where it extends over the proof, and with a small tear at the edge of the spine panel

239 Chris Evans : Mortal Remains or Heirs of the Noosphere
''... with the advent of organic biotechnology, the Settled Worlds of the Solar System are homes to a riot of varied
environments... Ageing and extinction are a bad genetic memory: now... the soul of every living body is translated
into the Noosphere, a psychic afterlife... contact through prayer terminals... when a strange womb is recovered from...
Mars it... becomes the focus of intrigue and murder...''
Gollancz 1995 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bumped at base of spine and a couple of small marks/dints on white cover else Fine
£4.00
Uncorrected Proof.

240 Chris Evans : The Insider
''.. a harrowing study of alienation, set against a background of a moribund near-future Britain threatened with the
prospect of authoritarian government... ''
Faber 1981 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£5.00

241 Philip Jose Farmer (Also as Kilgore Trout): Dayworld Rebel
''... In a far-future world, a unique cure has been found for the population explosion: Each person only lives one day
out of seven and spends the rest of the time in a state of suspended animation. Jefferson Caird... was a 'Tuesday'...
but he led a secret life involving six other identities... The government caught... him... But Caird escaped... '' Second
in the trilogy.
Ace/Putnam 1987 First Edition
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

242 Philip Jose Farmer : The Book of Philip Jose Farmer or The Wares of Simple Simon's
Custard Pie and Space Man
''A master story teller presents an intriguing collection of his stories.'' My Sister's Brother; Skinburn; he Alley Man;
Father's in the Basement; Towards the Beloved City; Polytropical Paramyths; Totem and Taboo; Don't Wash the
Carats; The Sumerian Oath; The Voice of the Sonar in my Vermiform Appendix; An Exclusive Interview with Lord
Greystoke... and others.
Elmfield Press 1976 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£7.50

243 Philip Jose Farmer : The Magic Labyrinth
''... Sir Richard Francis Burton, Mark Twain, Cyrano de Bergerac, Gilgamesh, Hermann Goring, Baron Von
Richtoven, Ulysses S. Grant, and every man, woman, or child ever born on the face of the Earth all take their part in
the most daring mystery ever devised... '' Fourth in the Riverworld series.
Berkley 1980 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with a tiny (1-2 mm) tear at the base of the
£7.50
front flap

244 John Farris : Nightfall
''His heritage is violence and terror. A creature of nightmare, shunning all that is good in mankind, he kills without
warning, without mercy. Only once has his prey survived... his wife... Anita waited... She had very professional Mob
protection... But she knew no peace, for all of them were about to face the dark, avenging Angel of Death... ''
Severn House 1988 First Trade Edition in Hardback First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly creased and worn Dust £5.00
Jacket

245 John Farris : Shatter
''... first-rate contemporary thriller...'' Scarce.
W. H. Allen 1980 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top & base of spine & top corners & page edges browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed
Dust Jacket

£15.00
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246 John Russell Fearn (Also as Geoffrey Armstrong, Polton Cross and John Slate): From
Afar
Originally published in Hands Up Annual for 1947, together with Have Fantasy Films a Future? reprinted from
Scientifiction, April 1937
Harbottle 1982 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Fine A5 centre-stapled booklet

£7.50

247 John Russell Fearn : Survivor of Mars (The Avenging Martian)
Based on Red Heritage in Astounding Stories January 1938, revised and published as The Avenging Martian in 1951
by Scion as by Vargo Statten and printed as Survivor of Mars in Two Complete Science-Adventure Books in Spring
1953
Harbottle 1982 First Printing
Top corner bruised else Fine A5 centre-stapled booklet
£7.50

248 John Russell Fearn : Tales of Wonder
Introduction by Philip Harbottle; Superhuman, as by Geoffrey Armstrong, and Seeds From Space reprinted from
Tales of Wonder No. 1 1937
Harbottle (1982) First Edition (Paper)
Spine lightly creased and covers faintly marked/foxed - Very Good A5 centre-stapled booklet

£7.50

249 Raymond E. Feist : A Kingdom Besieged
''Discover the fate of the original black Magician, Pug, and his motley crew of agents who safeguard the world of
Trigia, as prophecy becomes truth in the first book of the last ever Midkemian trilogy... '' Midkemian Trilogy Book 1
HarperVoyager 2011 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and top corners else Fine book in like, slightly creased, Dust Jacket
£10.00

250 Raymond E. Feist : At The Gates of Darkness The Demonwar Saga Book Two
'Recent events have devastated the Conclave of Shadows; the discovery of the Demon horde on the heels of the
taredhel invasion of Midkemia, the threat of the star elves themselves, and the terrible personal cost paid by Pug and
his family. But grieving must wait... ''
HarperVoyager 2010 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in slightly
£5.00
creased Dust Jacket

251 Raymond E. Feist : Exile's Return Conclave of Shadows Book Three
''... Kaspar, former Duke of Olasko... cast into exile... a single goal: to return... and revenge himself... Far more is at
stake... a single player in a deadly game... agents of the Dark Empire... threatens... the entire world of Midkemia in a
struggle that would make the Riftwar and the Serpentwar seem trivial... ''
Voyager 2004 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket, with a short tear at the
£5.00
base of the rear fold

252 Raymond E. Feist : Flight Of The Nighthawks The Darkwar Book One
''The Conclave of Shadows faces two challenges, finding and destroying the evil magician Leso Varen, and
neutralising an army of ten thousand magical warriors... '' Despite Copyright page showing 2004 this First Edition was
issued in September 2005
Voyager 2005 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges a little marked else Fine book in slightly curled Dust
£7.50
Jacket

253 Raymond E. Feist : Krondor: The Betrayal Book 1 of the Riftwar Legacy
''... It is nine years on from the aftermath of Sethanon and news is feeding through to the people of the Kingdom of
the Isles that deadly forces are stirring on the horizon... The bloodletting has started. Nighthawks are murdering
again. politics is a dangerous, cut-throat game once more. At the root of all this unrest lie the mysterious
machinations of a group of magicians known as the Six... ''
HarperCollins 1998 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, slight spine lean and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in lightly
£5.00
creased Dust Jacket

254 Raymond E. Feist : Magician
''... Crydee, a frontier outpost in the tranquil Kingdom of the Isles. where Pug, a humble orphan boy, is apprenticed to
a master magician. As a result the destinies of two worlds will be changed forever... '' Special twentieth anniversary
edition with the original text, facsimile signature on pre-lim page and specially bound.
Voyager 2002 Second Printing - Issued Without Dust Jacket
Lower rear corner bruised else Fine book with shrinkwrap - opened to identify the printing number
£100.00
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255 Raymond E. Feist : Rage Of A Demon King
''Mikdemia once again lies under the terrible shadow of the Emerald Queen. Her dark forces are ready to launch a
devastating invasion... 'elemental, malevolent forces are being unleashed... that threaten to tear Mikdemia apart...
'''Volume Three of The Serpentwar Saga
HarperCollins 1997 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges browning and slightly foxed else Fine book in like, lightly
£5.00
creased, Dust Jacket

256 Raymond E. Feist : Rides A Dread Legion
'''A lost race of elves, the taredhel... have found a way across the universe to reach Midkemia... the tale of their lost
origins in the world they call simply 'Home'... they are convinced that Midkemia is that place, and they are coming to
reclaim it... '' The Demonwar Saga Book One
HarperVoyager 2009 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and lower front corner slightly bumped else Fine book in
£7.50
slightly rubbed Dust Jacket, with 'Voyager First Edition' sticker on front panel

257 Raymond E. Feist : Shards Of A Broken Crown
''Winter's icy grasp is loosening on the world. The Emerald Queen's vanquished army has its broken back to the
Bitter Sea. And treachery is their only recourse... The war is not over in Mikdemmia... '' Volume 4 of The Serpentwar
Saga
Avon 1998 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with a short split at the top of the front £5.00
fold

258 Raymond E. Feist : The Riftwar Legacy (Krondor: The Betrayal+The Assassins+Tear of
the Gods)
''The assassins Guild returns to Krondor, seemingly killing without pattern or purpose. Squire James and newly
commissioned Lieutenant William conDoin are plummeted into a dark world of murder and politics as war threatens
to engulf the Kingdom... time is short and the city is gripped in terror as the two young men race to find the man
responsible... The Crawler.''
HarperCollins 1999 All are First Edition First Printings (Three Volumes)
Bruised at top and/or base of spines and page edges lightly browned else Fine copies in like Dust Jacket with
£20.00
some light creasing and a few of the gold cover letters a little rubbed on front panel of volume 2 and front panel of
volume 3 rubbed

259 Neil Ferguson : Putting Out
''Politics in this depeche mode thriller set in New York, has become primarily a matter of style - like all other important
things in life: sport, television, sex. Even murder.'' Stylish near-future detective thriller.
Hamish Hamilton 1988 First Edition First Printing
Pages browned else Fine Book in Fine Dust Jacket
£7.50

260 Bruce Fergusson : The Shadow Of His Wings
''... the story of Lukan Barra and his quest... the materials of conventional heroic fantasy... renewed... an original
novel of broad scope and meticulous detail... ''
Arbor House 1987 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with a touch of browning to the top edge

£5.00

261 Jasper Fforde : The Eyre Affair (Thursday Next and The Eyre Affair)
''There is another 1985, somewhere in the could-have-been, where Wales is a Soviet Republic, dodos are available
in home-cloning kits, the Crimean war is 131 years old and the ending of Jane Eyre is less than satisfactory... '' With
'Welcome to Thesaurus' Postcard, Missive, Note, Message, Memo...
New English Library 2001 First Edition First Printing (Paper Issue) Signed, Personalised and stamped by the Author
on the Title Page, unusually in lower case
Cover edges slightly worn and light crease to lower front cover corner - Very Good to Near Fine book
£15.00

262 Matthew Fitt : But n Ben A-Go-Go
''The year if 2090. Global flooding has left most of Scotland under water. The descendants of those who survived
God's Flood live in a community of floating island parishes... Port. Port's citizens live in mortal fear of Senga, a
supervirus... Paolo Broon is a low-ranking cyberjanny... he receives an unexpected message from his radge criminal
father... '' Written in Scots!
Luath Press 2000 With Publisher's Slip submitting the book for the Arthur C. Clarke Award
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£4.00

263 Alan Dean Foster : Dirge Book Two of the Founding of the Commonwealth
''In the years after first contact, humans and the insectlike Thranx agreed to a tentative sharing of ideas and
cultures... However they never planned for a chance meeting between a misfit artist and a petty thief... ''
Del Rey 2000 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine and upper rear corner bruised else Fine book in like Dust
Jacket

£7.50
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264 Max Frei : The Stranger The Labyrinths of Echo: Book One
''A self-described twenty-something 'classic loser', and insomniac, hardened smoker, a glutton and a loafer, there's
nothing much going for Max Frei... at least not until he arrives in the magical city of Echo... he's about to become a
secret agent, tasked to solve extravagant, impossible crimes with noting but his wits and a handful of unexplained
magical abilities... ''
Gollancz 2009 First Edition First Printing (Translated from the Russian by Polly Gannon)
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£5.00

265 Stephen Gallagher : Down River
''... chillingly suspenseful, darkly imagined and relentlessly compelling. It is the finest novel yet from one of the most
exciting young writers in Britain today.''
New English Library 1989 First Edition First Printing
Page edges browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£5.00

266 Stephen Gallagher (Also as John Lydecker): Down River
''... chillingly suspenseful, darkly imagined and relentlessly compelling. It is the finest novel yet from one of the most
exciting young writers in Britain today.''
New English Library 1989 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author on the title page
Bruised at base of spine and page edges slightly foxed and browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

267 Stephen Gallagher : Follower
''Half-human, half-beast, it is a demon spirit rejected by its maker to live independently and in misery. More than
anything, it needs a new host...''
New English Library 1991 First Edition in Hardback First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges marked else Fine book in lightly rubbed Dust Jacket.

£7.50

268 Stephen Gallagher : Red, Red Robin
''It all begins as a simple enough plan: Ruth Lasseter needs an escort for the company party to cover her affair with
one of the directors... the evening passes smoothly until Ruth ends it later than expected... in her companion's bed...
a one-night stand becomes something infinitely more sinister... ''
Bantam 1995 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Guarantee
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed and creased Dust
£5.00
Jacket

269 Stephen Gallagher : Valley Of Lights
''... a ghastly sense of the supernatural is seeping into the life of Alex Volchak, and before long he realises that he is
involved in a personal confrontation with an almost unimaginable evil. In this struggle, Alex must win, or die. Or
worse... '' Memorable and good.
New English Library 1987 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges browning else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with a spot of wear £5.00
at the base of the rear fold.

270 John Gardner : Freddy's Book
''... in the middle of the night... Freddy - a painfully shy, obese, eight-foot-tall adolescent... deposits in the visiting
historian's room... Freddy's Book: a fabulous tale of sixteenth-century Scandinavia... lords and peasants... soldiers,
knights and bishops locked in combat to gain power, to keep it, and so subvert the Devil... ''
Knopf 1981 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly browned and rubbed Dust Jacket with a few tiny tears at£10.00
edges

271 Jane Gaskell : Sun Bubble
Clute - ''... the membrane protecting inner and outer life is threatened both mundanely and through the irruption of
another world than ours.''
Weidenfeld & Nicolson 1990 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and signatures differentially browned else Fine book in Fine Dust Jacket, with a £7.50
short tear at the base of the spine

272 Stella Gemmell : The Immortal Throne
''... As the City struggles to return to something resembling normal life after the devastation wrought by the rebellion,
word arises of a massive army gathering... it becomes apparent that its sole purpose is to destroy the City and
annihilate all... ''
Bantam 2016 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Promotional Sheet
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and bumped, with a material tear at the lower edge of the front board
£7.50
else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
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273 David Gerrold (Jerrold David Friedman): The Man Who Folded Himself
''... What would you do if you had a time machine?... what would you try to change?... you could edit your own life...
What would you do if you met yourself... You'd rewrite history... until you forgot the original... if you were master of
yourself... you'd learn exactly who you are.. Could you live with this knowledge?... ''
Random House 1973 First Edition First Printing Signed and warmly Personalised by the Author on a pre-lim page
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in lightly browned Dust
£30.00
Jacket

274 Amitav Ghosh : The Calcutta Chromosome A Novel of Fevers, Delirium and Discovery
(1997 Arthur Clarke Winner)
''... Antar begins to unravel the puzzle... the novel traces the adventures of the enigmatic Murugan and the strange
truth of what took place, years before... They are events which haunt and twist the fate of characters from the past,
present and future and ones that come to reveal the true nature of the 'Calcutta Chromosome'... ''
Picador 1995 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£15.00

275 William Gibson : All Tomorrow's Parties
''... Written in his characteristically stylish cyber-noir prose and depicting an uniquely envisioned future... reintroduces
characters from Virtual Light and Idoru and completes... stunningly imagined trilogy of the soon-to-be-post-Net world.''
Viking 1999 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and top corners slightly bumped and page edges slightly marked else Fine book £5.00
in in laminated boards (as issued) and like, slightly rubbed and creased, Dust Jacket

276 William Gibson : Pattern Recognition
''... Cayce Pollard is a new kind of prophet - a world-renowned 'coolhunter' who predicts the hottest trends. While in
London to evaluate the redesign of a famous corporate logo, she's offered a different assignment: find the creator of
the obscure, enigmatic video clips being uploaded on the Internet... ''
Putnam 2004 First Edition in Paperback First Printing
Corners slightly creased/rubbed else fine book
£3.00

277 William Gibson : Spook Country
''Hollis Henry is a journalist, on investigative assignment from a magazine called Node. Node doesn't exist yet... Tito
is in his early twenties... speaks fluent Russian... and does delicate jobs involving information transfer... Milgrim is a
high-end junkie... Bobby Chombo is... a troubleshooter... Hollis Henry has been told to find him.''
Putnam 2007 First Edition in the US First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and a couple of page lower corner tips creased else Fine book £7.50
in Dust Jacket,

278 Christopher Golden : Spike & Dru Pretty Maids All In A Row A Buffy The Vampire
Slayer Novel
''It's 1940 and Europe is ravaged by World War II - an ideal environment for two gleefully destructive monsters.
Drusilla's birthday - that is, the anniversary of her resurrection as a vampire - impends and her devoted paramour
Spike wants to celebrate in style... ''
Pocket Books 2000 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, slightly damp- £4.00
marked on the inside and with a small (?nibbled?) erosion at the top of the spine.

279 William Goldman : Brothers
''... the anti-hero Scylla returns from what his enemies had hoped was gory death, his killing skills finely honed...
Pitted against him is a new generation of experts... Chief amongst these is The Blonde, who has raised the arts of
death to an obsessive, maniacal perfection... '' Sequel to Marathon Man
Grafton1986 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges browned else Fine book in like, slightly browned Dust Jacket
£4.00

280 Lisa Goldstein (Also as Isabel Glass): Travellers In Magic
Alfred; Cassandra's Photographs; Ever After; Tourists; Rites of Spring; Midnight News; Preliminary Notes on the
Jang; A Traveller at Passover; Infinite Riches; Death Is Different; Breadcrumbs and Stones; The Woman in the
Painting; Daily Voices; A Game of Cards; Split Light.
Tor 1994 First Edition First Printing
Bumped at top of spine and at top of a few page edges else Fine book in Fine Dust Jacket.

£7.50

281 Kathleen Ann Goonan : Angels and you Dogs
Fourteen Short Stories with Story Notes and a short contemplations of the needs of the short story - 338 pages
PS Publishing 2012 First Edition First Printing Limited State Signed by the Author (Unnumbered/100)
Fine book in laminated boards (as issued) and like Dust Jacket

£20.00
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282 Ron Goulart : Flux & The Tin Angel
''In FLUX secret agent Ben Jolson has to sort out... Jasper where girls and boys are being made into human bombs
which explode on contact. Jolson is a member of the... Chameleon Corps... Bowser is the TIN ANGEL, a wisecracking bionic dog and top-rated star of 1999's television... ''
Millington 1978 First Edition in Hardback First Printing & Thus
Bruised at top & base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£5.00

283 Daniel Graham, Jr. : The Gatekeepers
''Can one man, using today's technology, seize and control space, and then dictate terms to spacefaring nations?
Aerospace industrialist Rolf Bernard will try to pull it off... SSTO (single stage to orbit)... will revolutionise space
transportation in the next 20 years, and this is how.''
Baen 1995 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at the base & bruised at the top of the spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£5.00

284 Charles L. Grant (Also as Timothy Boggs, Lionel Fenn, Simon Lake, Deborah Lewis,
Geoffrey Marsh & Felicia Andrews): Raven
''The dead time of year. February. Night falling, light fading. No colour. Trees, black skeletons against the snow. then,
silent and sudden, the raven. Dark omen of death. While the man who leaves no tracks, the faceless man, watches.
Inside, huddled, the people, trapped. Phone dead. No more passing cars... And now, the quick splash of colour. The
colour of blood.''
New English Library 1993 First Edition First Printing - Issued Simultaneously
Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with a touch of rubbing at the tips of the front fold
£4.00

285 Charles L. Grant : The Pet
''An exceptionally chilling novel of human darkness and inhuman terror... early frost crisps the bracing Autumn air...
Ashford N.J. has become the new stalking ground for the Howler, a serial child-killer... ''`
Tor 1986 First Edition First Printing
Bruised and a touch of shelf-wear at top and base of spine else Fine book in Dust Jacket, with a little erosion at
£7.50
the base of the rear fold.

286 Charles L. Grant : The Ravens Of The Moon
''When Senator Talle of Noram is gunned down in the streets of Washington by colleagues preparing for a coup,
EcGroup lobbyist Shanlon Raille is conveniently at hand to be framed for the assassination. Raille's luck and
penchant for decisive action get him away from immediate danger but into the territory of the ratgangs... '' Science
Fiction
Sidgwick & Jackson 1979 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly marked and slightly foxed else Fine book in
£4.00
slightly worn Dust Jacket, with a tiny tear at the base of the spine

287 Alasdair Gray : A History Maker
''... Alasdair Gray has written a tale of border warfare, military and erotic, set in the Ettrick Forest of the twenty-third
century. Superbly muscled Wat Dryhope, son of the Ettric chief, is unhappy about his clan's violent and permissive
life style. Only when challenged by the fearfully seductive Delilah Puddock and her plot to restore the competitive
exploitation of human resources does he learn to embrace the women and traditional values he truly loves... ''
Canongate 1995 First Edition Thus First Printing (Paper)
Corners/edges lightly rubbed else Fine book
£3.00

288 Colin Greenland : Harm's Way
''... into the dark heart of a romantic era that never was, when Britannia ruled the stars. Filled with extravagant
Dickensian characters and weird, exotic locations, Harms Way audaciously marries the classic Victorian coming of
age story with the whirlwind excitement of space opera.''
HarperCollins 1993 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author on the Title Page.
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

289 Colin Greenland : Seasons Of Plenty The Tabitha Jute Trilogy Volume 2
''Space Captain Tabitha Jute... has defeated the Capellan overlords, and liberated the gigantic alien spaceship
known as Plenty. Now she and her friends have to get out of the system. And quickly. So begins the first human
voyage to another star - a journey that will take the strange ship and a motley complement of refugees and villains...
into the unknown reaches of time and space... ''
HarperCollins 1995 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges foxed and lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust
£3.00
Jacket

290 Stephen Gregory : The Woodwitch
''Solicitor's clerk Andrew Pinkney seems a nice sort of man... But what can he want with the decaying carcasses of a
badger and a swan? And what is he doing with a heap of foul-smelling phallus-shaped fungi aptly called stinkhorns...
Andrew's experiment becomes an obsession, nightmarish in its intensity... ''
Heinemann 1988 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top & base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket with a (?fingernail) split in the £4.00
gutter of the rear panel.
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291 Jon Courtenay Grimwood (Also As Jonathan Grimwood): 9Tail Fox
''... Sergeant Bobby Zha of the SFPD is desperate to find out who murdered him. But he also needs some answers to
some other questions. like, why is he in another man's body? Why is someone trying to kill him, again... And why is
he being haunted by a nine-tailed Celestial fox?... ''
Gollancz 2005 First Edition First Printing Signed and dated by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

292 Jon Courtenay Grimwood : End Of The World Blues
''Kit Nouveau didn't escape himself when he flew to Japan. He runs a bar in... Tokyo and is having an affair with the
wife of a High Yakusa ganglord... Nijie has stolen fifteen million dollars, she's on the run, she's just killed a man and
she has a cat who knows more than it should. It's a lot to deal with when you haven't even left school... ''
Gollancz 2006 First Edition First Printing
Front corners bruised else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£4.00

293 Jon Courtenay Grimwood : neoAddix
''Alex Gibson is an evidence chaser on the run in London. One of his eyes is palest grey. The other is a Zeiss
eyecam with enough data locked in it to blow open a very messy murder trial... media giant CySat GmB reckon the
evidence belongs to them... So does the Order of Antioch... run by an 800-year-old Sicilian psychopath... '' Very
Scarce
New English Library 1997 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Spine lightly creased, light curl to top page corners, corners lightly rubbed, some page corners bumped, page
£15.00
edges a little browned - Very Good book

294 Jon Courtenay Grimwood : Stamping Butterflies
''... When someone attempts to assassinate the US President... the West is stunned and puzzled... The man himself
will say nothing... does the answer actually lie elsewhere in time? Where a young emperor, ruler of 148 billion souls,
waits alone in the Forbidden City for his own assassin and a butterfly to stamp.''
Gollancz 2004 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

295 Jon Courtenay Grimwood : The Arabesk (Pashazade+Effendi+Felaheen)
''... El Iskandria is North Africa's most urbane city. A metropolis where cultures meet and clash, and money buys you
everything but safety... In a world where Germany won the First World War... In a Middle East where the Ottoman
Empire still dominates... ''
Earthlight 2001/3 All Are First Edition First Printing (Three Volumes)
Bruised at top and/or base of spines, P. with faint marking on front free end paper and P & F page edges
£25.00
lightly/browned else Fine Copies in like Dust Jacket

296 Joe Haldeman : Forever Peace To Stop War Poem
First published as a hand-made book with original etchings printed by the artist in October 2008. This edition printed
in November 2008 for distribution to members of the U. S. Senate and House of Representatives and worldwide to
promote peace
Temporary Culture 2008 (Paper) Colour cover and black-and-white internal etchings by Judith Clute
Paper covers lightly creased else Fine A5 centre-stapled booklet
£10.00

297 Elizabeth Hand : Wylding Hall
''After the tragic and mysterious death of one of their founding members, the young musicians in a British acid-folk
band hole up at Wylding Hall, an ancient country house with its own secrets. There they record the classic album that
will make their reputation - but at a terrifying cost... Now, years later, each of the surviving musicians... ''
PS Publishing 2015 First Edition First Printing
Small material split inside the top front corner else Fine book in laminated boards (as issued) and like Dust Jacket.£15.00

298 Ross Harding (David Gemmell): White Knight Black Swan
'' 'Bimbo' Jardine is a special man - a giant legbreaker with a heart of gold... when Bimbo takes on an Irishman
claiming protection money from a friend, he doesn't realise the Irishman is in the employ of his own gangland boss...
Bimbo has started a sequence of events which will end in murder, betrayal, blackmail, and the uncovering of
secrets... '' Very scarce.
Arrow 1993 First Edition First Printing
Withdrawn from Public Library, with reinforced, creased covers, creased spine, library labels and stamps and page£50.00
edges lightly browned and marked - Fair? book

299 Nick Harkaway : Gnomon
''Near-future Britain is not just a nation under surveillance but one built on it: a radical experiment in personal
transparency and ambient direct democracy. Every action is seen, every word recorded. Diana Hunter is a refusenik,
a has-been cult novelist who lives in a house with its own Faraday cage... She is off the grid... ''
Heinemann 2017 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine Book in Dust Jacket with 'Signed Copy' sticker on front panel.
£15.00
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300 Charlaine Harris (Charlaine Harris Schulz): An Ice Cold Grave
''Sookie Stackhouse enjoys her life, mostly. She's a great cocktail waitress in a fun bar, she has a love life, albeit
pretty complicated, and most people have come to terms with her telepathy... her brother Jason's... about to turn into
a were-panther... a sniper sets his deadly sights on the local changeling population... ''
Berkley 2007 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

301 Charlaine Harris : Dead as a Doornail
''Sookie Stackhouse enjoys her life, mostly. She's a great cocktail waitress in a fun bar, she has a love life, albeit
pretty complicated, and most people have come to terms with her telepathy... her brother Jason's... about to turn into
a were-panther... a sniper sets his deadly sights on the local changeling population... ''
Gollancz 2007 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and a slight spine lean else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

302 Charlaine Harris : Grave Sight
''Harper Connelly is honest, ethical and loyal - and ever since a bolt of lightning zapped her... she's had an extra
special talent: she can find dead people... as Harper sees it, she's providing a service to the dead, while bringing
some closure to the living... ''
Gollancz 2006 Third Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and top corners else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£5.00

303 Joanne Harris : The Evil Seed
''... When Alice Farrell is drawn to a Grantchester churchyard and reads the strange inscription on Rosemary Virginia
Ashley's gravestone, she feels oddly disturbed. And when her former boyfriend Joe returns to Cambridge with his
new girlfriend Ginny, Alice is repelled by the ethereal, lavender-eyed beauty - and certain of her evil... '' Very scarce her first book.
Warner Books 1992 First Edition First Printing (Paper) Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Spine, corners & front cover creased, pages lightly browned, WITHDRAWN & SOLD stamped on prelim page - £30.00
Good book

304 Harry Harrison : Star Smashers Of The Galaxy Rangers
''... two good chums, and their lovely female companion... zip from planet to planet in a breathtaking adventure
among the indescribably hideous alien races in what can truthfully be called the greatest and most pretentious epic
saga of space conquest ever conceived... '' Scarce.
Faber 1974 First Edition in the UK First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in rubbed/slightly worn Dust£70.00
Jacket.

305 Harry Harrison : Stars and Stripes Forever
''In 1861 the American Civil War was in its first lethal year... when a Union warship stopped a British ship at sea and
took off two Confederate diplomats... there was a very real threat of war between Britain and the Union. Would Britain
have invaded the United States? And if she had - what would have been the result?...'' Book 1 of the Stars and
Stripes Trilogy.
Hodder & Stoughton 1998 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, small faint mark on lower edge of front board and page edges lightly browned
£3.00
and slightly marked else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket with some short tears at the top edge of the
front panel.

306 Robert A. Heinlein : The Number of the Beast
''When Zebediah J. Carter, professional bachelor and reluctant hero, went to Hilda Corners' party how could he have
known that marriage, attempted murder and an astonishing number of alternate universes awaited him... ''
New English Library 1980 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly, differentially age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust £40.00
Jacket.

307 Tom Henighan : The Well of Time
''From the snow-covered forests of primitive Canada, land of myth and magic, comes a tale of incest, lust and
murder, of a young girl's quest to save her people.''
Collins 1988 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in Near Fine Dust Jacket

£7.50

308 Frank Herbert : Eye
Introduction and 13 stories - ''The short stories - some of them appearing in book form for the first time - showcase
Frank Herbert's career over thirty years... ''
Gollancz 1986 First UK & Trade Edition First Printing Illustrated by Jim Burns
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like, unpriced, Dust
£5.00
Jacket.
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309 Frank Herbert : The Great Dune Trilogy (Dune+Dune Messiah+Children Of Dune)
Dune, Dune Messiah and Children of Dune, 4 Appendices, Terminology of the Imperium and Cartographic Notes for
Map Endpapers - in one volume!
Book Club 1979
Bruised at top and base of spine, previous owner's bookplate on reverse of front free end paper and top page
£10.00
edges darkened else Fine book in unpriced, slightly spine-faded and creased, Dust Jacket

310 James Herbert : Ash
''... high on a craggy cliff top on the wind-battered western coast of Scotland is a remote, secluded, ancient castle...
that holds secrets that would shake the world... David Ash, ghost hunter and parapsychologist, is sent there to
investigate... ''
Macmillan 2012 First Edition First Printing
Top page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like, lightly rubbed Dust Jacket, with a small area of varnish
£5.00
delamination on the rear panel

311 James Herbert : Haunted
''David Ash, a psychic investigator, is invited to Edbrook, a remote country house... Ash is renowned for his dismissal
of all things supernatural... But at Edbrook there is a mystery which cannot easily be explained... Over three hideous
nights of terror, David Ash is forced... to re-evaluate his beliefs... to confront the enigma of his own past... ''
Hodder & Stoughton 1988 First Edition First Printing Trade Issue
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like, price-clipped,
£4.00
Dust Jacket

312 James Herbert : Moon
''He had fled from the terrors of his past, finding refuge... Until the 'sightings' began again, visions of horror seeping
into his mind like poisonous tendrils, violent acts that were hideously macabre... the grotesque acts of another, a
thing that gloried in murder and mutilation... A creature that eventually would come... to seek him out... ''
New English Library 1985 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in slightly creased and
£7.50
rubbed Dust Jacket

313 James Herbert : Once
''Remember the faery stories you were told... tiny, magical, winged beings and elves, wicked witches and goblins,
Demons... all based on fact... Thom Kindred. The wonders were revealed... But so were the horrors... touched by
perverted passion... corruption... his own worst nightmare... And only the magic of the little beings would be able to
help... ''
MacMillan 2001 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges slightly browned else Fine book in like, slightly creased, Dust
£4.00
Jacket

314 James Herbert : The Spear
''Ever since it pierced the side of Christ on the Cross some 2000 years ago, the Spear of Longinus has been a
symbol of legendary mystical power... an idealistic young Nazi, helped Himmler... smuggle the Spear to England,
where it is now in the hands of... a fanatical neo-Nazi cult who plan... to change the course of history... ''
New English Library 1978 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, slight spine lean, light mark on front free end paper and page edges browned £10.00
else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed, Dust Jacket, with the price removed

315 Russell Hoban : Pilgermann
''... This remarkable book, however, is not strictly a historical novel; rooted in the actualities of its time and every time,
it is a narrative of marvels and mystery spoken directly into our ears... ''
Cape 1983 First Edition First Printing
Page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine in Dust Jacket, with orange spine background a little faded (as usual) £7.50

316 Robin Hobb (Megan Lindholm): Assassin's Fate Book Three of Fitz and the Fool
'... Clerres, where White Prophets were trained by the Servants to set the world on a better path, has been
corrupted... a voyage of discovery... reunions... transformations and heartrending shocks. Startling answers to old
mysteries are revealed... An ancient wrong will bring... unlikely and dangerous allies... a series of profound and
fateful sacrifices... ''
HarperVoyager 2017 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£15.00

317 Robin Hobb : The Soldier Son Trilogy (Shaman's Crossing+Forest Mage+Renegade's
Magic
''Young Nevare Burvelle is the second son of a second son... Nevare will follow his father... into the cavalry, to the
frontier... to the enigmatic Speck people... the last vestiges of magic in a world which is becoming progressive and
technologised... ''
Voyager 2005-7 All are First Edition First Printing
Bruised/lightly bumped at top and/or base of spines and page edges lightly browned else Fine books in slightly £20.00
rubbed Dust Jacket
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318 Robin Hobb : The Wilful Princess & The Piebald Prince
''Long before the time of Chivalry Farseer, there was another indiscreet member of the royal line. Princess Caution
Farseer, in defiance of her name, was headstrong and wilful, destined to fall dangerously in love where she ought
not... ''
HarperVoyager 2013 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

319 Robert Holdstock (Also as Ken Blake; Robert Black; Chris Carlsen; Steven Eisler;
Richard Kirk & Robert Faulcon): Ancient Echoes
''Jack Chatwin has visions. Vivid experiences of a world in parallel to our own; brief encounters with a human couple,
Greyface and Greenface, fleeing a terrible event in their own world and battling with a land that is raw and cruel and
old... Only when Greyface escapes into Jack's reality does the startling truth... start to occur to him... ''
HarperCollins 1996 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Review Request
Page edges browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

320 Robert Holdstock : Earthwind
''... the story of two people trapped on the planet Aran. What has happened to the colonists of this world to obliterate
their memories of who and what they were, and to have rebuilt in their place a precise and accurate copy of a stone
age culture that flourished in Ireland during the fourth century BC?... ''
Faber 1977 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised and slightly faded at top and base of spine, top corner of front free end paper roughened (ink eraser?) and £7.50
page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with the price removed.

321 Robert Holdstock : The Broken Kings From the Merlin Codex Book 3
''''All the signs are that the hill below the fortress of Taurovinda, stronghold of Urth, High King of the Cornovidi, is
coming alive in a way that signals danger from the Otherworldly realm of the Shadows of Heroes. They claim the land
as their own... ''
Gollancz 2007 First Edition First Printing
Lower front corner lightly rubbed and two page corner tips creased else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£5.00

322 William Horwood : Duncton Rising Volume Two of The Book Of Silence
''... As cruel flurries of wind harry the highest and most ancient trees... timid Pumpkin reaches the Stone to pray for
help. Only he and the venerable Master Librarian Stour have been left to defend Moledom's greatest library against
the Newborn Inquisitors who have taken over the system... ''
HarperCollins 1992 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly
£4.00
creased Dust Jacket, with a touch of wear at the tips of the folds and a small wear spot at the lower edge of the
front panel

323 William Horwood : Duncton Tales
''... Decades of harmony have passed since... the brave moles of Duncton saved moledom's peaceful Stone followers
from the evil Word. But now all is not well. Duncton Wood has grown sleepy, while moledom is dangerously
complacent... ''
HarperCollins 1991 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and at bottom edge of front board, top pages edges slightly browned
£5.00
else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket

324 William Horwood : The Wolves of Time I Journeys to the Heartland
''... The time has come for the wolves of Europe to take back their ancient Heartland. For centuries it has been
corrupted and poisoned by the Mennen and by the evil Magyar wolf-pack. Only then can the true gods be reborn and
the natural order restored... ''
HarperCollins 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, a few page lower corners bruised and page edges a little rubbed and lightly
£5.00
browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.

325 Charlie Hamilton James : The Matewix
''Titty raced down the green corridor and leapt out of a first floor window, crashing to the ground three-and-half feet
below. She leapt to her feet and shot off, not even apologising to the woman whose Yorkshire Terrier had died
softening her landing. She rounded a corner or two... 'Where now, Operator?' she shouted down her phone... ''
HarperCollins 2003 First Edition First Printing
Page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed, price-clipped, Dust Jacket
£4.00

326 Phil Janes : I, Arnold Round Three of the Galaxy Game
''... Robots... on a parallel earth 450 years in the future... an everyday social hazard. Our useless - sorry, undaunted heroes have the monumental task of hunting a certain dangerous 'Rudy', a rogue robot fortuitously endowed in the
front end... Phil Janes' fastest, wackiest novel yet.''
Millennium 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, top page edges and a few lower corners and page edges no longer quite parallel £4.00
else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket.
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327 Gwyneth Jones : Bold As Love: The Backstory
19 Page centre-stapled booklet - published by The Birmingham Science Fiction Group to celebrate her appearance
as Guest Of Honour at Novacon 31, November 2001 Autobiographical notes about the creation of her novel Bold As
Love
B. S. F. G. 2001 First Edition First Printing Limited State (Paper) (No. 185/300)
Fine Booklet
£4.00

328 Gwyneth Jones : Flowerdust
''Flowerdust is a companion to Divine Endurance, set in a strange and distant future southeast Asia. A powerful drug,
Flowerdust, is causing trouble... Derveet, a charismatic political leader, sets out to stop the spread of the drug and...
uncovers a secret plot... ''
Tor 1993 First Edition in the US First Printing
Covers slightly marked else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£7.50

329 Gwyneth Jones : Kairos
Clute - ''... the female protagonist descends into the disintegrating UK's netherworld through ingesting a drug, Kairos,
which literally recasts reality around her... ''
Unwin Hyman 1988 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, upper rear corner quite badly bumped and page edges lightly marked
£5.00
else Fine book in slightly rubbed and creased Dust Jacket, with a fine scratch on the rear panel

330 Gwyneth Jones : The Exchange
''If it hadn't been for Claire, Debbie would never have agreed to The Exchange. She didn't want to spend the summer
holidays in Paris... why The Exchange was so desperately important to Claire, Debbie was only to discover when
they missed the Paris plane and decided to make their own way to France... ''
Macmillan 1979 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket £15.00
with the price removed

331 Paul Kearney : Hawkwood's Voyage Book 1 of The Monarchies of God
''... The Western World is in flames, the cities and cathedrals of the Faithful put to the torch, their defenders crucified
by the invading Merduks... For a freebooting man of the sea like Richard Hawkwood escape seems the only
answer... ''
Gollancz 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed, price-clipped, Dust Jacket
£3.00

332 Paul Kearney : Riding The Unicorn
''John Willoby is a prison officer... hearing voices and strange sounds: the clash of swords, the thunder of horses'
hooves... hallucinations... visions of another world... a wild, strange, primitive place... more attractive than the bleak
modern world... ''
Gollancz 1994 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Promotional Slip
Lower edge of rear board a little bumped else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

333 Paul Kearney : The Way To Babylon
''... The traveller needs a guide, for a walking tour; Riven, indifferent, agrees to go along - and finds himself lead into
a another world. His world, the land he created. Minginish... '' His first book.
Gollancz 1992 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£4.00

334 Paul Kearney : The Way To Babylon
''... The traveller needs a guide, for a walking tour; Riven, indifferent, agrees to go along - and finds himself lead into
a another world. His world, the land he created. Minginish... '' His first book.
Gollancz 1992 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Review Slip
Top front corner lightly creased else Fine Uncorrected Proof
£4.00

335 James Patrick Kelly : The Wreck Of The Godspeed
Introduction by Bob Eggleton; The Wreck Of The Godspeed; The Best Christmas Ever; Men Are Trouble; Luck; The
Dark Side of Town; The Leila Torn Show; Mother; Dividing the Sustain; The Edge of Nowhere; The Ice is Singing;
Serpent; Bernardo's House; Burn.
Golden Gryphon 2008 First Edition First Printing
Fine Book in Fine dustjacket
£10.00

336 Leigh Kennedy : Saint Hiroshima
''...disarming and irresistible novel follows Katie into an unlikely matrimony and Phil into the arms of a gun-toting St.
Louis actress. But that's the least you would expect from two people who alone, as far as we know, have already
been through World War Three.''
Bloomsbury 1987 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top of spine and page edges slightly marked else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed, Dust Jacket
£7.50
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337 J. Gregory Keyes : The Waterborn
''... Everywhere he touched the River God held dominion. And in Nhol, the fabled city at the heart of the world, an
emperor ruled as the living aspect of the god... Hezhi was an imperial princess... When her favourite cousin
disappeared, Hezhi searched... And the magic within her began to grow... ''
Del Rey 1996 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and across lower board edges else Fine book in slightly
rubbed Dust Jacket with a couple of short tears

£5.00

338 Gabriel King (M. John Harrison & Jane Johnson): The Golden Cat
''On a sunlit headland above the ancient castle at Tintagel, the King and Queen are raising their beautiful kittens. But
which of their three offspring is the Golden Cat of legend, the cat who will heal the world and channel the power of
the wild roads?... ''
Century 1998 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by 'Gabriel King' on the Title Page.
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly browned and marked else Fine book in£15.00
like Dust Jacket.

339 Gabriel King : The Knot Garden
''At the foot of Crowbury Plain lies the idyllic hamlet of Ashmore. But dangers lurk beneath its apparently tranquil
surface... Only the cats who patrol the wild roads, whose task it is to hunt both the scurrying fragments of human
fantasies and the wild, dark impulses of human nature understand Ashmore's true shape... '' Scarce.
Century 2000 First Edition First Printing Signed by 'Gabriel King' on the Title Page.
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened and no longer quite parallel else Fine book £25.00
in like Dust Jacket

340 William Kotzwinkle : Christmas At Fontaine's
''... a palace... a huge and celebrated department store... but Mr Fontaine and his designers have created something
more beautiful and strange than they realise. There is something - or someone? - hiding in the store, a teasingly halfglimpsed figure, a flash of silver... Who has freed the parakeets... conjuring mysterious gifts... ''
Andre Deutsch 1983 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with a touch of
£7.50
wear at the upper tip of the front fold.

341 William Kotzwinkle : E. T. The Extraterrestrial
''... a homely little creature from a world three million light years away... Lost, alone, with no means of survival in an
alien world... meets, by chance... three children who find him an enthralling playmate, toy and teacher... ''
Arthur Barker 1982 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in slightly creased and rubbed Dust Jacket with the price removed£10.00

342 William Kotzwinkle : Elephant Bangs Train
'''... a remarkable series of short stories. His imaginative command of character and atmosphere is astonishing... a
deprecating humour and sly, appealing humility. His world is peopled with legendary figures from all times and
places... ''
Faber 1971 First Edition in the UK First Printing ?
Bruised at top and base of spine a touch of shelf-wear on lower board edges and page edges lightly age-darkened£20.00
else Fine book in Near Fine Dust Jacket.

343 William Kotzwinkle : Swimmer in the Secret Sea
''... The brief cycle of a baby's life - labour, delivery, death, burial -m in the snow-covered isolation of a Northern
landscape... the substance of an acute reading experience... ''
Aidan Ellis 1976 First Edition First Printing
Page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in lightly browned and rubbed Dust Jacket.

£15.00

344 William Kotzwinkle : The Bear Went Over The Mountain
''Once upon a time a big black bear found a manuscript... Borrowing some clothes... he headed to New York to seek
his fortune. Then he took the literary world by storm... '' ...only one title is produced every Christmas by Black
Swan/Transworld of a book that particularly impressed them in the preceding year.
Black Swan 1996 First UK Hardback Edition First Printing Limited State - Issued Without Dust Jacket Limited to 750
copies. With multiply signed card from the Publisher
Bruised at top and base of spine and lower corners else Fine book.
£10.00

345 William Kotzwinkle : The Hot Jazz Trio
''... illusionist par excellance, juggling myth and reality... a surrealist evocation of Paris in the 1920s starring Django
Reinhardt and his Hot Jazz Trio, Jean Cocteau, Picasso, and a talking handkerchief... the mighty Pharaoh sailing
down the Nile with his dwarf, dancing girls and chief praiser... a haunting fantasy of hobos who ride the rails... ''
Houghton Mifflin 1989 First Edition First Printing
Boards slightly bowed and rear corners bruised else Fine copy in dust jacket, slightly bumped at corners and with £7.50
a ca. 2mm tear at the top of the rear fold
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346 Tom Kratman : The Amazon Legion
''... with one hundred times the population and three or four hundred times the wealth, the Tauran Union outclasses
little Balboa in almost every way... every one will have to be used... freeing the country and, if possible, the planet... ''
Baen 2011 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

347 Nancy Kress (Also as Anna Kendall): Brain Rose
''... Caroline Bohentin, Joe McLaren and Robbie Brekke meet at a hospital where each has signed up for a new - and
fashionable - procedure: Previous Life Access Surgery, which enables patients to access memories from previous
incarnations. Their journeys... turn out to have... horrifying relevance to the future of human life on earth.''
Morrow 1990 First Edition First Printing
Cross-spine crack, covers lightly browned and faintly marked and a couple of page edges bumped else Fine
£4.00
Uncorrected Proof

348 Nancy Kress : Crossfire
''... the story of a human colony settling on a distant planet... as this diverse group of thousands comes to terms with
their new lives on a new world, they make a startling discovery: primitive humanoid aliens... the evidence seems to
indicate that the aliens aren't native to the planet... ''
Tor 2003 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine and top edge of front board and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust
£5.00
Jacket

349 Nancy Kress : Crucible
''It began with Crossfire... humans found themselves caught in the crossfire of a galaxy-spanning war between two
disparate species... ''
Tor 2004 First Edition First Printing
Light mark on spine panel else Fine Uncorrected Proof
£5.00

350 Nancy Kress : Nothing Human
''Something strange is happening to thirteen-year-olds in New York - and in Virginia, Florida, and Connecticut. The
children are receiving odd messages announcing that the 'pribir' are coming... Global warming, biowarfare, climactic
upheavals all take their deadly toll, until humanity faces a final decision: die out completely or genetically engineer... ''
Golden Gryphon 2003 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and a couple of tiny ink spots on page edges else Fine book in Fine Dust Jacket £10.00

351 Nancy Kress : Probability Moon
''Humanity has expanded into other solar systems using the remnants of the ancient technology of star gates... Left in
place by a vanished superrace. But now the human race is in an interstellar war against mysterious aliens, an may
be losing... A new planet is discovered... Inhabited by a humanoid race who always unanimously agree on the truth...
''
Tor 2000 Second Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

352 Nancy Kress : Probability Sun
''... the human race is losing an interstellar war against the mysterious alien Fallers. A shipload of scientists from
Earth is sent to study the enigmatic artifact... while the military... is secretly holding prisoner, for study, the only live
Fallen ever captured... ''
Tor 2001 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and top page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

353 Michael Kurland : Too Soon Dead
''... March 1935... The Great Depression... syndicated columnist Alexander Brass is the voice of Manhattan high
society... a mysterious man tries to interest Brass in photos of prominent people engaged in questionable acts... the
stringer is murdered, his body found in... the offices of an anti-Nazi group... '''
St. Martin's Press 1997 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in lightly rubbed £10.00
Dust Jacket.

354 Katherine Kurtz : Death Of An Adept A Novel of The Adept (With Deborah Turner Harris)
'... 'Sir Adam Sinclair... leader of a secret brotherhood at war with the dark and unholy Powers that menace our
world... Now evil is rising once again... born of ancient elemental magic and twentieth century ambition... Adam
Sinclair will facie the most unthinkable crime against his kind: the murder of an Adept.'' Fifth book in the Adept series.
Ace 1996 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges slightly marked else Fine book in like Dust
£7.50
Jacket, with the spine panel background a little faded
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355 Katherine Kurtz : King Kelson's Bride
''Speculation runs rampant throughout the kingdom of Gwynedd as to when, and to whom, King Kelson will finally be
wed. As a rival monarch takes his place on the throne of a nearby land, it becomes more imperative than ever that
Kelson produces a long-awaited heir... ''
Ace 2000 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, Penguin Books stamp on front free end paper and lower page edges
£4.00
else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, slightly rubbed at the tips of the folds.

356 Katherine Kurtz : The Adept (With Deborah Turner Harris)
''He is Adam Sinclair: nobleman, physician, scholar - and Adept. A man of learning and power, he practices ancient
arts unknown to the twentieth century. he has had many names, lived many lives, but his mission remains the same:
to protect the Light from those who would tread the Dark Roads... ''
Severn House 1992 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine and a little shelf-wear at the top edge of the rear board else £40.00
Fine book in like, slightly rubbed and creased, Dust Jacket

357 Katherine Kurtz : The Harrowing Of Gwynedd Volume I of The Heirs of Saint Camber
''The evil times had come for the Deryni... the weak boy-king Alroy reigned; but the real rulers were the Regents, evil,
power-hungry men who sought the total destruction of the Deryni... the forces of persecution were closing in on the
Deryni... ''
Legend 1989 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£5.00
slightly marked at the top of the rear fold.

358 Mercedes Lackey : Storm Warning Book One of The Mage Storms
''... a war-ravaged Valdemar... when Queen Selenay is attempting to effect a fragile new alliance with... Karse... it is a
venture that must not fail... But Karse and Valdemar have been enemies for generations... ''
DAW 1994 First Edition Second Printing Illustrated by Jody Lee, Larry Dixon and Victor Wren
Slightly bumped/bruised at top and base of spine and page edges slightly marked else Fine book in like Dust
£5.00
Jacket

359 Harold Lamb : Charlemagne The Legend and the Man
''His name was Charles Those who hated him as a youth dubbed him the Churl. Generations after he died people
remembered him as a great man... both Charles the man and Charles the Holy Roman Emperor are brought vividly
to life... the man who eventually brought the entire Western world under absolute control and saw his rule sanctified...
'' Scarce.
Hale 1955 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bumped at top and bruised at base of spine, and page edges a little age-browned else Fine book in slightly worn £15.00
and rubbed Dust Jacket with the spine panel a little faded and a short (2.5 mm) tear at the top of the spine panel..

360 L. Jagi Lamplighter : Prospero Regained
''More than five centuries have passed since William Shakespeare shined the light of fame and infamy on Prospero,
the sorcerer of Milan on whose island of exile the Bard set The Tempest. For long years his daughter, Miranda, eldest
and most renowned of the old man's children, has run the family business, Prospero, Inc... '' Sequel to Prospero's
Daughter
Tor 2011 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Promotional News Sheet
Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

361 Joe R. Lansdale (Also as M. Dean Bayer; Jack Buchanan; Mark Simmons & Ray Slater):
By Bizarre Hands
Introduction by Lou Shiner and 16 stories: Fish Night; The Pit; Duck Hunt; By Bizarre Hands; The Steel Valentine; I
Tell You It's Love; Letter From The South, Two Moons West of Nacogdoches; Boys Will Be Boys; The Fat Man and
the Elephant; Hell Through a Windshield and six others
Ziesing 1989 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the pre-lim page
Slightly bumped at base of spine, boards slightly bowed and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in £25.00
like Dust Jacket.

362 Joe R. Lansdale : Sunset and Sawdust
''When the local constable at a sawmill camp in Texas is shot dead, his widow Sunset finds herself stepping into his
shoes to investigate a bizarre double murder. Most of the townsfolk object to her wearing Pete's badge and gun:
some because this is the 1930s... others because it was Sunset who blew off Pete's head in the first place... ''
Weidenfeld & Nicholson 2004 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised and slightly rubbed at top and base of spine else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£7.50

363 Keith Laumer : The Other Sky (Greylorn)
''Enter the intriguing world of Keith Laumer in this volume, which includes GREYLORN, THE NIGHT OF THE
TROLLS, THE OTHER SKY and THE KING OF THE CITY... ''
Dobson 1968 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in slightly worn and torn,
price-clipped, stickered Dust Jacket, with the red faded

£5.00
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364 Ursula K. Le Guin : The Wind's Twelve Quarters and The Compass Rose
SF Masterworks Edition - Introduction by Graham Sleight, 36 stories, a Foreword and a Preface. 561 pages
Gollancz 2015 First Edition Thus First Printing (Paper)
Fine Paperback

£5.00

365 Fritz Leiber : Smoke Ghost & Other Apparitions (Edited by John Pelan and Steve
Savile)
Introduction by Ramsey Campbell.. Seventeen stories, mostly rare pieces from obscure publications. Together with
an unpublished 'lost' novelette, The Enormous Bedroom. Reportedly only 450 copies printed.
Midnight House 2002 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£80.00

366 Fritz Leiber : The Knight And Knave Of Swords
Sea Magic; The Mer She; The Curse of the Smalls and the Stars and The Mouser Goes Below. The last of Fafhrd
and the Grey Mouser
Grafton 1990 First Edition in the UK First Printing With Publisher's Arthur C. Clarke Award submission slip
Page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine Book in like Dust Jacket, with a hint of rubbing at the upper tip of the £10.00
rear fold

367 Fritz Leiber : The Secret Songs
Introduction by Judith Merril. The Winter Flies; The Man Who Made Friends with Electricity; Rump-Titty-Titty-TumTAH-Tee; Mariana; Coming Attraction; The Moon Is Green; A Pail of Air; Smoke Ghost; The Girl with the Hungry
Eyes; No Great Magic and The Secret Songs
Hart-Davis 1968 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine, faint damp-staining on rear panel and page edges lightly marked - Very Good book in
£7.50
slightly worn, creased and torn Dust Jacket, with lightly damp-stained rear panel and 20mm jagged tear at top
centre of the front panel

368 C. S. Lewis : The Dark Tower And Other Stories
''It is not claimed that these stories represent Lewis's best work. Some... are mere fragments, unfinished projects...
rescued... from a bonfire of Lewis's surviving manuscripts. But the are unmistakably his, the products of his
extraordinary originality, inventiveness and versatility... '' Six stories - two reprinted from F. & S. F.
Collins 1977 First Edition First Printing Edited by Walter Hooper
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges slightly marked else Fine book in like, price-clipped and
£25.00
Publisher overstickered (£4.50) Dust Jacket, with a hint of wear at the lower tips of the folds.

369 Shariann Lewitt : Interface Masque
''In the ancient and future city of Venice, poised above the drifting tides of her canals, is house Sept-Fortune: a guild
specialising in the making and breaking of data systems. Cecile is a senior apprentice... on the brink of her adult
career. it is time for Cecile's last test.. a very secret, very private, very dangerous quest to discover the real nature of
her world... ''
Tor 1997 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, bumped in centre of lower edge of front board and slightly bumped in
£5.00
centre of lower edge of rear board else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket.

370 Shariann Lewitt : Memento Mori
''The colony world of Reis was once a prosperous, glittering center of manufacturing and trade. But now... a terrible
plague... quarantined... no one knows who will live or die... What do you do... while you're waiting to find out?... it's
the end of the world... What can you make of it but art?''
Tor 1995 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine and a couple of top page corners bruised else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£7.50

371 Ken Liu : The Grace of Kings
''Emperor Mapidere was the first to unite the island kingdoms of Dara... But now the Emperor is on his deathbed, his
people are exhausted by his vast, conscriptive engineering projects and his councillors conspire only for their own
gain. Even the gods themselves are restless... '' His first novel
Head of Zeus 2015 First Edition in the UK First Printing - Issued Simultaneously
Page edges lightly browned Fine Book in Dust Jacket a little crumpled, and with a small rub-mark, at the base of £15.00
the spine

372 Eric Van Lustbader (Also as Eric Lustbader and Eric V. Lustbader): Black Heart
''... a seductive, knife-edged epic of erotic violence... the heart of war-torn Cambodia... Oriental enchantress... an
assassin trained in Buddhism and reared in violence by the Khmer Rouge... an elaborate - and murderous - puzzle...
'' Appears non-fantastical
Evans 1983 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£5.00
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373 Eric Van Lustbader : Dai-San
''Time has all but run out for Ronin and his world. It is the dawn of the Kai-feng, mankind's final battle against the dark
forces of The Dolman... ''
W. H. Allen 1980 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at base of spine & page edges lightly browned else Fine book in lightly creased & rubbed Dust Jacket,
£7.50
with the price removed & publisher's £7.95p sticker on the front flap

374 Scott Mackay : Outpost
''... a distant planet in the far future, a young woman... Felicitas... imprisoned... mind controlled by a dreaming
machine... she begins to awaken... huge, dinosaurian beasts... escape... army of zombies... Felicitas is the key... ''
Tor 1998 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust
£5.00
Jacket.

375 Ian R. Macleod : The Light Ages
''... Through the power of aether, and through the secrets and mysteries of the guilds that wield it, England has
created a mighty Industrial Age... ''
Earthlight 2003 First Edition First Printing - Issued Simultaneously
Spine creased, covers slightly creased, corners slightly rubbed and page edges lightly marked - Good to Very
Good Uncorrected Proof.

£4.00

376 Ken MacLeod : Engines of Light Book Three Engine City
The last book in the Engines of Light trilogy.
Orbit 2002 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

£7.50

377 Ken MacLeod : Engines of Light Book Two Dark Light
''... thousands of light-years from Earth - if Earth still exists... home to other civilisations, lifted from their worlds by a
race of god-like aliens. On Croatan, two of these civilisations live a precarious co-existence, separated by eons of
technological advance... And all the time, hidden among the stars, the gods are watching... ''
Orbit 2001 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author
Bruised at top & base of spine & page edges a little browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

378 Ken MacLeod : The Star Fraction
''In a Balkanised world where the peace process is deadlier than the wars, the US/UN's spy satellites and laser
weapons have everybody in their sights. But the Watchmaker has other plans... Spectres of a betrayed revolution
haunt the fight for space and freedom, as the Army of the New Republic prepares its fourth 'final' offensive and the
green barbarians close in... ''
Legend 1995 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's Promotion Sheet
Bruised at top of spine and small spot of wear at base else Fine proof in slightly creased Proof Dust Jacket with £10.00
Publisher's Information Form on back

379 Sheila Macleod : The Snow-White Soliloquies
''Snow-white is beautiful and lives in a state of suspended animation in a coffin constructed of a special kind of glass
that 'breathes'. Is she a freak or a miracle of modern medical science? Doc, who combines the functions of a scientist
and an impresario, takes her around the country in a caravan, showing her off to an incredulous public...''
Secker & Warburg 1970 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and top page edges lightly marked else Fine Book in slightly rubbed and
£7.50
creased, fragile silver foil, price clipped, Dust Jacket

380 Juliet Marillier : Foxmask
''At his coming of age, Thorvald learns a devastating secret, and steals away on a perilous voyage in search of the
father he has never known... But there are deeper secrets in this battle for survival... ''
Tor/Pan Macmillan 2004 First Edition in the UK
Slightly bumped at top of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£7.50

381 Juliet Marillier : Heart's Blood
''A haunted forest. A bewitched castle. One girl running from her past and one man who is more than he seems to
be... love, betrayal and redemption... ''
Tor/Pan Macmillan 2009 First Edition in Hardback & the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

382 Juliet Marillier : The Dark Mirror Book 1 The Bridei Chronicles
''When Bridei is sent by his parents to live with the druid Broichan, he knows only hat he has left his home and family
to learn to be a warrior and scholar, strategist and sage. He is not aware... a secret council of elders... have long
been making plans... with Bridei... central to their strategy... ''
Tor (UK) 2005 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust
£4.00
Jacket.
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383 George R. R. Martin : A Dance With Dragons Book Five of A Song Of Ice And Fire
''The future of the Seven Kingdoms hangs in the balance... ''
Voyager 2011 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine, one page corner creased and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in
slightly creased Dust Jacket, with a little wear at the upper fold tips and with a short split (ca, 3 mm) at the top of
the rear fold

£25.00

384 Douglas R. Mason (John Rankine): From Carthage Then I Came (Eight Against Utopia)
''There was no hiding place in Carthage. Unless the power crisis went on. The monitoring complex had a big reserve
setup, but the authorities were making stringent economies right now, and, as if on signal, the sky darkened... Gaul
Kalmar and his companion where hurrying along in a violet darkness... '' The author's first SF novel.
Hale 1968 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Ex. L.O.M.O Staff Library with M.96 on front fixed, ticket pocket on front free end paper and library plate on prelim £4.00
page, bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in near fine, protected, Dust Jacket, with 50p price sticker
on the front flap

385 Richard Matheson (Also as Logan Swanson): Earthbound (Originally published as by
Logan Swanson)
''But Marianna is waiting there. Beautiful unearthly Marianna, waiting for a companion to lure into her nightmare of
lust.'' This first Hardback edition is the first issued with the authors preferred text. An erotic haunting novel.
Robinson 1989 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback & Thus First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly marked and foxed else Fine book in Fine Dust Jacket
£5.00

386 Richard Matheson : Shadow on the Sun
''... These two bodies could plunge everyone in Picture City into bloody nightmare again. No human could possibly
have done that to the Corcoran brothers. It just wasn't possible.'' Matheson's fourth Western.
Evans 1994 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

387 Robin Maugham (Robert Cecil Romer Maugham): The Man With Two Shadows
''... not only a study of that strange and frightening phenomenon of the mind known as 'dissociation of personality,'
but is also an enthralling story of adventure, love and intrigue in North Africa. The hero's appalling disability, as a
result of a head wound during the war adds immeasurably to the danger of his already hazardous work... '' Not
fantastic.
Longmans 1958 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author on the front free end paper
Bruised at top and base of spine, end papers lightly browned and page edges lightly browned and slightly rubbed -£25.00
Very Good to Near Fine Book in worn and slightly chipped and browned Dust Jacket.

388 John R. Maxim : Haven
''...the woman they called 'Black Angel' a ruthless and efficient assassin... Martin Kessler, himself hunted, touched
her heart... A teenage girl is about to be kidnapped... unwittingly holds the key to a planned act of terrorism so horrific
that an all-out war could be the only result... And nowhere on earth will be safe... no haven.''
Avon 1997 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

389 Ardath Mayhar : How the Gods Wove in Kyrannon
Clute - ''In the Kyrannon books, folk of transparent decency must resist a tyrant whose disruptive influence threatens
to sour the harmony between human beings and nature.'' Her first novel.
Sidgwick & Jackson 1980 First Edition in the UK First Printing With Publisher's Review Slip
Lower front corner slightly bumped else Fine book in partly browned Dust Jacket
£7.50

390 Paul J. McAuley : Evening's Empires
''The True Empire has fallen... Earth endures a centuries-long winter, the rest of the Solar system is divided...
scientific enquiry has dwindled... Superstition drives out reason... Gajananvihari Pilot, youngest son of a family of
junk peddlers, escapes the hijack of his father's ship with vital secrets locked inside the severed head of a
philosopher... ''
Gollancz 2013 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Page edges lightly browned else Fine book
£12.50

391 Paul J. McAuley : In the Mouth of the Whale
''Humanity's future rests on the shoulders of a Child from the past, and she must never know of the battles being
fought for her... In the system of Fomalhaut, a war... The Quicks came long ago, refugees from the Solar System...
The True arrived later, to find a declining civilisation... Then the Ghosts appeared, no longer human, unknowable... ''
Gollancz 2012 First Edition First Printing (Paper) Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Upper and lower front cover corners and subsequent few pages a little curled, lower rear corner bruised - Very
£7.50
Good Uncorrected Proof.
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392 Paul J. McAuley : The Books Of Confluence (Child Of The River+Ancients of
Days+Shrine of Stars)
''Confluence: an artificial world orbiting an obscure star beyond the edge of the galaxy, a flat strip twenty thousand
kilometres long... home to thousands of alien races, shaped and raised to intelligence by god-like descendants of
humanity who long ago retreated... into an artificial Black Hole... abandoned by its creators, its stagnant civilisation
threatened by the heresies of the last humans... ''
Gollancz 1997-9 All Are First Edition First Printing All Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and/or base of spines else Fine books in like Dust Jacket
£20.00

393 Paul J. McAuley : The Secret of Life
''... Something is growing in the Pacific Ocean, a strange fungus-like organism that may ultimately threaten Earth's
entire food chain... contains unique DNA unlike any other lifeform on the planet... ''
Tor 2001 First Edition in the US First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£4.00

394 Anne McCaffrey : Power Lines (With Elizabeth Ann Scarborough)
''The miraculous and mysterious world of Petaybee was to be investigated. No-one... could believe that the planet
was a living, breathing, sentient entity, that every plant and animal was in symbiotic communication with the spirit of
the Petaybean world... ''
Bantam 1994 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by Anne McCaffrey on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine, a couple of small dark splashes on front board and page edges lightly browned £7.50
else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.

395 Anne McCaffrey : Powers That Be (With Elizabeth Ann Scarborough)
''... Strange things were happening on Petaybee, it seemed. Unauthorised genetically engineered species had been
spotted. Geologic survey teams sent to locate newly discovered mineral deposits were either coming up empty - or
disappearing altogether. And the locals weren't talking... ''
Del Rey 1993 First Edition First Printing
Slightly rubbed at top and base of spine, corners bruised and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in £3.00
like Dust Jacket, with a portion of the orange front cover roundel faded.

396 Sandra McDonald : The Outback Stars
''Lieutenant Jodenny Scott is a hero. She has the medals and scars to prove it... and she's bored... she takes a berth
on the next ship out... a mistake... Jodenny's handed a division full of misfits, incompetents, and criminals... Jodenny
comes face-to-face with something powerful... love.''
Tor 2007 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with a touch of wear at the £5.00
tips of the folds

397 Vonda N. McIntyre : Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home
''At last, Admiral James T. Kirk and the crew of the late Starship Enterprise begin the long voyage home. But the trip
is interrupted by the appearance of a mysterious, all-powerful intruder... Kirk, Spock, McCoy and the rest of the crew
must journey back through time... only there can they save the future... '' Scarce
Severn House 1987 First Edition in Hardback First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges a little marked else Fine book in slightly
£15.00
scratched and rubbed Dust Jacket

398 John C. McLoughlin : The Helix And The Sword
''Rolling out nearly six millennia into the future... a time when colossal empires flourish in the void... mastery of
synthetic life... animal and plant life... tools, weapons, and nations are all alive and all too well armed as they speed
through space - toward war... ''
Doubleday 1983 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and corners, cloth damp-marked - Very Good book in slightly worn and creased £4.00
Dust Jacket, damp-marked on the inside, with a little show-through on the rear panel

399 Shepherd Mead : 'ER; or, The Brassbound Beauty, The Bearded Bicyclist, and the Goldcolored Teen-age Grandfather
''... a medieval beauty whose likeness was carved on a brass burial plate... a rare and valuable find... a chain of
events that shatters the town's perennial tranquillity... Everything explodes in a farcical, slapstick climax... ''
Simon and Schuster 1969 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned and slightly marked else Fine book in slightly
worn and torn Dust Jacket with a small chip missing at the base of the spine

£7.50

400 P. Schuyler Miller : The Titan
Includes the novella The Titan and seven shorts: As Never Was; Old Man Mulligan; Spawn; In the Good Old Summer
Time; Gleeps; The Arrhenius Horror and Forgotten
Fantasy Press 1952 First Edition First Printing (Pale Blue cloth, Gilt Letters - ?2nd State?)
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly torn,£20.00
creased, marked and rubbed Dust Jacket.
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401 Michael Moorcock (Also as Bill Barclay, James Colvin & Roger Harris): Blood A
Southern Fantasy
''The luscious and seductive southern states... and the mysterious universe of the Second Ether, where nothing is
quite as it seems... Jack and Sam, their lovers Colinda and the Rose, are jugaderos, the very best at their trade,
enjoying a special status unthreatened by even the most ferocious and cynical of warlords... ''
Millennium 1994 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

402 Michael Moorcock : Doctor DW Who The Coming of the Terraphiles Or, Pirates of the
Second Aether!!
''... Miggea - a star on the very edge of reality. The cusp between this universe and the next... where space-time has
worn thin, and is in danger of collapsing... And the venue for the grand finals of the competition to win the fabled
Arrow of Law. The Doctor and Amy have joined the Terraphiles... They are determined to win... ''
BBC Books 1993 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£4.00

403 Michael Moorcock : The Fortress Of The Pearl An Elric Tale
''Lost in the immensities of the Sighing desert, Quarzhasaat is a city of elaborate intrigue... When Elric... arrives there
he is weak and close to death, and is easily forced into agreeing to a mysterious quest: to find the pearl at the Heart
of the World, which will convey much power on its owner, but which lies concealed in the in the hidden Fortress of the
Pearl... ''
Gollancz 1989 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£5.00

404 Peter Morwood (Robert Peter Smith): The Warlord's Domain
''... Betrayed by his own king... Aldric... sets a course for the city of Drakkesborg. Within its walls lies the heart of the
Warlord's domain, and the talisman which will enable a wizard to go home after centuries of exile. The wizard is
Gemmel, foster-father to Aldric, but the Warlord's identity is a secret learned too late... the most deadly foe Aldric will
ever face... '' Fourth in the Alban saga.
Legend 1989 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine, old price on front free end paper and page edges marked and £4.00
lightly browned Good book in Dust Jacket, damp-marked inside at the base of the spine (no show-through)

405 John Myers Myers : Doc Holliday
''Wyatt Earp, famous frontier marshall, summed up his... friend Doc Holliday: 'Doc was a dentist whom necessity had
made a gambler... a philosopher whom life had made a caustic wit; a long, lean, ash-blond fellow nearly dead with
consumption, and at the same time the most skillful gambler and the nerviest, speediest, deadliest man with a gun
that I ever saw.''
Jarrolds 1957 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine, top front corner bruised, tape stains to end papers and page £10.00
edges lightly age-darkened and slightly marked else Fine book in like, slightly rubbed, price clipped Dust Jacket,
with some sellotape staining to the flaps

406 Alan Nayes : The Unnatural
''... Dr. Charmaine has only two clues to the beautiful young woman's death: she reeks of the city sewers, and her last
word was the Spanish slang for monkey... in an experiment gone horribly awry, Kovacs holds the key to the Sewer
Stalker, the bizarre hybrid creature who lusts insatiably for beautiful women... ''
Forge 2003 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top & base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

407 Kim Newman (Also as Jack Yeovil): Jago
''... Fish sprout from trees, people undergo strange transformations, repressed feelings erupt into violence and death.
Creatures from local legend, from science fiction, and from the darks of man's mind prowl Alder. Human evil blends
with the supernatural, and the village... prepares to reap a harvest of horror... ''
Simon & Schuster 1991 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine, lower page edges a little splashed and page edges lightly
£12.50
browned else Fine book in like Dust Jacket

408 Alexei Panshin : Rite Of Passage (1968 Nebula Winner)
''Only seven Giant Starships and some few hastily established colony-worlds had survived the calamitous wars which
in 2041 destroyed an overpopulated Earth. Mia Havero, a small, black-haired, blackeyed girl approaches the time of
'Trial'. She is to be cast out for a month - to live or to die - into the hostile wilds of a colony world... ''
Sidgwick & Jackson 1969 First Edition in the UK & First Hardback First Printing
Bruised at base of spine, one page corner creased (?during production) and page edges a little browned and
£75.00
marked - Very Good book in lightly rubbed and creased Dust Jacket with the spine panel red faded (as usual)
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409 Alexey Pehov : Shadow Blizzard
''After the loss of friends and comrades, after betrayal and battle, master thief Shadow Harold finally enters Hrad
Spein - the dreaded underground complex where the object of Harold's quest, the Rainbow Horn, is hidden... he must
succeed where battalions of soldiers and wizards have failed... ''
Tor 2010 First Edition First Printing Translated by Andrew Bromfield. With Publisher's Promotional News Sheet
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with a touch of wear at the top tip of the front £10.00
fold

410 Benjamin Percy : The Dead Lands
''One hundred and fifty years ago - when... the flu mutated and millions began to die - downtown St. Louis was
fortified... the Sanctuary... humanity's last outpost on earth... surrounded by a wasteland of dead scrub and inhabited
by mutated creatures... an oppressive government keeps the population in its thrall... But everything is about to
change... ''
Hodder 2015 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£10.00

411 Pierre Pevel : The Alchemist in the Shadows
''Cardinal Richelieu... is on guard... France is under threat... a secret society known as the Black Claw is conspiring
against him... his most trusted men... the Cardinal's Blades... ready to risk their lives... a beautiful, infamous, deadly
Italian spy... demands... protection... Because La Donna can name their enemy... '' Sequel to The Cardinal's Blades
Gollancz 2010 First Edition First Printing (Trade Paper) Translated by Tom Clegg. With Publisher's Press Release
Upper rear corner slightly creased else Fine book
£4.00

412 Pierre Pevel : The Cardinal's Blades
''... Cardinal Richelieu's men... risk life and limb in the name of France... war on the horizon... an insidious plot... a
huge dragon-shaped shadow... dragons... ancient, terrible and powerful... the Cardinal's Men... must turn the tide... ''
Gollancz 2009 First Edition First Printing (Trade Paper) Translated by Tom Clegg. With Publisher's Press Release
Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£7.50

413 Terry Pratchett : Reaper Man
''Death is missing - presumed... er... gone. Which leads to the kind of chaos you always get when an important public
service is withdrawn... Ghosts and poltergeists fill up the Discworld... Meanwhile, on a little farm far, far away, a tall,
dark stranger is turning out to be really good with a scythe... ''
Gollancz 1991 First Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author on the Title Page with a Scythe
Illustration
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and top edge of rear board, one small mark to top page edges and page £60.00
edges a little age-darkened/browned else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket, with a tiny fingernail
strain/puncture in front gutter

414 Cherie Priest : Dreadful Skin
''Jack Gilbert went to India to serve his Queen... returned... a violently changed man with an unnatural sickness that
altered his body and warped his mind. Eileen Callaghan left an Irish convent with a revolver and a secret. She knows
everything and nothing about Jack's curse... ''
Subterranean Press 2007 First Edition First Printing
Lower front corner slightly curled else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£15.00

415 John Rackham : Ipomoea
''... Ipomoea... One dose... the addict loses all sense of responsibility... then... the addict switches off altogether...
they don't die... they don't even show signs of getting old... immortal vegetables; brainless bodies swamping the
world, spreading this Happy Sugar to others... ''
Dobson 1972 First Hardback Edition First Printing Signed and Personalised by the Author to Richard Cowper
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, one biro comment (presumably by R.C.) on rear free end paper, and
£30.00
page edges foxed else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, price-clipped and with Publisher's £1.40 price sticker

416 Kit Reed : Magic Time
Clute - ''...treats the USA as analogous to a grotesque theme park, posthumously run by a Disney-like guru in cold
storage''
Berkley Putnam 1980 First Edition First Printing Probably Signed and Personalised by the Author (?as K) on the
front free end paper
Bruised at top and base of spine and a few page top corner tips and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine £20.00
book in lightly rubbed Dust Jacket.

417 Kit Reed : Tiger Rag
'' '... she became aware of the presence of evil, as palpable as a waking tiger; it uncurled and rose to stalk around the
house, snuffling at the cracks and staring with bright, yellow eyes at every window, trying to find its way in.'... Her tiger
is the past, her passion is the truth. Her rage is to put it all together... '' Non-fantastical?
Dutton 1973 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine, corners bruised, front free end paper removed and page edges lightly
£4.00
age-darkened else Fine book in like, slightly browned, creased and marked Dust Jacket, with some pressure
marks/impressions on the rear panel
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418 Alastair Reynolds : Diamond Dogs, Turquoise Days
Two Revelation Space stories - ''... When an old friend offers Swift the chance to help him explore Blood Spire, an
enigmatic structure surrounded by the bones of those who have already tried... '' & ''... Naqi has dedicated her life to
the study of the alien Pattern Jugglers, the amorphous, aquatic organisms with the capacity to preserve and reshape
human memory... ''
Gollancz 2003 First Combined Edition & Thus First Printing
Binding a little strained and page edges lightly browned and no longer parallel else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

419 Alastair Reynolds : Pushing Ice
''By 2057 the commercial exploitation of the Solar System is in full swing... Janus, one of Saturn's ice moons... is now
heading out of the Solar System at high speed... Janus was never a moon in the first place, but some kind of
machine... Rockhopper is the only ship anywhere near... ''
Gollancz 2005 First Edition First Printing
Binding slightly strained else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£10.00

420 Alastair Reynolds : Slow Bullets
''... A vast conflict, one that has encompassed hundreds of worlds and solar systems, appears to finally be at an end.
A conscripted soldier is beginning to consider her life after the war and the family she has left behind. But for Scur
and for humanity peace is not to be... ''
Gollancz 2017 First Edition in the UK Second Printing
Fine book in like dustjacket
£5.00

421 Bonnie Jones Reynolds : The Truth About Unicorns
''Oriskany Forks, 1926... 5021 nice folks minding each other's business. But why did Crazy Lizzy paint her body with
strange symbols? And why did the sheriff who found her shoot his wife's gladioli?... What was the white animal that
folks kept glimpsing... what were the phantom hoofbeats... What was the truth... ?''
Garnstone Press 1974 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with the £4.00
yellow spine panel background very slightly faded

422 Robert Richardson : The Book of the Dead
''... he is especially intrigued by wealthy bibliophile Carrington's tale of a literary treasure - the last unpublished
Sherlock Holmes story - passed down through the family... Carrington's murderer steals the precious Holmes story
from the safe... But eventually, Gus must turn to the master Holmes... to untangle... this very modern murder case.''
St. Martin's Press 1989 First Edition in the US First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly worn Dust Jacket
£4.00

423 R. Garcia Y Robertson : Lady Robyn
''... Robyn's fantasy of courtly romance comes up against the brute reality of medieval politics... murder, warfare, and
betrayal... an engrossing time-travel romance... '' Follows Knight Errant.
Forge 2003 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£7.50

424 Kim Stanley Robinson : A Short, Sharp Shock
''... the story is propelled from surprise to surmise to disillusionment to satisfaction to utter mystification. Incorporating
erotic symbolism fraught with quasi-Freudian overtones and social contrivances invested with Jungian implications,
Robinson has created a modern mythological playground for the twentieth century imagination... ''
Ziesing 1990 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in slightly creased £7.50
Dust Jacket

425 Spider Robinson : Night Of Power
''... 1996... New York City... torn by racial tension and rip for rebellion... black Americans... demand what is theirs...
and have the power to take it... And their plans are unsuspected... until... ''
Baen 1985 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in lightly rubbed Dust Jacket.
£10.00

426 Spider Robinson : Stardance (With Jeanne Robinson)
''Because she was the way she was - big, beautiful, sexy - there was no way on Earth Shara Drummond could
become a professional dancer in spite of her soaring genius... but the zero gravity environment of the orbiting
Skyfac... meant catering to the whims of a perverse millionaire... And when the aliens appeared... ''
Dial Press 1979 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped and rubbed at top and base of spine, top board edges slightly browned, slightly bumped near top £15.00
front corner and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in price-clipped, lightly edge-rubbed and
internally damp-marked Dust Jacket, with a ca. 3 mm tear at the lower edge of the rear panel
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427 Spider Robinson : Telempath
''A deadly virus has been unleashed and causes the death of the major part of humanity. The virus magnifies the
sense of smell, driving most people mad... all human relationships have irretrievably changed, and men have
become like animals... and smell the gaseous telepathic beings who inhabit the skies... ''
Macdonald & Jane's 1978 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in lightly creased Dust Jacket

£4.00

428 Michael Scott Rohan (Also as Michael Scot, with Allan Scott): Cloud Castles
''Twice before Stephen Fisher has set sail upon the spiral - that shifting melee of Space and Time that abuts
accepted reality at ancient, hidden places... great and terrible forces... are calling him back once more... demons are
descending en masse upon Europe, Malevolent beings... have conspired to spill monsters into the Core... ''
AvoNova/Morrow 1994 First Edition in the US First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and top page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£4.00

429 Theodore Roscoe : The Wonderful Lips Of Thibong Linh
Author's Note; On Account of a Woman; The Voodoo Express; The Wonderful Lips Of Thibong Linh. ''... imaginative,
gripping tales - as enjoyable today as they were fifty years ago... an exotic blend of adventure, fantasy, and...
surprise''
Grant 1981 First Edition First Printing Illustrated by Stephen Gervais
Slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges browned and slightly marked else Fine book in slightly worn and £7.50
creased Dust Jacket.

430 Fred Saberhagen : Merlin's Bones
''... Not very long after the death of King Arthur, a troupe of strolling players, on the run from a brutal king, amble onto
a spit of land... There young Amby... discovers the secret hiding place of Merlin's bones... many people are interested
in the... remains... Morgan le Fay... Mordred... a skeptical twenty-first century physicist... old Merlin himself... ''
Tor 1995 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

431 Fred Saberhagen : Shiva In Steel
''... one Berserker computer has suddenly and mysteriously developed a tactical strategy unlike anything the human
opposition has seen before... Shiva, like the Hindu god of destruction... annihilates whole colonies... ''
Tor 1998 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

432 R. A. Salvatore : The Dame
''Bransen Garibond, the highwayman... is joined by his comrades... and his road becomes a quest to put right over
wrong, a quest for truth... '' Book 3 in the Saga of the First King
Tor 2009 First Edition First Printing With Publisher's News Sheet
Slightly rubbed at top of spine else Fine Uncorrected Proof
£5.00

433 Richard Ben Sapir : The Far Arena
''In the reign of the Emperor Domitian, the greatest gladiator in all the Roman Empire was Lucius Aurelius
Eugenianus... Nearly nineteen hundred years later a group of oil-riggers operating in the Arctic strike not oil but a
human body encased in ice... The gladiator lives again...'' Memorable.
Secker & Warburg 1979 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine, page edges a little bruised, and browned - Good book in
slightly torn, unpriced, Dust Jacket a little frayed at top and base of the spine, with the top edge internally
reinforced.

£5.00

434 Robert J. Sawyer : Rolllback
''Dr. Sarah Halifax decoded the first-ever radio transmission received from aliens... a second message is received...
Sarah, now eighty-seven... a rollback... experimental rejuvenation procedure... She accepts on the condition that
Don, her husband, gets a rollback too... but... the rollback fails for Sarah... ''
Tor 2007 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and top page edges slightly bumped and marked else Fine book in
£7.50
slightly creased and rubbed Dust Jacket

435 John Scalzi : The Ghost Brigades
''... the Special Forces of the Colonial Defence Forces, elite troops created from the DNA of the dead... They're
young, they're fast and strong, and they're totally without normal human qualms... Three races that humans have
clashed with before have allied to halt our expansion into space... ''
Tor 2006 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£10.00

436 Lawrence M. Schoen : Buffalogenesis Tales of the Amazing Conroy #2
''... interstellar bon vivant, and hypnotist extraordinaire, has taken a break from a life of itinerant mesmerism to return
to Earth with a smuggled Buffalo Dog, an alien animal worth at least ten million bucks. Better still, she's pregnant... if
he can just survive the two thousand degree birth process, a dream-tracking assassin... and a corporate lawyer... ''
SRM 2006 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
Spine slightly rubbed else Fine A5 centre-stapled booklet
£5.00
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437 Karl Schroeder : The Engine of Recall
Introduction by Stephen Baxter and ten stories: Hopscotch; Halo; The Dragon of Pripyat; The Cold Convergence;
Making Ghosts; The Engine of Recall; Soitaire; Allegiances; The Pools of Air; Alexander's Road
Robert J. Sawyer 2005 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£10.00

438 Melissa Scott : The Jazz
''In the not too distant future the Internet is filled with Jazz: intentional misinformation and bewildering disinformation.
there are even virtual Web sites devoted entirely to satirical and entertaining lies. Tin Lizzy, a young woman techie
with a criminal past, is a theatrical Web sites designer... ''
Tor 1995 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

439 Bob Shaw : Orbitsville Departure
''Two hundred years have passed since the events of Orbitsville, and in that time the vast majority of the human race
has emigrated to its vast and hospitable spaces. Garry Dallen...discovers...a larger mystery: that of Orbitsville, of who
built it, and...why?''
Gollancz 1983 First Edition First Printing
Page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket with the spine panel blue slightly faded.
£7.50

440 Bob Shaw : The Ragged Astronauts Trilogy (The Ragged Astronauts+The Wooden
Spaceships+The Fugitive Worlds)
Clute - '... with the Ragged Astronauts sequence, the author returned to his very best and most inventive form,
describing with joyful exactness the sensation of emigrating, via hot-air balloon, up the hourglass funnel of
atmosphere that connects two planets which orbit each other... ''
Gollancz 1986-9 All Are First Edition First Printings (Three Volumes)
Slightly bumped at top and/or base of spines, and page edges foxed (Vol. 1 quite badly) else Fine copies in like
Dust Jacket, with Vol. 1 badly damp marked on the inside (no show-through)-

£15.00

441 Robert Sheckley : Can You Feel Anything When I Do This
Sixteen of his inimitable, zany stories
Gollancz 1972 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at base of spine and page edges age-darkened else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket, with a tiny£15.00
tear at the top of the rear fold and a little marking inside (no show-through)

442 Lewis Shiner : Slam
''... Dave, paroled after six months' hard time for tax evasion, has just landed the worlds' greatest job... A rich old lady
has left her fortune to her twenty-three cats. As their caretaker, Dave is to receive a salary, expenses, and the use of
her luxury beach house. Almost immediately things start to go wrong. The old woman's money is the focus of a power
struggle between a cast of bizarre characters... '' Not S.F.
Doubleday 1990 First Edition First Printing
Slightly rubbed at the base of the spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

443 Iain Sinclair : Dining On Stones (or, The Middle Ground)
''Andrew Norton, poet, visionary and hack, is looking for a new project; some untried quest to absorb him. Handed a
mysterious package - a much-hoped-for clue that must be deciphered - Norton quits his old stomping ground of
Hackney and sets out along the A13 to divine the boundaries of his search... ''
Hamish Hamilton 2004 First Edition First Printing
A few page edges slightly creased and page edges lightly marked else Fine Uncorrected Proof.
£10.00

444 Martin Cruz Smith (Also as Martin Smith): Nightwing
''The old indian sits in the heat of his shack in the Painted Desert. The Hopis... are dying... what can one old medicine
man do?... 'I'm going to end the world'... Every night from then Death stirs... its wings are wide and gossamer thin, it's
teeth are sharp as knives, its grotesque appetite insatiable... night is falling.''
Norton 1977 First Edition First Printing
Bruised and lightly rubbed at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned, foxed and rubbed else Fine £7.50
book in creased Dust Jacket, with a little wear and tear at the top of the spine panel

445 Michael Marshall Smith (Also as Michael Marshall): One of Us
''Hap Thompson - ex-criminal, ex-barman and ex-husband - has fallen on his feet at last. After years of scuffling in the
shadows of crime, he's finally found something he can do better than anyone else. And it's legal. Almost... ''
HarperCollins 1998 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in lightly creased Dust Jacket
£7.50
with a small fingernail puncture over the front gutter

446 S. P. Somtow (Also as Somtow Sucharitkul): Vanitas Escape From Vampire Junction
''... Timmy Valentine... relinquished his vampiric immortality and transferred his archetypal essence to young Angel
Todd, sending him out into the dark forest of the soul. Now Timmy Valentine is an ordinary twelve-year-old boy,
awakened from a two-thousand-year-old nightmare.. but there is something missing...''
Gollancz 1995 First Edition First Printing - Issued Simultaneously
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00
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447 Nancy Springer : Larque On The Wing
''Guitar-shaped, forty-year-old wife, mother and successful crafter of home decoration products Larque Harootunian
is going through a very messy mid-life crisis... embarrassing habit of producing temporary doubles... of people and
their inner aspects from out of thin air. But... ''
AvoNova/Morrow 1994 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

448 Nancy Springer : The Hex Witch Of Seldom
''The King, the Sorceress, the Trickster, the Virgin, the Priest... in full they form the Circle of Twelve... whose powers
are manifest in us all... those who have the Sight, like young Bobbi Yandro, can speak with them at will... her own
budding powers are beyond control... events sweep her into the very hands of the Twelve... ''
Baen 1988 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bruised at base of spine else Fine book in slightly browned and rubbed Dust Jacket
£5.00

449 Nancy Springer : The White Hart
''Long ago, so long ago that the enchantment of the Beginning was yet on it, there was a little land called Isle... Vast
oceans peopled by Sylkies encircled the land even as the thick-woven Forest surrounded each village... '' First in The
Book Of The Isle Trilogy.
Richard Drew 1984 First Trade Hardback Edition First Printing (Bound in red leatherette)
Page edges a little marked else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50

450 Robert Stallman : The Beast Trilogy (The Orphan+The Captive+The Beast)
''... the powerful fantasy trilogy... the story of the strange and mysterious creature locked within the body of a young
man in the rural mid-West of the 1930's... '' Quite a 'realistic' look at some problems associated with animal shapechangers - Great fun.
Kinnell 1989-90 First Edition in Hardback First Printings (3 Volumes) With annotated Publisher's Compliment's Slip
Bruised at top &/or base of spines, volume 1 page edges lightly foxed, volume 2 page edges a little browned, else £12.50
Fine books in like Dust Jacket

451 Robert Stallman : The Captive
''... continues the story of the strange and mysterious creature locked within the body of of a young man in the rural
mid-West of the 1930s... '' Second in the trilogy. Quite a 'realistic' look at some problems associated with animal
shape-changers and great fun.
Kinnell 1989 First Edition in Hardback First Printing
Page edges a little browned, else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£3.00

452 Robert Stallman : The Orphan
''... a powerful fantasy novel which uses the motifs underlying the classic folk myth of Beauty and the Beast to
stunning effect... '' First in the trilogy. Quite a 'realistic' look at some problems associated with animal shape-changers
and great fun.
Kinnell 1989 First Edition in Hardback First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£3.00

453 Adam Stemple : Singer Of Souls
''Leaving his life of petty crime and drug abuse behind, young Douglas flees from Minneapolis... when a mysterious
but alluring young girl offers him drugs... What follows isn't what he expects... Douglas can see, in all their beauty
and terrifying cruelty, the fey folk... Worse, they can see him... ''
Tor 2005 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£5.00

454 Charles Stross : Neptune's Brood A Space Opera
''The year is AD 7000. The human species is nearly extinct... due to its fragile nature. Krina Alizond-114 is
metahuman. descended from the robots that once served humanity... She's on a journey... to find her sister... when
pirates capture her ship. Their leader... Count Rudi, believes there's more to Krina's search than meets they eye.
He's correct... ''
Ace 2013 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£20.00

455 Charles Stross : The Clan Corporate Book Three of The Merchant Princes
''Miriam Beckstein has gotten in touch with her roots and they have nearly strangled her. A young, hip, business
journalist in Boston, she discovered that her family comes from an alternate reality, that she is very well-connected,
and that her family is a lot too much like the mafia for comfort... ''
Tor 2006 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed and creased Dust Jacket
£5.00
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456 Charles Stross : The Hidden Family Book Two of the Merchant Princes
''The six families of the Clan rule the kingdom of Gruinmarkt from behind the scenes, a mixture of nobility and criminal
conspirators whose power to walk between their world and ours makes them rich in both. Braids of family loyalty and
intermarriage provide a fragile guarantee of peace, but... ''
Tor 2005 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly marked else Fine book in Dust Jacket, £5.00
a little worn and eroded at the upper tips of the folds and with a short split in the upper tip of the rear one

457 Michael Swanwick : Griffins Egg
'' Driven from an ecologically torn earth, hi-tech industries have annexed the moon... dependent still upon the world
they have already destroyed, they are carelessly laying waste to the chill and ancient beauties of the lunar surface...
When the inevitable war on earth threatens to shut down the pipeline... priorities must change... ''
Legend 1991 First Edition First Printing Signed by the Author on the Title Page
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in Dust £4.00
Jacket.

458 Michael Swanwick : The Iron Dragon's Mother
''Caitlin of House Sans Merci is the young half-human pilot of a sentient mechanical dragon. Returning from her first
soul-stealing raid, she discovers that one has hitched a ride - in her head... Caitlin is framed for the murder of her
brother... the stakes are higher than she knows... ''
Tor 2019 First Edition First Printing
Slightly bumped at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket £15.00

459 Michael Swanwick : The Periodic Table Of Science Fiction
Introduction by Theodore W. Gray: 118 short-short stories, originally published at weekly intervals on-line in Sci
Fiction, all based on Mendeleev’s Periodic Table of Elements. With a new Afterword by the Author
PS Publishing 2005 First Edition Limited State Signed by the Author (No. 185/700)
Fine copy in like dustjacket.

£40.00

460 Colin Thompson : Future Eden
''The year is 2287. Life on Earth is lazily grinding to a halt. Ever since the day when his parents vanished, Jay's been
fending for himself... One day he decides to leave... his perfect home and to find out.. what exactly is going on...
NOTHING could have prepared him for what's to come... ''
Simon & Schuster 1999 First Edition First Printing (Paper)
A couple of corners lightly creased/rubbed and page edges lightly browned else Fine Book
£3.00

461 Patrick Tilley : Fade-Out
''... A mysterious burst of deep-space radiation... disrupts radar and radiowave transmissions. An unidentified object
is discovered in Earth orbit... A landing site sealed off by the Air Force and the CIA. A spacecraft from another star
system... ''
Hodder & Stoughton 1975 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and rear fore-edge, lower rear corner bumped and page edges marked - Very
£4.00
Good book in slightly creased Dust Jacket with a little wear at the top of the spine and tiny erosion at the ends of
the front fold

462 George Turner : The Destiny Makers
''In the era of 'the big squeeze' - when an environmentally ravaged Earth groans beneath the weight of twelve billion
people - two men control the destiny of humankind. One was recently senile... the other is going insane...'' His last
book.
Morrow 1993 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

463 Rev. Hubert Venables (Charles Herridge?): The Frankenstein Diaries
''A genius born out of his time, Frankenstein believed himself possessed of a divine vocation to create 'the new
Adam', only to find he had unleashed the denizens of hell... illustrated with Frankenstein's own sketches and with
contemporary documents... ''
Hutchinson 1980 First Edition in the UK First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in worn, torn and creased
Dust Jacket

£3.00

464 Joan D. Vinge : Fireship and Mother and Child
''Two outstanding novellas... Fireship... it was meant to enhance a secret agent's abilities to penetrate and
computer... but... made Earth too hot for him... Mother and Child... The Neane were the masters of their world, their
power supported by the living Gods who walked among them... But suddenly... ''
Sidgwick & Jackson 1981 First UK & Trade Hardback Edition With Publisher's Review Slip
Lower corners bruised, top page edges lightly age-darkened and one pin-head-sized spot on lower page edges £10.00
else Fine book in Dust Jacket, a little rubbed along the lower edge, and flaps browned.
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465 Andrew Wallace : Celebrity Werewolf
''Suave, sophisticated, erudite and charming, Gig Danvers seems to be too good to be true. He appears from
nowhere and sets about revolutionising science and promoting humanitarian causes, using his growing influence for
the good of all mankind; but are his critics right to be cautious?... ''
NewCon Press 2019 First Edition First Printing (Paper) Signed and Personalised by the Author on the Pre-Lim Page
Fine Paperback
£5.00

466 Janet M. Warner : The Chronicles of Mershane Canis Major to Rainby: The Carraway
Connection
''He is a talented poet, a master of words, whose songs play on the hearts of his admirers with seemingly
supernatural potency. But his own heart is in turmoil, enthralled by a vision of unattainable beauty... his quest to know
and claim his beloved will bring him face to face with a truth he cannot handle... ''
Self Published 2011 (Paper) (Print on Demand?)
Fine Book (Note: Lacks Bar-Code on rear cover)
£10.00

467 Janet M. Warner : The Chronicles of Mershane Rainby to Salak (and back): Bracelets,
Bells and Dragon Dice
''The planet RAINBY -0 where all the bigotry and prejudice of the Urthan Unity is taken to its most hideous extreme.
And yet it was on Rainby that MERSHANE BRINGER encountered two men who would become his staunchest allies
and closest friends... Rainby would learn to rue the day these three souls were thrown together... ''
Self Published 2009 (Paper) (Print on Demand?)
Base of spine lightly rubbed else Fine Book (Note: Lacks Bar-Code on rear cover)
£10.00

468 Janet M. Warner : The Chronicles of Mershane Salak to Rha: Betwixt and Between
'MERSHANE BRINGER has been many things in his life - Trader, smuggler, pirate, slave. But always... the
mysterious planet RHA, has called him to come home... these stories... range from Mer's earliest forays into Unity
space to the eve of his departure for DAYDAR IV...
Self Published 2010 (Paper) (Print on Demand?)
Fine Book (Note: Lacks Bar-Code on rear cover)
£10.00

469 Janet M. Warner : The Chronicles of Mershane Salak: Blood on Bookwalk
''... as murder erupts on peaceful Bookwalk, Mer must find and defuse a psychic time bomb which could reignite the
flames of war... fist volume of the Chronicles of Mershane to appear in print... ''
Self Published 2010 (Paper) (Print on Demand?)
Fine Book (Note: Lacks Bar-Code on rear cover)
£10.00

470 Ivor Watkins : Demon
''The rains came. And came. Half Wales lay waterlogged. In the depths of an isolated valley, a landslip - and Ancient
Evil saw the light of a new day.. the Demon is awakening to claim Its own - and nothing can stand in Its way... ''
Macdonald 1983 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top of spine and page edges browned else Fine book in slightly creased Dust Jacket
£5.00

471 Peter Watts : Echopraxia
''... set in the world of... Blindsight It's the eve of the twenty-second century: a world where the dearly departed send
postcards back from Heaven and evangelicals make scientific breakthroughs by speaking in tongues. Where
genetically engineered vampires solve problems intractable to baseline humans and soldiers come with zombie
switches... ''
Tor 2014 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£20.00

472 Margaret Weis : Secret of the Dragon (With Tracy Hickman)
''New gods are challenging the old high god, Torval, for rulership of the world. The only way to stop these brash
interlopers lies with the five Bones of the Vekria Dragons... '' Second in Dragonships of Vindras series
Tor 2010 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in lightly edge-rubbed Dust Jacket

£4.00

473 Robert Westall : Antique Dust Ghost Stories
'' 'Dealers are undertakers of a sort. When a man dies, the undertaker comes for the body... and the dealer comes for
the rest. I deal in dead men's clocks, pipes and swords. Passing through my hands they give off joy, loneliness,
fear... I have known more evil in a set of false teeth than in any so-called haunted house in England.'.. ''Seven stories.
Viking 1989 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and page edges lightly browned else Fine book in like Dust £10.00
Jacket, with most of the spine panel background faded from brown to pale blue

474 Robert Westall : Love Match
''Love as war, love as a game of tennis, love as worship... Making the wrong choice, falling in love at the wrong time...
Loving the unattainable, love when you do not even know it is love... '' Love Match; The Concert; The Women's Hour;
Claudine; Lulworth Cove; Fatty France and First Death
Methuen 1997 First Edition First Printing
Fine book in like Dust Jacket
£7.50
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475 Chris Westwood : The Silence
''The past is forever closing in, however hard you try to escape it. And when it finds you - when the telephone rings
and a voice you hoped never to hear again speaks your name - the silence that follows can be deadly... '' Scarce.
Piatkus 1993 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and base of spine else Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket with the price removed.
£10.00

476 Bill Willingham : Peter & Max A Fables Novel
''... in the heart of The Black Forest, Peter Piper and his older brother Max encounter ominous forces that will change
them both... an epic tale of sibling rivalry, magic, music and revenge that spans medieval times to the present day... ''
With The Price of a Happy Ending - an 8 page bonus story
Vertigo 2009 First Edition First Printing ? (Note: No edition information on Copyright Page) Illustrated by Steve
Lialoha
Fine book in slightly rubbed Dust Jacket
£7.50

477 Connie Willis : All About Emily
''Theatre legend Claire Havilland... a media appearance with her biggest fan - a famous artificial intelligence pioneer's
teenage niece... unnaturally charming Emily... the story becomes more complex as dreams of fame give way to
concerns about choice, free will, and identity... ''
Subterranean 2011 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at base of spine else Fine book in like Dust Jacket.
£20.00

478 Gene Wolfe : Exodus From The Long Sun
''Patera Silk, who has received enlightenment from a god, has risen from a humble priest to ruler of his city-state.
Revolution and war have broken out, and the mysterious gods have intervened in human affairs in ways that make
them appear much like a dysfunctional family as immortals. An unknowable crisis has been building... ''
Tor 1996 First Edition in the US First Printing
Surface paper tear across base of spine, upper cover corner rubbed and first few page corners a little curled,
£7.50
lower rear cover corner lightly creased and covers lightly rubbed and marked - Very Good Uncorrected Proof.

479 Gene Wolfe : Free Live Free
''... four ill-assorted characters living free of charge in a run-down rooming house in a part of Chicago... owned by the
mysterious Ben Free. The four set out to trace him... partly because they are sure he has some great hidden or lost
wealth, connected with a mysterious place he once lived in called the High Country.''
Gollancz 1985 First Edition in the UK First Printing & Thus
Bruised at top and base of spine and page edges lightly age-darkened else Fine book in like Dust Jacket, with a
£5.00
hint of wear at the upper tip of the rear fold

480 Philip Wylie : An April Afternoon
''... a novel of young love in an adult world of cynical amorality... ''
Farrar & Rinehart 1938 First Edition First Printing (With Publisher's Oval on Copyright Page)
Slightly bumped and worn at top and base of spine and corners, spine lean, evidence of plate removal from rear
free end paper and page edges and fixed end papers browned - ?Good book

£7.50

481 Philip Wylie : Finnley Wren His Notions and Opinions, Together with a Haphazard
History of his Career and Amours in these Moody Years, as well as Sundry Rhymes,
Fables, Diatribes And Literary Misdemeanours A Novel in a New Manner
Clute - '' During this early period Wylie also produced his most highly regarded single work, Finnley Wren [see
Checklist for subtitle] (1934), a baroque anatomy in fictional terms of the young century, into which were embedded
two tales of sf interest, An Epistle to the Thessalonians and Epistle to the Galatians.''
Farrar & Rinehart 1934 First Edition Later Printing (Lacking Publisher's Oval on Copyright Page)
Slightly bumped and worn at top and base of spine and corners, lower front corner bumped, yellow cloth lightly
£7.50
marked, previous owner's stamp, doodle 'return to' and pencil note crossed out in biro and then erased on front
free end paper and page edges age-darkened - Good book

482 Philip Wylie : The Disappearance
''The female of the species vanished on the afternoon of the second Tuesday of February at four minutes and fiftytwo seconds past four o' clock, Eastern Standard Time. The event occurred universally at the same instant, without
regard to time belts, and was followed by such phenomena as might be expected after happenings of that nature... ''
Gollancz 1951 First Edition in the UK Fourth Printing
Tiny wear spot at top of spine, page edges browned and a few top page edges bumped - Very Good book lacking £5.00
the Dust Jacket

483 Timothy Zahn : Spinneret
''... a taut, thrilling scenario using a classic science fiction idea and infusing it with current scientific ideas and an
original twist... ''
Bluejay 1985 First Edition First Printing
Bruised at top and slightly bumped at base of spine and faint discoloration to front fixed end paper (?sticker
removal) else Fine book in Dust Jacket, with a little damp-marking on the inside (no show-through)

£10.00

